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Editorial

With his celebrated 1996

The Clash

of Civilisations
and the Remaking of World Order, Professor Samuel Huntington
caused an enormous stir when he claimed, among other things, that
Islam would replace Communism as the greatest threat to world
peace and harmony as known and propagated by the West.
publication,

Moderate Muslims and broad-minded Westerners had every reason
then to dismiss this as an unwarranted alarmist propaganda. But the

September 11th in New York and Washington have
unequivocally shown that there is indeed a 'fault line' between
civilisations. Shortly after that dark day in human history, I received
a phone call from far away Switzerland by an elderly Swiss lady
events of

who declared that the attacks

were an

outward manifestation of an

jealousy over the economic and military power of the
gratifying to note that an important Arab voice in this
matter was more optimistic and conciliatory. Speaking to the
English Parliament on 8 November, King Abdallah of Jordan
declared thatthe time has come for the age-long tension and hatred
between the West and the Arab world to be replaced with a new era
of dialogue, tolerance; trust and hope for all humanity.
The papers in this volume show how the goals and aspirations of
obsessive

West. It is

cultures do, and should, coalesce in ways that are harmonious and
complementary. Through a careful study of Igbo Wisdom

Afigbo identifies salient African
contributions to universal human and spiritual values in the face of
an ever increasing drive towards globalization. Against this
background, Elochukwu Uzukwu calls for a radical blending of

Knowledge, Professor

A.E.

elements of Christian traditioawith those of African culture in the..

'

pursuit of theological education in Africa. Efforts at incarnating
Christianity into African culture has been a primary concern for the
local churches in the continent, It is little wonder therefore that
inculturation featured prominently as the primary theme ofthe 1994

African

Synod.

Professor Uzukwu reiterates that the Vatican II

recommendation of
cultures is

a

a

'more radical

task that calls for 'more

adaptation' to indigenous
imagination and creativity.'

Editorial
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Regrettably, there are not a few voices that point out that Rome's
insistence on a/micro-government of the universal church not only
beclouds imagination, but also limits local initiatives. The paper by
Chukwudi Njoku and Matbijs Lamberigts, as well as the one by
Professor Joy Ogwu, show in various ways that the prospects of
inculturation and changes in the church are better served by a
courageous adherence' to the principles of collegiality and
subsidiarity
One would like to agree with the popular belief that the-primary
.

distinction between civilizations is cultural. But this does not make
the economic factor any less compelling. The United States of

America, the worst polluter of the environment, has recently vetoed
a global treaty on the protection of the environment on economic

grounds. More recently still, the Christian Aid and other-NGOs have
called for an international control of the Multi-Nationals to prevent
them from

their economic power to the disadvantage of
developing Nations,just as Shell and other oil companies have been

using

doing in the Niger Delta region of Southern Nigeria for many
decades. Protus Kemdirim's paper on Eco-Theology reminds our
readers that the global protection of the environment is a sacred

obligation.
Finally,

in this volume's

special feature, Professor Ben

Nwabueze shows in meticulous detail how the unconstitutional
introduction of the Muslim Sharia law in a good number of states in
Northern Nigeria goes contrary to _gious freedom aad religious

neutrality of the state. Shortly after the September 11 incident in
America, several Pakistani nationals were arrested in Nigeria who
claimed they were in the country to teach Muslims the Jihad. For the
first time, it became evident that the bloody religious clashes that
had claimed thousands of lives since the introduction of Sharia in
Nigeria may not be totally home bred.' This ,is a practical
demonstration that the call for dialogue :betWeen peoples and
cultures should indeed be a global concern.
Nicholas Omenka

THE DIALOGUE OF CIVILISATIONS: ASPECTS OF IGBO
WISDOM KNOWLEDGE

By
A. E AFIGBO

(Abia

State

(NNOM)
University, Uturu, Nigeria)

Retrieving Black Africa's
of Civilisations

Place in World

This brief paper

on

Wisdom

Teachings

conceived

was

Igbo

and

History and Dialogue

Knowledge
has

been

or

Igbo Wisdom

constructed

as

a

contribution to the larger issue of the Blackman and the dialogue
of Civilisations, or perhaps more appropriately as a contribution
to the haunting question of what, if anything, is the contribution
of the Blackman to world civilisation? By the beginning of the
last century, that is the 20th century Western civilisation, which
has been the dominant world civilisation since about 1450, had
come to the conclusion that Africa, that is black Africa, was no
participant in that dialogue. Jonathan Swift had noticed this as
early as the 18th century when he observed that in Africa's maps
geographers, for want of towns, put instead elephants and
giraffes. In the 19th century, W.F. Hegel, the famed German
philosopher and historian had, during his celebrated lectures on
the philosophy of history, dismissed Africa with a wave of the
hand as no part of the majestic stream of world history. In the 20th
century Arnold J. Toynbee, historian, philosopher, metaphysical
thinker wrote his multi-volume study of between 21 and 22 world
civilisations, none of which belonged to black Africa. It was
these broad attitudes and assumptions which leading historians
and social scientists such as A. P. Newton, G. Seligman,
Reginald Coupland and Hugh R. Trevor-Roper, for instance,
particularised as Africa (black Africa) having no history worthy
of serious study except, of course, it be the history of her
invaders by which they meant Semite-Hamitic peoples and
,
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1
Europeans. The rise of African history, and in general of
Afrikanistiks, in the course of the last forty years or so of the

twentieth century was, in some measure, the result of the
response or reaction of black Africa's intellectual elite to this

withering scepticism about black Africa's achievements in the
past and the possibility of giving it a scholarly reconstruction.'
The birth or rebirth of African studies notwithstanding, the
question of black Africa's place and stand in the dialogue of
world civilisations remains to be satisfactorily dealt with,
especially with the rise of globalisation. As I pointed out recently
in a public lecture, contemporary globalisation has meant the
take-over of the world by two regions of it the Middle East and
the Far East on the one side, and the West (Europe and America)
on the other side. All the religious and spiritual isms that today
rule the world were spawned by the Middle East and Far East.
These include Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism,
Zoroastrianism, Shintoism, Sikhism, Shabdism, Confucianism,
Taoism, the Bahaula Faith and so on. All the great spiritual and
religious books that rule the world in this area the Christian
Bible, the Koran, Zend-Avesta, Bagavad Gita, Adi Granth, Tao
Te Ching, the Sbariyat-ki-Sugmad, the various Mahabratas and
Vedas are the productsof the Middle East and Far East.3
Then the mental-material field is the private playground of
the West, that is Europe and her satellite settlements in the New
World (America and Canada) and Australasia. They now rule the
world owing to their undisputed control of material technology
-

-

and what has also been called social
and

trans-national

technology"

-

multi-national

corporations, democracy, free enterprise,

rights, communications and so on. In other words the
globalised world is a partitioned world in which black Africa has
no square inch of spiritual, mental or material territory under her

human

control.'
This situation has occupied quite

a

bit of my time inthe last

few years, as a result of which I have sought to draw fresh
attention to it and may be address it in a number of recent public

A. E.
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lectures.

My basic position has been that the Blackman must
divest himself of paradigms and thinking processes invented,
produced and marketed by the West, or any other civilisation for
their selfish purposes and invent, produce and market his own. At
this point I quote two paragraphs from my lecture on "The
Blackman, History and Responsibility" delivered on 23rd May,
2000 under the auspices of the Centre for Black and African Arts
and Civilisation (CBAAC) in Lagos. They insist that:
the Blackman must break out of the dark and

narrow

confmes within

which Western civilisation has boxed him, and continues to seek to
confme him. To do this the Blackman must ruthlessly exploit one of the

options which the game theory offers him. According to this theory all life
is a game
Shakespeare prefers the word stage. Some of this game is
the
designed by
gods (or nature) and some by man. When you agree to
playa game already designed by a god or by a man, you offer yourself to
be bound hands and feet, for it means you have accepted the rules and
regulations invented by the designer to ensure that that game is played
according to his rules and may be his desires. This point should be clear to
all from what happens to those who agree to play soccer presided over
today by FIFA. If you wake up to the fact that you are constrained by the
game in which you are currently involved, and you want to free yourself,
the first thing you need to do is to opt out or become a non-conformist, or
to even become disruptive. This already brings into question the
contemporary ideology, marketed by the satisfied and satiated nations,
that the world can move forward only under conditions of peace, stability
and tranquillity that is in circumstances in which the present arrangement
in which they are top-dogs remains undisturbed.
After you have opted out or become non-conformist or even disruptive,
the next .step is to design your own game and draw up its rules and
regulations. To become a top-dog, an imperator, you have to lure or
compel some of your neighbours to take up your own game under your
own rules and regulations. This sounds easy enough, but anyone who has
attempted to do it, for instance by opting out of the family game designed
by the paterfamilias and his wife, or out of the village game designed by
the- elders of the clan, or out of the local church game designed by the
local priest and local church elders will attest to how difficult, indeed
bruising, the path to ultimate freedom and responsibility could be. But
-

then

elders say you do not opt out of a necessary war because of the
knowledge that war is bloody. What you seek to do is to minimize the
our

Dialogue of Civilization: Aspects of/gbo
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on your own side, while maximising it on the side of the
Designing your own game and working out its rules and
regulations calls for serious thought and action, for a special aggregation
of experts in centres and institutes equipped with the resources for doing
the job in hand. In other words, the Blackman needs to establish
specialised centres and institutes designed and equipped to face the
problem of the Blackman's view and perception of himself, his world, his
place in that world and his relationship with his co-inhabitants of the
physical cosmos."

bloodshed
enemy.

Paradigms
Friendly
We

are

and Criteria

often told,

or

of

Civilisation that

taunted, that we do

are

Blackman

not have to re-invent the

wheel. But, I think, this is beside the point. We need to get back
point in our development from which the rain started

to that

beating

us

and have another look at the

concepts, methods, techniques and

evolving

an

epistemology

balanced, that will enable
our
our

that is

us

to

tag

ruling paradigms,

processes with

a

Blackman-friendly,
on,

even

view to

that is

if with the hold of

little toe, to the dialogue of world civilisations and thus assert
claim to being part of the mainstream of world civilisation as

it flows towards its unknown future.
Thus far the tendency in defining civilisation has been to
place the emphasis on coverage in time and place as well- as on
the

muscularity of its material and social technologies, ideologies
and other mental constructs. Based on these Western-derived
paradigms and criteria Africa cannot but be out of the reckoning
in the dialogue of world civilisations. But I do think we can start
from an investigation of whether the essence of civilisations
existed in black African cultures and societies even in their
embryonic form, and whether these performed or achieved the
vital function of preparing the black African man for that stage in
world history characterised by increased clashes, or intensified
dialogues between rival civilisations. The Amerindians and the
Australian Black Fellows who apparently did not meet this

A. E.
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criterion died out in consequence of this intensified contact and
dialogue. But not only did black Africa survive that critical stage,

but she has

proved herself able to be towed along and intact into
globalization era. But) of course, the question is whether she
should not enter that stage of history on her own stearn and
exerting her full weight.
As we adopt this approach we are surprised to find that within
limits black Africa made a number of significant contributions to

the

world civilisations. At the racial level black Africa was able, like
many other rival or competing races, to tame a substantial
fraction of the massive continent on which it pleased providence
to place or situate her. All of sub-Saharan Africa, except the
small area occupied by the Khoisan peoples, was effectively
tamed and occupied by the blacks through migration and the
development of an efficient productive economy that sustained a

enough to make it unnecessary for any other
job as was the case in the Americas and in
Australasia. She also developed for the sub-continent a social
technology socio-political institutions, systems and ideas that
again made it unnecessary for Europe, even during her period of
imperial control of the entire continent, to attempt to brush aside
this locally conceived and constructed social technology in order
to introduce her own or any others imported from outside the
continent. In fact throughout the sub-continent various forms and
permutations of the system known as Indirect Rule were
employed by the European colonial powers because of the degree
of success attained by the Blackman in the human settlement of
the sub-continent, in the economic control and exploitation of it
and in the socio-political management of its affairs.
This point, once made is so obvious that we do not need to
spend much time or space on it. We must now pass on to Africa's
achievements in the area we may describe as the quintessence of

population
race

dense

to take up that

-

civilisations. In this

-

area we have chosen to cite and discuss
somewhat briefly the Igbo example partly because it is necessary
here to go into particulars and specifics, and partly because the

Dialogue of Civilization: Aspects ofJgbo Wisdom Knowledge
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Igbo belong to the category of blacks erroneously regarded until
recently as one of the least developed of African peoples. If,
therefore, we are able to find in Igbo culture elements of those
ideas, institutions and artefacts which

are believed to go into the
of
civilized
existence, then the case
making
quintessence
much
for
of black Africa would have. been more than made.

of the

ideas, institutions and artefacts may have been small or
geographic scale, as well as lacked the necessary
muscle to impose themselves on other peoples and cultures. But
just the fact of their existence would prove our point that another
These

limited in

contribution of black Africa to world civilisations

lay

in the fact

that the blacks

brought themselves up to a point in development
that made it possible for them to be incorporated into the flow of
world

and culture instead of

history

just- withering

like the

Amerindians and the Black Fellows did in the face of the
the

challenge by

aggressive

standard-bearers

of

Western

civilisation.

/gbo

Wisdom

Knowledge

-

Example of Africa's

Contribution to

World Civilisation

begin our consideration of this subject at the level
of Igbo wisdom knowledge or teachings is deliberate. Wisdom
knowledge or mentalistic constructs form the fountainhead from
which all human achievement at the physical, economic and
socio-politica1levels derive. The point we want to make, and we
would want to be taken seriously, is that the Igbo, and therefore
the Blackman, fell short not at this vital level, but in their ability
to bring these seed ideas into visible and tangible manifestation at
the physical, economic and socio-politicallevels. Thus what may,
at the physical, economic and socio-political levels, look like a
Our decision

to

flat barren terrain stands
same

seed ideas

acclaimed

as

as

on a

is the

base studded with more or less the
in other civilisations popularly

case

better achieved.

A. E.

Before
ideas

we

wisdom

we

come

to
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specific examples of these basic seed
one or two general points about Igbo
first is that today it appears non-existent

shall first make

knowledge.

and devoid of

an

another

The

assured future because of the lack of what, in
I have described as an institutional base. In the

write-up,
paper just mentioned, I made the point that:
This

handicap (of

lack of

institutional

an

base) which afflicted Igbo

studies in the last century or so had not always been there. Indeed in the
preceding sixty centuries or so the situation was remarkably different. .It
may well be true that during those long ages there was no central
organisation, that is a pan- Igbo organisation, for pursuing and promoting
Igbo studies. But then Igbo studies' and Igbo knowledge formed part and
parcel of every institution that went into the making of Igbo society and
culture. The
and the clan

family,
as

well

the
as

lineage,

'the ward, the

village,

the

the societies associated with them

-

village-group
age-grades,

title

societies, professional guilds (of farmers, smiths, herbalists and native
doctors, traders etc), markets, village squares, shrines and oracles as well
as the obi (palaces) of rulers were all centres for the pursuit of Igbo

knowledge and its preservation.

7

paper went on to make the point that
these centres and institutions pursued Igbo

The

same

although none of
knowledge in a

comprehensive sense, that is in a pan-Igbo sense, yet in another
sense they pursued it in a comprehensive manner. "This", I
pointed out, "was in the sense that the lore and traditions built up
and preserved by each centre (and institution) tended to touch on
all aspects of human life and destiny as well as on all aspects of
the Igbo cosmos. Similarly, all disciplines
history, geography,
economics, philosophy, language and linguistics, literature, the
were covered to
exoteric and esoteric sciences
varying
-

-

extents".

8

The other

general point,

which

we

would want to touch

on

here, was made in another paper which is still to be aired
electronically or through the print media. It is that in talking of
Igbo wisdom knowledge, or indeed of Igbo experience, "we are
talking of the Creator's dealings with the Igbo people, we are

Dialogue of Civilization: Aspects ofJgbo
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from their scriptuie which was
preserved (recorded)
in different media. This scripture also falls into two testaments

drawing

...

-

the old testament which deals with happenings and experiences
before the dawn of British colonial rule, and the new testament
which deals with events and happenings coming after that dawn.
When

we

Igbo experience as preserved in oral
traditions, social institutions, art objects and artefacts, we are
drawing from the bible of the Igbo-speaking peoples and can
from there arrive at conclusions regarding at what levels and to
what extent the Igbo were able to cope with or meet the purpose
of man's odyssey on earth"? Having made these general points,
we can now plunge into the examination of a few specifics.

Divine

Beings, Civilising Heroes, Saviour-gods

draw from

as

Bearers

0/

Civilisation

Any detailed and perceptive study of any of the generally
accepted world civilisations will show that each is usually said to
have been set on the launching pad of future development by a
historical character usually mythologised as a god-man, We are
indeed told that in the history of the world. and of civilisations
there have been thirty-two god-men of whom seventeen have
to

been further characterised as saviours. The movement of world
scholarship having been what it is, that, is Blackman-unfriendly, it
is not surprising that none of these thirty-two god-men and none
of the saviours has a black African provenance, A god-man, as
we can find out from critical study, either has no identifiable

operates easily and regularly in the worlds of
spirits (and even animals) or is able to undertake a
perilous journey into distant lands (usually spirit or animal
worlds) and come back to the community of his fellow men with
gifts .or experiences that benefit all or. most. Using these criteria,
father
men

the

or

mother,

or

and

Igbo had mBIiy god-men and saviours, So did many other
black' African peoples. At the Black African level such figures as

A. E.
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in Benin, Oduduwa in Yorubaland, Okamfor Anokye in
Asante, Kintu in middle Africa were some of the god-men or

Ogiso

god-men
god-men

and saviours. In the
who

case

of the

Igbo,

operated freely in the worlds
god-men and saviours

animals. Some of the

Eri and Nri

were

of men, spirits and
made to wear

were

masks that made them into other creatures, or even animals (like
the dog, tortoise, toad, etc.) This was in keeping with a technique
to wisdom and esoteric

common

to

keep

truth which

private

teachings

world-wide

designed

certain inner truths from the uninitiated: the kind of inner
or

master

a

in

an

explains

to his students

or

disciples

in

inner chamber. In other words the attempt in
was launched by

black Africa at the construction of civilisations

the

same

kind of characters

or

actors as

performed

that function

in other parts of the world. Thus Igbo wisdom teaching carries
the same universal message that the making and sustaining of

civilisations is
those

a

very

high,

specialised

very

work carried out

by

specially called for it.
similar

fmd in

Igbo wisdom knowledge the
seed idea that every civilisation at a point in its history has need
of a saviour-god whose career makes it possible for that
civilisation to take the next step in its development. Where such a
saviour god fails to appear, which is not usual, that civilisation
withers and dies rather prematurely. In the case of the Igbo we
find that after the departure of their first god-man, their
In

a

civilisation
that
their

was so

manner we

came

to face

crisis in the nature. of a famine
nothing at all to eat. As a result

a severe

total that there

was

second-generation god-man, Nri,

sent

an

embassy

to

Chukwu who gave him a severe test-to sacrifice first his first
son, second his first daughter, third his male slave and finally his
female slave and harvest as food whatever germinated from the
grave of each. I believe we all know the story. From the grave of
the first son came yam, from the grave of the first daughter came
cocoyam, from the grave of the male slave came palm tree and
from the grave of the female slave came breadfruit tree. In
remembrance of this great mystical event, the festivals of Njoku

Dialogue of Civilization: Aspects ofJgbo
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Njoku was the saviour
Igbo civilisation survived
god
on the material fruits of its (his?) sacrifice. Again we can find
that in keeping with the usages and practices of wisdom or
esoteric knowledge, the central character in the story, Njoku, was
made to wear a mask so that his identity could be kept from the
uninitiated. Here again we encounter the universal idea of
sacrifice, of the perilous journey as an essential aspect of the
work of the god-man or saviour. This, as we know, is the root
idea in the myth of the solar logos as found in ancient European
Ji and

in

Njoku Ede
early Igbo

were

instituted. Thus

civilisation because

civilisations, that is the sun God who descended into the dark
(died and was buried) and then rose as the rye and the

world

wheat

on

which human life

came

to be sustained.

have the seed idea that each civilisation starts great
Again
and big in terms of morality, ethics and spirituality, but later
we

descends

or

falls into materialism. This is the root idea from

derive the four ages of man
the age of gold, the age
of silver, the age of bronze (copper) and the age of iron; or
simply the standard human tendency to see the golden age as

which

we

-

lying in the past. This descent from the age of purity to the age of
corruption or immorality is usually known as the Fall. We find
this root idea fairly well developed in Igbo wisdom teachings.
According to them their world or civilisation started on a
pedestal of high spirituality in which there was perpetual day,
regular converse with their High God who fed them on ethereal
food known as azu igwe (the back of the sky or sky substance).
All went well until one day a woman, whose menstrual flows
were on, attempted to harvest the sky substance for food contrary
to the commandment of Chukwu. The result

the

was

that Chukwu and

sky receded (withdrew) plunging them into famine, starvation
misery from which they were rescued by the sacrifice of
Njoku and what followed as already related above. With the
eating of yam and cocoyam, palm fruit and breadfruit in place of
the old ethereal food came the rub or the fall. Man slept for the
first time and night descended for the first time too. Decoding the
and

A. E.
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language of this esoteric wisdom we have the following: with
eating material food, i.e. embracing materialism, man slept, i.e,
his consciousness fell.. The fall is the succumbing of man to
matter and materialism and his consciousness shifting in
the same as is said to
consequence from God and spirituality
have taken place in the Garden of Eden following the eating of
the apple by all concerned. This seed idea of civilisations is
the
perhaps more clearly stated in Igbo wisdom knowledge
decline from high spiritual consciousness is described as man
falling asleep (i.e, spiritual sleep) and it is because man is asleep
in materialism that saviours and truth-bringers constantly call on
man to awaken, to get back to the golden age of pure spirituality.
With this departure from high spiritual consciousness, from
-

-

attention focussed on God to attention focussed on matter and
materialism, the subsequent advancement of civilisation could
only come about through further challenge to God or to nature,

through science and technology which appears on the surface to
challenge God and nature or to defy them. This is the point of the
story of the Tower of Babel which meant mustering and
mobilising the forces of science and technology as related to
architecture to get to heaven, the abode of God. Among the Igbo,
especially in the borderland Igbo of Nsukka, (at Ogrugu to be
specific) we have this seed idea again in a very pure form. A
wonder worker from Ogrugu, a phenomenon of a man, Onoja
Oboni, who had six fingers on every hand and six toes on every
foot, was at the centre of this challenge to God. In his case the
tower he built towards heaven or the sky was for an undisguised
warlike purpose to conquer those who lived in the sky just as he
had conquered those who lived on earth! In the end God and
nature
overcame
his science and technology of tower
construction following which he and his men suffered the same
-

fate

as

those associated with the tower of Babel.

Onoja Oboni was something else entirely for at the end
of his larger than normal life career he was said to have bounced
off a rock and gone into the sky thus enacting the same situation
This
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Elijah which shows that the accomplished man, the
man who has conquered (overcome) the world can return to the
sky god without passing through the gates of death. Until I left
Nsukka in 1992 there were Nsukka elders who kept promising to
take me to the giant rock from which Onoja Oboni bounced into
the sky and which are believed to still bear the giant imprints of
his feet! But they never lived up to their promise. But this, in no
way, falsifies our point that this universal seed idea also
germinated and flourished in Igbo culture.
as

Enoch and

Civilising

Hero's

Perilous

Journey

and

development

of

Civilisations

Joseph Campbell of America, the great folklorist and
mythologist, has made a detailed study of the hero and his
II
journey in world civilisation. At the end of the journey the hero
brings back to his community some important development
generating ideas or techniques. We have already drawn attention
to the fact that the seed idea of the hero and his journey was well
developed in Igbo culture. With the Igbo such a hero was
conceived as being at home not only in the world of men, but
also in the world of animals (ala umu anumanu) and in the land
of the dead/spirits (ala muo). Such a hero was Ojadili. But our
concern here is with the nature of this journey, its perilousness
and many trials.
Various Igbo folktales, that is accounts of events in early Igbo
civilisation couched in esoteric language to shield the truth from
the eyes of the profane and uninitiated, bring out very clearly the
nature and character of the hero's journey. Thus in the story

about The Twin

Gongs

recorded

by Uche Okeke about 1960, the

hero, Okolo (Okoro) found himself committed to "a seven year
journey" in order to get to the land of the dead where the object
of his quest

through

lay.

seven

"To reach the land of the dead he had to pass
grass-woodlands and swim across

stretches of

A. E.

seven
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seas?", In another story about the origin of Night and Day

recorded

Romanus

by

distant land

beyond

medicine man, who
about the

origin

"tortoise", had

Egudu

seven
was

the heroine had to travel to "a

hills" to reach the dibia, a powerful
barrenness". In another story

to cure her

of death, the heroes "masked" as "dog" and
across seven seas and seven deserts" to

"to travel

reach God's

kingdom to make their conflicting petitions on
behalf of man". Crossing a desert (ozara) or a sea (river) or a hill
was a form of initiation just as was for the Israelites (those who
love Yahweh or children of Yahweh) the leaving of Egypt, or the
crossing of the Red Sea or the crossing of the desert or the fall of
the wall of Jericho. To get to the Promised Land or the highest
consciousness the Israelites underwent four initiations that are
recorded. There may have been more. For the Igbo, to attain the
highest consciousness and return to work as an initiate, as one
who would advance civilisation, you needed seven initiations.
Hence the reckoning of the hills or streams (rivers) or deserts in
the hero's

journey

in sevens! We should note that this number

agrees with the number of the colours of the rainbow
with the number of tones on the musical scale.

This issue of the hero and his
of the

perilous journey

of civilisations

and

as

well

as

lies at the very
renewal or

their

origin
moving forward. The hero leaves his society or
moves
into
the, perilous unknown (whether in an inward
culture,
journey or an outward journey), undergoes multiple initiations in
the school of hard-knocks, returns with a prized idea or technique
or technology with which he moves his people and their culture
to the next stage or saves them from decay and disintegration or
root

regeneration,

i.e.

does both. This is

universal seed idea of civilisations. As we
have shown, it was evolved in Igbo culture and was no doubt
responsible for that culture remaining alive and vibrant over the
millennia and thus able to live to see incorporation into that
which today has become known as globalized civilisation. Those
that were not able to do that died out. It is, perhaps, at this stage
not

now

a

important

how these seed ideas

come

into

·Igbo,

or
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indeed into Black, civilisation
originated by the Igbo (and thus

Wisdom

Knowledge

that is whether

they were
ex
nihilo or
Blackman)
by
were the result of diffusion. The important point is that however
they came to be, they found among the Igbo, and the Blacks, a
fertile soil in which to grow and flourish; they are part and parcel
of archaic Igbo (and therefore the Blackman'S) civilisation and
obeyed the same basic laws with respect to representation,
imagery, symbolism etc., as in other known world civilisations.
That they did not blossom into systems that enslaved or engulfed
the civilisations of other races, and why that was so are other
matters awaiting their investigators and scholars.
In conclusion, Black civilisation has been part and parcel of
the dialogue of civilisations from its archaic days. The non
recognition of the fact for so long has been owed to the use of
methods and paradigms that are not Blackman-friendly in
determining what is civilisation, what is the dialogue of world
civilisations and who

are

the

-

the

participants.

The conclusions

arrived at here, or rather the findings made, show the value of the
method and approach we advocated at the start of the paper that
is going back to basics, starting from where the rain of prejudice
-

started

likely

beating

the Blackman and

to lead to

will find

a

niche

a
-

revised
no

asking such questions as are
epistemology in which the Blackman

matter how small.
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Defining Inculturation
extraordinary Synod of Bishops held in Rome in 1974
to discuss Evangelisation in the Modern World, the Bishops of
Africa and Madagascar made the startling declaration of a
from a theology of
methodological shift in missiology
to
that
of
incarnation.
The
adaptation
bishops "considered as
totally out of date a certain theology of adaptation in favour of a
theology of incarnation". In other words they favoured a theology
that emerges from the historical experience of living Christian
During

the

-

communities that

people
deepen

are

"incarnated and rooted in the life of their

[and] upon whom the task falls, in the first place, to
the Gospel". This theological model of incarnation is

rooted in the historical incarnation of Jesus the
natures

[human

and divine

-

as

defined

by

Christ; the

two

the Ecumenical

Council of Chalcedon, 451 CE] are maintained and therefore are
not confused or divided but remain inseparable in the Christ.
Incarnational

absolute

discontinuity [Nestorian
juxtaposition] and absolute continuity [as in Euthychian
monophysitism] between the proclaimed Gospel and the
receiving religious cultures"
*

theology rejects

of the French original "Enseignement
point de vue africain » submitted in the
collective work La Responsabilite des Theologiens
Melanges offerts a
Joseph Dare, under the direction of Francois Bousquet et aI., Institut
Catholique de Paris, 2001. The shorter French text was read with critical
remarks by the following colleagues at the Institut Catholique: Paul Coulon,
Claude Tassin, and Bede Ukwuije.
This

paper

Theologique

is

an

expansion

et inculturation

-

Ie

-
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Since 1974 the

neologism "inculturation", linked very closely
with incarnation, started to form part and parcel of discourse in
Roman Catholic missiology and theology and ended up being
adopted by the magisterium of the church. Thus John Paul II in
Slavorum Apostoli defined inculturation as "the incarnation of the
Gospel in native cultures and also the introduction of these
cultures into the life of the Church." This highlights only one
the incarnation of the Gospel within
aspect of inculturation
and
culture
to
transform
the culture. The other side of
every
uplift
the coin must be expressed with equal force the hospitality that
the culture gives to the Gospel and thereafter expressing and
proclaiming the Gospel in a novel way demonstrating new
-

-

aspects

of

the

Good

news.

This

double

movement

in

John Paul II in

"inculturation" is

successfully displayed by
[1977 no. 53.] In this first official use of
inculturation in a Roman document, the neologism is related to
the "mystery of the incarnation": "to bring the power of the
Gospel into the very heart of culture and cultures". This offers
the cultures on the one hand "the knowledge of the hidden
mystery" and on the other hand helps them "to bring forth from
their own living tradition original expressions of Christian life,
celebration and thought." Two years earlier Paul VI in
Evangelisation in the Modern Worla (nos. 20 and 63) without
using the word "inculturation" expressed fully its double
movement whereby in the first place "human cultures are
challenged and converted by the Gospel": to "evangelize man's
culture and cultures (not in a purely decorative way, as it were,
by applying a thin veneer, but in a vital way, in depth and right to
their very roots)". Second, human cultures challenge the Gospel
and give it cultural expression in theological formulation,
catechesis, liturgy, and in secondary ministries and structures.
Consequently, "Evangelization loses much of its force and
Catechesis in

our

Time

-

effectiveness if it does not take into consideration the actual
people to whom it is addressed, if it does not use their language,
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their

ask,

signs

and

symbols,

if it does not

and if it does not have

The

two-pronged

an

impact

answer

on

the

questions they

their concrete life."!

movement of interaction between

Gospel

and Culture noted above inserts itself within the hub of the life of
a

local

church that

enjoys

a

true

autonomy', Theological

education that takes inculturation as necessary starting point must
take this dual movement seriously in course preparation and class
work through a review of the sources of theology.

New Sources

of Theology and New Perspectives or Horizons

exploration of the contribution that
inculturation makes to theological education in Africa is certainly
not an easy task. The rhetoric of inculturation and the critique of
post- Tridentine theology or the pre-Vatican II theology are very

To

embark

the

on

It is also easy to denounce the then dominant
of
tabula rasa, salvation of souls, implantation of the
missiology
Church, and adaptation that even the Bishops of Africa and
easy tasks.

critique of
the past is unavoidable as a necessary step towards laying the
foundations of a theology of inculturation.' However theological
education that submits the lived experience of the faith to a fresh
scrutiny from the powerhouse of the "riches of the nations" is
very demanding. As Vatican II directed in Ad Gentes art. 22, "it
is necessary that in each major socio-cultural area, such
theological speculation should be encouraged, in the light of the
universal Church's tradition, as may submit to a new scrutiny the
Madagascar rejected during

the

Synod of

1974. This

words and deeds which God has revealed, and which have been
set down in Sacred Scripture and explained by the Fathers and by
the

magisterium."

going to reinvent a brand new
theological wheel the sources of theology and the criteria of the
sacred sciences are well known. Or perhaps they are so not well
known! The faith-community in Africa has more often than not
This is not

as
-

if

one

is
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marginalized not only in the assessment of Christian history
especially in the definition of the sources of
theology. And yet the deepening of the faith is first and foremost
the historical task and privilege of this community.'
Consequently, one has to reintegrate the historical witness of the
believing Christian community as a major source of theology,"
Following the orientation of Vatican II [in Ad Gentes art. 22], the
African theologian embraces fully the fact that faith, the object of
theological reflection, is lived in time and space. One draws
theological mileage from the historicity of the faith in the African
context that opens new horizons for theological reflection and
been

in Africa but

education.
The

of theological reflection

sources

on our

faith in Jesus the

Christ are, first and
and the Church

foremost, the Bible, the Fathers of the Church
teachings. These have to be clearly located in

time and context to be

theologian

fully appreciated.

That is

why

the African

should neither remain enclosed within the

corridors of Medieval

narrow

should s/he minimise the

theology,
period and especially the post- Tridentine
that made an almost indelible imprint on the young
churches of Africa. This period saw the rise of a missionary
ardour that coincided with or was supported by the colonial

impact
period

nor

of the Medieval

machine.

noted above, the historical witness of the Christian
communities fully inserted within their socio-cultural world

Second,

as

becomes another

major theological resource. By using the socio
historical method to explore African cultures the theologian also
avoids the narrow reductionist ethnological interpretation of
these cultures. Attention is drawn to the fact that the African
person, like all

humans, is

a

historical

being

who constructs and

history. African culture has never
been immobile or unchanging. One is therefore not be surprised
at the rapid adaptation of these cultures to the modem world
despite the phenomenal assault on these cultures by Christian
evangelism and the colonial machine. The adaptation is proof of
reconstructs hislher world in

-
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the internal

dynamism

of these cultures. And the length and
cover both the past of the tradition and

breath of African cultures
the evolution of the

globalization.
Thus, despite

the

living

cultures of Africa in

a

world of

of African cultures, one
must not minimise the continuities or the persistence of the

changing patterns

traditional in the modem world. One should not delude oneself

into

thinking

by Africans in the hands of
radically modified the collective

that the defeat suffered

the Christian West has

so

imagination as to detach it from the traditional matrix. The
metamorphosis of African religion and its global presence in
Cuba [as santeria], in Haiti [as voodoo] and in Brazil [as
candomblei would be sufficient caution against such preliminary
error of analysis." It is becoming more and more evident today
that the adoption of Islam or Christianity in sub-Saharan Africa
happened more from the internal dynamics and resilience of the
Africa's religious cultures
the agent or principal subject of
rather than the socio-economic or politico
these encounters
military pressures that accompanied the presence of these
religions.' The Christian faith lived by Africans a living faith
that displays Christians going through the difficult experience of
negotiating between the changing African cultures and the
challenge of the Christian Gospel in novel situations becomes a
major source of theological reflection. Theology becomes for the
African theologian, steeped in the African socio-cultural matrix
and the Christian tradition, the interpretation of the Word of God
addressed to humans on pilgrimage in this world.
Following the situation whereby the historical reality of the
Christian faith in Africa becomes a major inspiration and source
of theology, African theologians enjoy a privilege similar to the
Fathers of the Church. The Fathers were enabled by their.socio
historical context to deepen reflection on the meaning of the faith
and to produce answers to novel questions of their time. Thus to
take onboard the historicity of the African Christian into
theological reflection, the interpretation of the action of God in
-

-

-

-
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world, the experience of God's revelation in Jesus Christ,

preached and lived through two thousand years of Christian
history, will focus specially on Christianity in Africa.
This theological sOurce necessarily includes, as already
mentioned above, the experience of God named in multiple ways
in those African societies that produced the African Christians
an experience of the God-already-there "who sent missionaries to
-

Africa", since it would be erroneous to believe that missionaries
brought God to Africans." This same God that African Christians

recognised as inhabiting all dimensions
of African life-experience and all patterns of Africa's social
reproduction. In this way the African on becoming Christian does
not have to deny him-/herself but assumes the values of hislher
9
tradition "in spirit and in truth". However, this religious tradition
of Africa that is grafted onto the revelation in Jesus Christ is
pertinent only because their dynamic fusion is in contact with the
day-to-day human condition of Africans a generally unhappy
confess in Jesus Christ is

-

condition that it strives to transform and heal. Therefore this
fused tradition faces the tragic poverty, violence and hatred that
are

killing

hundreds of thousands and

displacing

millions from

cherished homelands; it faces the AIDS pandemic and all manner
of diseases that bewitch the continent; and it has to search for
answers

youth,

unemployed militant
lost direction, of collapsed social

to the drama of the disoriented and

of populations that have

structures and

reproduction

corrupt political systems, and

that is bloodied

by modernity

a

system of social

and

globalization.

The innumerable ways in which the Gospel is challenged with
"great expectations" and the stammering answers to the defiant

African condition become elements of
African culture; they become also
perspectives for theology in Africa.

New

an

emergent Christian

new sources

Perspectives for Sacramental Theology

opening novel
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Let

illustrate how the

of inculturation will

impact on
study
theology.
teaching
begin with,
no serious study or teaching of sacramental theology will ignore
the following directive of Vatican II, "In mission lands it is found
that some of the peoples already make use of initiation rites.
Elements from these, when capable of being adapted to Christian
ritual, may be admitted along with those already found in
Christian tradition, according to the norm laid down in Art. 3740, of this Constitution." [Sacrosanctum Concilium art. 65]. Here
one is concerned with rituals that put in display or touch
profoundly the body; rites that model or remodel the person and
social group in close touch with socio-spiritual foundations.
Consequently one has to face what Sacrosanctum Concilium calls
"profudior Liturgiae aptatio" [art. 40]. This "more radical
adaptation of the liturgy" is what is commonly called
"inculturation" today; and it is a task that calls for mote
us

the

and

project

of sacramental

imagination and creativity in the area
in developing new Christian rituals.

To

of Christian initiation and

Inventing Rituals and the Burden ofMemory
The first

major obstacle
sacramental theology, and

to renewal of

teaching of
of practice in the

study

the eventual renewal

or

of Christian rituals in the African context, is how to manage
the burden of memory. How does one approach initiation among
area

peoples "in mission lands" without falling into simplistic
ethnological views while at the same time making good use of
the results of ethnological or anthropological studies? Here a
socio-historical method would be very helpful. This approach
will reveal the alliance or complicity of colonial ideology and
Christian evangelism in the destruction of African initiation and
passage rites that ultimately came to be called primitive, fetishist,
pagan and diabolical. At the root of this is of course the 19th
century Western evolutionist ideology that dominated
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which saw the other, the non-European,
inferior." Missionaries, colonialists, and anthropologists were

anthropology/ethnology
as

formed in this

ideological

school.

Consequently,

the colonial

government that controlled all the legitimate means of exercising
violence imposed its laws on savage races. Missionaries, who
controlled education

during the colonial period, and even into the
successfully transmitted this negative vision to

post-colonial era,
the point that

their

internalised this and
rites. And

teaching

finally

African

championed

the

mass

successors

the

or

collaborators

struggle against

the African

of Christians followed the

with little discrimination. Thereafter to

to become mixed up with traditional initiation

participate

-

in

or

passage rites
became not only

or

pagan, fetishist and diabolical rites
shameful [uncivilised] but also sinful. Shame and

primitive,

same

-

guilt

became

internalised in the process of social reproduction [and the African
ended up denying him-/herselfto become Christian and modem].
The

advantage

of the socio-historical

approach

to African

passage rites is that this unburdening of memory would not be
by-passed. And it enables the researcher to unmask the hidden

agenda
enough

of both the colonial and

missionary enterprise.

True

in many instances missionaries opposed colonial policy.
But there is no area of intercultural encounter that enjoyed so

much

consensus

between the two

initiation rites. It

was

a

foreign
struggle against

arms as

the

passage and
of African

core

culture because these rites constituted the foundations of the
transmission of

living tradition through what is shown/seen [ta
deiknymena according to Hellenistic mystery language], what is
said or recited [ta legomena] and especially what is done or acted
11
out [ta dromena].
This triple transmission of living tradition
through participation obtains 'universally' in rites of initiation or
passage. The ritual context and process are the privileged places
for the modelling and remodelling of the human person and for
the reproduction of the society .12 The rites constitute the cement
of society.
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One should therefore understand the

ideology

and what

with

one

the

does

or

African

practices

was

of

insistent

is shown,
discontinuous

should be

traditional

project

or

Christianity and colonialism. The Christian message
that what one says/hears or recites, what one sees

or

radically
religious 'pagan'

world.

Consequently, a total war had to be declared on African ritual
practices in their entirety. However, since these rites inhabit all
aspects of social reproduction, and are structural to the
construction of the society, the war on rituals became
transformed into the unavoidable war against African patterns of
social production and reproduction. By proposing or imposing an
alternative western Christian cosmology and allied imaginary
devices, and declaring the African devices reprobate, Christian
missionaries directly and indirectly participated in the
destabilisation of African societies, in transforming the social
definition and social realisation of the human person in tlie
or not,
through its bias against the African religious culture, it

world. And whether the Christian mission wanted it

with the colonial power to achieve the
economic, social and political domination of African societies.
And the colonial government with a sure ally, the Christian

collaborated

actively

missionary church, fought

to ensure that the

youth no longer
helped to undercut the
societies through forceful

learnt how to construct their societies and

socio-religious

basis

of

these

interdiction of those rituals it considered inimical to its definition

of order. To the shame and sin associated with
the colonial machine added

preaching
massive change

introduced

by

illegality.

colonialism

on

missionary

And with the

the

political and

economic levels, the youth became aligned to construct a society
totally out of their control, controlled from the outside for the
benefit of the

colonising empires and supported by Christian
provided supporting rituals and imaginary devices.
Yvon Droz illustrates this very well in a study of the Kikuyu
nation. The study shows that from colonial times the colonising
British Empire and the Protestant missionaries were in accord in
missions that
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fighting to uproot ruthlessly male and female initiation. The
British administration outlawed the initiation into age sets,
thereby undermining generational succession, because of the

political agitation these aroused. The colonial project was to
mutilate and destroy the Kikuyu social reproduction by a whole
array of counter-insurrectional measures helped by ready-to-hand
ethnographic material. Then the Protestant revivalist preaching
targeted the same rituals denouncing and condemning the age
sets because of the "pagan ceremonies" that accompanied
circumcision." The Kikuyu world assailed by the combined
forces of colonial military might and Protestant evangelical verve
was no longer capable of producing accomplished men and
women according to the dictates of the socio-religious universe.
The debate today in East Africa [and elsewhere in Africa] over
female circumcision and its condemnation as an infringement of
human rights should not blind one to the preliminary colonial and
Christian project of destroying all patterns of social reproduction
in which excision is only an element.
This necessary offloading of the burden of memory is
unavoidable if we want to follow seriously the directive of
Vatican II in integrating "elements" of "initiation rites" found
among the cultures of "mission lands". The African missionary
Christian imagination has internalised these rites as sinful,
uncivilised, shameful and illegal. Some African communities and
individuals evidently ignored or fought against the missionary or
Christian preaching and continued with the traditional African
passage

rites

that

modelled

communities, despite

the

and

remodelled

fact that these

are

persons

outlawed

and

by

government legislation [like female circumcision outlawed in
Kenya in 1982.] But other African Christians who are
uncompromising in the rejection of the 'pagan' rites continue to
refuse them as inadmissible within Christianity to avoid creating
second rate Christians unfaithful to Christ. New wine should be
put into new wineskins [Lk 5:38]. [It is remarkable that pastors
who converted to Christianity as adults
thus abandoning the
-
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experience great difficulty in welcoming
experiments in inculturation.] While a third try to navigate the ill
defined line between Christian witness and cultural identity by
experimenting on practices that could be called successful or
unsuccessful 'syncretism'. Oftentimes out of fear of syncretism,
the rites are robbed of the power to model the person by simply
reducing them to cultural practices and axing their psycho
religious depth. The labour of inculturation as a "syncretic
a carefully reflected
process" or a "successful syncretism"
of
elements
of
African
dynamic integration
religious cultural
rituals into Christianity, projecting at the same time the challenge
of Gospel by the context, to be distinguished from any hasty
shows that renewal in the Christian
assemblage of symbols
sacraments
a
requires
very
demanding historical and
14
anthropological study.
traditional rites

-

-

-

Inculturation

of

Sacramental

Theology

and

Theological

Education
The directive of Vatican II is that

"submit to

a new

scrutiny

revealed, and which have been

explained by
constitute

for

the Fathers"
us

the

theological study

should

the words and deeds which God has
set down in Sacred

Scripture

and

[Ad Gentes, art. 22.] The Fathers
linkage to the Bible and its

first

interpretation outside the confines of the parent Jewish
Christianity. The Graeco-Roman world of the time of the Fathers
was steeped in diverse philosophical and religious syncretism;
and the mystery religions were of particular attraction. This
period has been described as "the age of anxiety" where
philosophies, religions and mysteries were sought after to resolve
the problems of life; in short they were sought after for salvation
[soteria.rs Being bearers of a new story of salvation the Fathers
fought against the mysteries because of the disquieting
resemblances between Christian rituals and the rites of the
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example, Tertullian admitted that Christianity was
a mystery religion [making reference to the discipline of silence
which in the Eleusinian mysteries was the password or
synthema]. Nevertheless he fulminated against the resemblances
between Christian practice and the mysteries attributing these
resemblances to the machinations of the devil. [The resemblances
stretch from baptism, consignation or confirmation, to the
Eucharist and even the sacrament of martyrdom or coronation].
Only the devil, the author of heresy and idolatry, could inspire
such a parody of Christian sacraments, concluded Tertullian."
Such conclusion could only come from apologetic naivety. Did
the mysteries not predate Christianity? However, when
Christianity became a legitimate religion, and when it had
overcome the rival mystery cults, the Fathers adopted the
language and practices of the mysteries in the mystagogic
catecheses, in the three-year catechumenate that the New
Testament did not know. In grafting the story of Jesus the
Nazarene, unto the Greco-Roman tree [or the other way round],
the Fathers realised a successful "syncretic work" that profoundly
affected the practice and discourse or speculation on
sacramentology
Encouraged by the Fathers of the Church, the African
theologian reinterprets the Bible from the African initiation
camp. The sacerdotal Christology of the Letter to the Hebrews
becomes a primary inspiration in this reinterpretation. The life
and death of Jesus are interpreted as true rite of initiation
a
a
ritual
ordeal
to
become
passage through
priest, saviour,
mediator and Master of Initiation: "In the days of his flesh, Jesus
offered up prayers and supplications, with loud cries and tears, to

mysteries.

For

-

.

-

the

one who was able to save him from death, and he was heard
because of his reverent submission. Although he was a Son, he
learned obedience through what he suffered" [Heb 5:8.] This
interpretation of the passion not only reveals the unique passage
of Jesus to become priest, but also designates the paradigm that
must necessarily be followed for the making and reproduction of
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Christians. And in this ritual process the Initiated Christ becomes
having been made perfect, he became the

the Initiator: "and

obey him, having been
designated by
high priest according to the order of
17
Melchizedek" [Reb 5: 10.]
The above approach confirms the universal character of all
it is only by passing through painful ordeals that one
initiation
is made Christian; through this ordeal a holy people that
remodels the world according to the practice of Jesus is born. As
the paradigm, as the initiator, the beginning of all beginnings, the
Lord through the sacrament of his Passion, reconstitutes the
community, within which he is Chief iarchegos), "the pioneer
and perfecter of our faith" [Reb 12:2tI.] And it is through
enduring the ritual passage, in being obedient and submissive to
the Master of Initiation, that the community that is 'born again'
or remodelled labours or "groans inwardly" for the creation of a
true Christian community [cf. Jn 3:3-8; Rom 8:23; cf. ICor 10: 12.] According to the Pauline language of initiation, "all of us who
have been baptized into Christ Jesus were baptized into his death
[ ] we have been buried with him by baptism into death, so that,
just as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father,
so we too might walk in newness of life" [Rom 6:3-4.]
Having the opportunity of reading the Bible from the
initiation camp makes it possible for the African church to review
those rituals that reintegrate persons into African communities
and that enable the community to go through the process of self
source

of eternal salvation for all who
God

a

-

...

creation and recreation. These

are

initiation and form the bases for

admissible into Christian

Christian passage rites.
However, their admission is under the double rubric of having
been tested by the Calvary of the Lord and Master of initiation,
and of

having

new

become the vehicle of

leading

the

Gospel through

highlands of African patterns of modelling
and
societies.
This double movement ensures that for
persons
Christians, the socio-cultural wealth of the nations undergoes or
all the

caves

and

is confirmed to have

undergone

the test of the Passion; for the
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logic of initiation insists that every incarnation must be
challenged' to show the prophetic blood [the stigmata of
martyrdom] "so that the cross of Christ might not be emptied of
its power" [1 Cor 1: 17.]
.

Reintegrating Elements ofAfrican

initiation into Sacramental

Practice

The initiation and passage rites encountered in Africa bear
to
testimony to the universal principle of all such rituals
-

fully human one passes through diverse ordeals that
initiate into life. It would be a betrayal of the "message of the

become

cross" that

displays the "power of God" [cf. 1 Cor 1: 18] not to
continuity between the quest for Life in African
recognise
rites and the nailing of the Lord of life on the cross. The proof of
this continuity is how the dromenon of the Passion of the Lord
dominates the African Christian imagination. As the South
African theologian Gabriel Setiloane wrote:
the

And yet for us it is when He is on the cross,
This Jesus of Nazareth, with holed hands and
like a beast at a sacrifice:

opened side,

When He is stripped naked like us,
Browned and sweating water and blood in the heat of the SUD,
Yet silent,
18
That we cannot resist Him.

The

persistent call

"team obedience through suffering" in the
drama of passage and initiation. rites that capitalise on experience
successfully moves ritual passengers through "imitation" into
"identification" with the model.
to

teaching of sacramental theology should
strive to recuperate the language, structure, meaning and
profound ritual gestures of African rites after withdrawing these
rites from the shame, curse, guilt and illegality with. which a
Every study

and
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misguided

missionary

Christianity

and

imperial

colonial

officialdom have linked them. Thanks to inculturation, passage
and initiation rites of Africa are "reborn" 'and become carriers of
the universal structures of salvation achieved in the Christ. There
is a difference between the initiated and the profane. Only the
initiated know the
about

initiation

password.

into

A. Arnoux in the detailed

Kubdndwa

initiation that binds initiates to the

among

the

spiritualised

enquiry

Rwandans,
hero

an

Ryangombe

told, "Ntibivugwa, such matters are not
to talk about them; we are bound to
it
is
forbidden
discussed;
secrecy, because they are prohibited subjects"." If Arnoux, a
White Father, were steeped in the mystery language of Paul and
the Fathers, he would have realised that as a missionary he was at
and to

one

another,

was

...

the threshold of

Gospel

mediating

a

passionate

encounter between the

and the Rwandan world that would generate Christian

initiation incarnated and rooted in the context.
The reintegration of these rites is primarily the preoccupation
of pastoral practice because the rites hold the key to Afncan life
revealing the caves and highlands of the formation, modelling

-

and

remodelling

every stage in

of

people

and

society. Every

life, calls for passage rites

dimension of life,
so

as

to

produce

accomplished persons. How would one become an integrated
Christian person in a society like the Bassari of Senegal that
programme accomplishment necessarily in six stages with
passage rites coming every six years? Or among the Borana of
Kenya and Ethiopia who have eight stages with ritual passages
that intervene every eight
Christian ritual imagination

years? .It becomes imperative that
develops biosocial and other rites of
to
move
responsibility
people from one biosocial development or
social responsibility to another. Of course initiation is guarded as
the crucial passage or sacrament for becoming a Christian;
suitable times are chosen, and adequate periods of seclusion are
marked out to ensure a true experience of transformation of ritual
passengers.

Second, the notion of Church, ecclesiology, is challenged and
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new

perspective
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For

example, passage rites for entry into age sets that begin by
socialising biological maturity, detach adolescents and youth
from families and clans to become fused into the

larger

ethno

social

body to enable them be available for social service,
embody succession of generations, and ensure unbreakable
reproduction of society. This aspect of societal reproduction has
social, economic, military and political implications. While
female initiations focussed on the reproduction of family, social
and moral values, male initiations tilted towards the military,
economic, political and ritual reproduction. No wonder they were

targeted by colonial power and supported by Christian
evangelism. The emergent Church, focussed on its prophetic
vocation, learns

anew, in the African

context, that she does not
Kingdom, which transforms society.
The church that the Master of Initiation establishes, the
transformation of those rituals that accompany every aspect of
social reproduction, introduce the Christian youth into generosity
in service of society and church. The generosity keeps on
maturing as adult involvement in politics, ritual and economy are
not withdrawn from the glare of the Crucified. Because the
church is in the world while not being of the world, the highlands
and lowlands of the society, every aspect of life in the society,
especially its politics and economy, come under the influence of
the prophetic community through participation.
Third, the new perspectives in sacramentology have ethical
implications, since the life-death-life ordeal of Christian initiates
impacts on society as a whole. Life in the African world is
notoriously this worldly. The horizons of sacramento logy with
ecclesiological implications display Christians who carry the
transformation of the inhuman conditions of life in this world as
the Master of
trademark of the following of the model
Initiation. Salvation and human well-being are yoked together in
integral healing." If this ethical perspective of sacramento logy
adopts the Western Christian perception of grace as healing, it
exist for herself but for the

-
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underlines that the social, psychological, physical and spiritual
dimensions of healing are everyday concerns. With the result that
in

a

continent of hunger, disease,

genocide

and discrimination of

all sorts, the reception of baptismal water that
beyond kin and ethnic affiliations, assures

strangers, especially refugees, provides

ensures

the fusion
to all
the sick

hospitality

health

care

to

and food for the

hungry.
new
Fourth,
perspectives in sacramentology direct
Christian life to sacramental spirituality. Indeed spirituality or the
quest [thirst] for God is the culminating point of African
initiation rites
especially those rites that imply, within the
community, vocations, services and diverse ministries. The
summit of the rites is divinisation. This is lived in a symbolic
the

-

Kubdndwa; while in the initiation of the
handmaids of Sakpata [the Dahomean, Beninois, divinity of
way in initiation to

epidemics] initiation becomes identification through spirit
possession. In Brazil, Cuba and Haiti one speaks of the spirit
a way of
[orisha] 'riding' or 'mounting' the chosen one
divine
All
are
who
'mounted', be they
describing
possession.
male or female, are spouses of the spirit. In the Celestial Church
of Christ founded by Samuel Oschoffa [of Benin Republic]
priority is given to vision and falling into trance, and those men
inspired or gifted with this service are treated as women with
regard to other ministries." Also in the conversion recitals of
Black American slave literature, the Spirituals evoke the ordeal
of conversion-initiation with the expression "God struck me
22
dead" or "struck dead by God" or "slain in the Spirit".
All
initiation in a way tends towards this spiritualization in which the
candidate is married to the divinity, and moves towards
identification with the spirit, lives under the grasp of the divinity.
This orientation in African sacramental [initiation] spirituality
evokes the emphasis of the Eastern Church on grace as
divinisation: "it is no longer I who live, but it is Christ who lives
in me" [OaI2:20.] The Master of Initiation dominates totally the
-

life of the initiated.
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Reorganising the Programme for Theological Education
From the above review of inculturation

one

may

ask, what crucial

problems should preoccupy theological reflection in Africa? De
Deo Uno et Trino or burning issues arising from the context? For
certain

schools

theological

of the

Western

Church, those

built should
orthodoxy
While
everywhere.
'preoccupy theological
questions
arising from contextual experience of our local churches are good
for pastoral application or are retained as open questions for
missiological scrutiny. Such thinking still considers inculturation
purely from the perspective of the outmoded theology of
adaptation. African theologians are called upon today to face the
challenges of the contemporary world from their socio-cultural
perspective. Like the Fathers of the Church they revisit and
reformulate the concerns of Christian dogmatics, ethics,
spirituality, sacramento logy and pastoral. Contextual questions
that confront them and the manner they are formulated already

doctrines

on

which

Christian

was

education

suggest patterns
every

or

contextual

channels of response. Here inculturation,

theological approach,

liberation of theology
The issues

or

contributes

to

as

the

.

new

perspectives we raised above around
challenges for ecclesiology, Christian

sacramentology pose
spirituality and the Christian doctrine of God. First the issues that
concern ecclesiology lead to reformulating the concerns of this
discipline: [1] How to reinvent a church that is focused on God's
presence and action in the daily life of Christians (to ensure the
sanctification of the everyday in life); [2] how to reinvent a
community that is intimately linked to good/benevolent spirits
that join or lead the struggle against evil spirits and "evil eyes"
[evil people especially witches and wizards]; a community that is
served by an instituted ministry of healing, having experts that
take care of the integral health of the community; [3] how to
reinvent and reproduce a Spirit-filled community, rooted in the
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Christ and built

generosity of its youth and
family
along in the task of changing
the world [An experiment like the bilenge-ya-mwinda "flaming
of the Congo that draws paradigms of
[Christian] youth"
formation from the traditional initiation rituals of the Congo
peoples merits deeper study.]"
Besides, sacramental spirituality that sees the fulcrum of the
quest for God in divinisation raises major doctrinal questions.
How does one handle the openness of African religion to an array
of spirits and divinities and the presence of the one Spirit of God
in Christianity? Do exorcisms conducted in the power of
benevolent spirits that are allies of humans in the struggle against
evil spirits threaten the power of the Spirit of God? The
theological question about the nature of God, the relationship
leaders,

on

the love and

to carry the

of God

-

-

between

God

unavoidable.

and

God's
the

creation

or

of the

God's

creatures

is

mediation of

Again,
question
unique
Christ, side by side with the plurality of spirits and
powerful ancestors, is pertinent for Christology. The pattern of
Jesus the

the quest for God in African spirituality, especially the intense
involvement of a multiplicity of spirits in this quest, is not

by demonizing these spirits or classifying the subject
demonology. Many Churches, including the Independent
African Churches, adopt this facile approach. However the
popular quest for trance, for being captured or mounted by
benevolent spirits or by the Spirit of God in our churches, of
ecstasy and spiritual wedlock would guide theological reflection
and education towards making pneumatology a major and
foundational theological subject matter. On the other hand the
experience of evil and misfortune, of witchcraft and sorcery
along with their deleterious consequences in the social order,
would encourage institutionalizing the ministry of healing, public
confessions of responsibility for such social evils along with
exorcism. But in this direction theology will be challenged to
subject to fresh scrutiny the meaning of ethical responsibility and
resolved
under

a review
reformulate the social defmition of the human person
of the foundations of Christian ethics is unavoidable. Faced with
-
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between

God and God's creatio.n, spiritual and mystical theology would
provide the tools for exploring the art of the African access to

God.

Conversely

this

approach

reveals the nature of

a

God who,

in Jesus Christ, is distant and yet very close to humans in
multiple manifestations.
even

Theology of inculturation that subjects the whole theological
speculation to a new scrutiny leaves us little choice than to return
to contextual questions ignored by both Church and theologians
that are too preoccupied with orthodoxy. Only by putting the
contextual questions at the centre of theology would one
determine when, where, and how the classical issues handled by
Christian orthodoxy would interest an African theology that
subjects them to a fresh scrutiny.
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Introduction

The

Second Vatican Ecumenical

Council

(1959-1965) has
recently,
church historians are paying attention not just to the conciliar
December 1965) and the post-conciliar
(October 1962
(December 1965 to the present) phases of the council but also to
the pre-conciliar phase of the council (1959-1962). In this later
focus, the corpus of the vota of the universal episcopate (19591960) has come under close scrutiny.'
Study of the vota of the bishops was previously neglected
partly because their relevance was not immediately apparent to
scholars especially in the face of the prolonged interest and even
controversy which the conciliar and post-conciliar activities of
the Council elicited within and outside the church. Beyond their
rather limited use by the ante-preparatory commission, set up by
John XXIII to prepare grounds for the Second Vatican
Ecumenical Council,' the vota submitted by the universal
episcopate constitute important historical and sociological
documents. The present study examines the vota of the bishops of
Anglophone West Africa dealing with the needs of the African
continued to attract increased research attention. More
-

church.

history of the advent of the church in most parts of Africa
being written. Most of what has been written has been
through the agency of foreign historians. However in recent times
especially on the occasion of certain key local church
celebrations like centenary celebrations, indigenous historians
have begun to articulate the history of the church in various parts
The
is still
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of Africa. Most of these indigenous efforts in the writing of
African church history represent an important complement to the
foreign contribution. There is evident a certain tension in the two
approaches to interpretation of the historical data which brings a
rich freshness of insight into the significance of the historical
events, providing an important scope for critical dialogue. The
vota [or suggestions] of the bishops of West Africa for the
Second Vatican Ecumenical Council constitutes an important
material for deepening the understanding of
resource
3
contemporary African church history. A.

which faces the historian of the church in

indigenous historian,

is the dearth of

common

difficulty

Africa, especially the

sources to

anchor

firmly

certain trends and patterns and strategies of the early missionaries
and their successors. Part of the reason lies in the physical
location of missionary documentation. The missionaries who
came to Africa belonged to religious congregations, with
in Europe, to which they felt obliged to give written
feedbacks with regard to their work in the missions as they
unfolded. As a result, most of the reports and reflections of the
missionaries had a different audience from the people among
whom they worked. These reports, letters and reflections are

headquarters

'physically

housed in the archives of their various

congregations

located in European cities." Some religious congregations which
took their roots from the missions also opted for keeping their
archival documentation in Europe rather than retain them in the

missions.
For the local church historian therefore gaining access to these
important notes and documents involves long distance travels,
great expense, as well as restricted access to documents relevant
to his/her research. The short duration that characterizes such
research visits on account of the considerations of costs as well
as the pressure of other demanding engagements at home
constitute further limitation to the extent to which the researcher

consult these archives.
It is in this context that

can

study of the vota,

which the

bishops
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submitted to Rome in response to the eall from the ante
preparatory commission for the momentous Second Vatican
Ecumenical Council, has an added value for the local church
historian.

historical

The vota of the

bishops represent

The enthusiasm and

an

important

with which the

fragment.
bishops responded to the request for their suggestions indicate
that they saw the vota request from Rome as a great opportunity
to articulate the key pastoral moments in their areas of
jurisdiction.
Some of the bishops like Bishop Augustus Azzolini of
Makeni, Sierra Leone, Bishop Eugene McCoy of Oyo, Nigeria
and Bishop Joseph Strebler of Lome, Togo, carried out extensive
inquiries and consultations among the clergy and people of their
diocese before composing their vota. Internal evidence from
some of the vota of the bishops reveal that bishops who had
auxiliaries and bishops who share borders with other bishops put
their heads together before filtering out what went into their vota.
On account of such co-operations we find in such vota a striking
convergence of views. Through the excuse votum of Bishop
Kodwo Amissah of Cape Coast, Ghana, we are made aware that
such a consultation took place between the bishops of Ghana and
on account of this he decided to abstain from submitting a
separate composition since this would, in his opinion, amount to
undue duplication of suggestions. The joint vota of the bishops of
Guinea is the clearest expression of consultation between bishops
before composing their vota.' It was like a resume of their
experiences in the local churches entrusted to them.
Consequently, their submissions and suggestions serve as an
important window through which to view the mind set of the
missionaries, the nature of the problems they had to face, and
their own understanding of these problems as well as the
solutions they offered.
Even in already written history of the church in parts of
Africa, one finds an overwhelming dominance of the voice of the
historian commenting on the activities of the church hierarchy.
care
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There is absent in most of these written

history of the church in
Africa that viva voce which makes the thoughts and reflections of
the main actors come alive.' The vota of the bishops represent the
voice of the prelates reflecting on the church entrusted into their
hands as shepherds.
The vota examined here belong to a cluster that we have
termed prophetic. They are so called because in these vota the
bishops who wrote from Africa were most outspoken in baring
their minds to the Vatican authorities. They not only point to
problems that they noticed in the missions but also suggest
concrete solutions. There is absent in this cluster of vota which

dwell

on

timidity
bishops
issues,

the needs of the African

which

one can

church, the equivocation and

easily glean

from the submissions of the

other aspects of church life such as on doctrinal
the question of liturgical language and the quest for

on

on

clarification of certain canonical prescriptions," This cluster
constitutes the most logically and passionately argued vota in the
corpus of the vota submitted by the Bishops of West Africa. It is
in recognition of the visionary and courageous nature of these

suggestions

in

raising

sensitive issues of justice and

equity

in the

administration of the church, in the sharing of its commonwealth
as well as the clarity and eloquence with which these issues are
analysed that we have called this cluster of the vota of the

bishops "prophetic".
bishops which dwelt on the needs of the
were chiefly concerned with emphasising the

The vota of the

church in Africa

institution and the
of this for the relationship between the various parts
of the church, whether it was between the universal and the

missionary
implications

character

particular/local church
therefore called for

of

or

the

church

within the local church itself.

They

solidarity of concern for the holistic growth
of the church. The many limitations of the church in the
missions, especially the problem of inadequate personnel, were
naturally the central focus. There was also a call for the need to
take the new international configuration of the church into
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account in the organisation of the administrative structure of die
church. We shall examine each of these themes separately.

On the

Shortage ofPersonnel in the Missions

Five of the vota of the bishops dealing with the theme of church
solidarity were concerned with the shortage of priests in the
missions, not just in the pastoral field but also in the various
church institutions that needed to be developed such as the
seminaries. These suggestions came from Bishops James

Moynagh of Calabar, John Collins of Monrovia, Thomas
McGettrick of Ogoja, Dominic Ekandem, at the time auxiliary of
Calabar, and William Field of Ondo.
Bishop William Fields located his

and
distribution of

concern more

globally

spoke of the need to address the issue of unequal
priests in the Catholic world. Without diminishing the
complexities of the issue, he pointed out that this concern was
one that lay people frequently expressed, and which therefore
deserved close attention at the Council:

Unequal distribution of priests throughout the world the Catholic world is
a missicn world- is a question frequently discussed also by the lay people.
I am perfectly aware that this question is full-up with, problems, I do not
know what could be the right solutions and right responses about the
question; nevertheless, maybe, this question could be discussed in the
-

future Couneil,"

John Collins" of Monrovia-Liberia and Bishop Dominic
Ekandem!' auxiliary of Calabar-Nigeria, situated their call for
solidarity in the context of the specific need of personnel to man
the seminaries in the missions. Since the missions lacked
adequate personnel they requested that more hands be involved
from within other parts of the church in order to adequately meet
this important need." The more thematic vota on the issue of
personnel and shortage of priests in the missions were those of

Bishop
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Ogoja." Both

Moynagh

saw

in Vatican II

of Calabar" and Thomas McGettrick of

the church

the need to transfer

Bishops

as one

fold and therefore there

from

and

was

where their

priests
religious
places
urgently needed to places where they were
urgently needed." They elaborately pleaded that attention be
given to the missionary regions in this regard, and argued against
unnecessary duplications of personnel in some regions while
other regions had none. Bishop Thomas McGettrick wrote:
services

were

not

In many missionary regions the extreme shortage of priests is
obstacle to the progression of the church. It would be of great

a

very great
for the

help

church, if the priests, both secular and religious, could be transferred to the
missionary dioceses from the places where their service is not so urgent.

Particularly old and much gifted orders and congregations, both men and
women be urged to build houses in missionary dioceses, where they could
cover a very important role, in solidarity, in spreading the true faith and
pursuing other charitable works. In the same manner, contemplative life
congregations are urged to build houses in missions, where the prayers of
the members and example of the inner life could become very profitable
for the church. In some places, members of religious congregations
function as teachers in schools altnough in some places lay teachers
equally qualified are present. It would be of great interest for the church, if
those religious men could be sent in places where there is not availability
of schoolteachers, or there is ..... of IIlOIIe)' to pay them. 16
The vota of

Bishop Moynagh

was

even

more

elaborate.

Stressing the urgency of mobilising men (human resources of the
church) for the church to propagate the Faith in mission lands, he
praised especially the encyclical, Fidei Donum, of Pius XII: "All
those working in the missions are strengthened and confirmed by
the requests of the assistance and by the encyclical letters of the
Most Venerable Pontiffs of this 20th century, but first and
foremost (as far as the African missions are concerned) by the

Encyclical

Fidei Donum of Pius XII.I7 We in African Missions

have admired very much in this document the clear exposition of
the church's state in our time. Greatly remarkable was that the
document

necessity

speaks
of

a

in

an

urgent

way.'"" He went on to highlight the

central administration of

men

and of

things

in the
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missions with the aim of

increasing the efficiency and rapidity
provides her abundance by supporting
alleviating the scarcity of the regions of Africa, of Central
America, and of Asia. He argued that even though the
foundations of the church has been laid in Africa, for example,
and Christian life had begun to grow, the actual flourishing of the
church there would be gravely retarded without the quick
compliance of the older Catholic lands. This danger was for him
more disquieting because of the duplication of work, which often
with which the church

obtains in the older and

more

established Catholic countries. To

underline this dissonance, he gave example with some of the
pastoral activity of religious communities in some of these more
established Catholic countries.

According to him, even though no
one can fault the excellence of these pastoral activities, they
amount to unnecessary duplication because the diocesan olergy in
the particular territories are more than able to perform this same
tasks. In some cases this duplication is carried on to absurdity
because religious communities within the same area engage in
the

same works. As a contrast to this scenario he gave details of
instant necessities in the missions, which the over- worked
missionary couldnot cope with. This included the lack of skilled

printers,"

the lack of lecturers in the Universities and

Higher

Institutes, the lack of theologians and canonists," the lack of
houses for

spiritual ex..ercises and also of moderators of seminars
clergy, religious helpers and lay helpers, the
of institutions of charity for the poor and sick/weakling and

and retreats for the
lack
the

lack

extreme

of

monasteries

and

convents

of

the

contemplatives through which contemplative life could be
introduced to the neophyte ,Christians.21 In concluding his
submission Bishop James Moynagh Wrote: "All efforts, which
should have gradually been able to evolve themselves in the
missions have been greatly hampered by this. If we had' expected
this kind of development, we would have bidden it farewell till an
,,22
A strong sense of frustration and thinly veiled
opportune time.
anger can be gleaned from this statement. Bishop James
"

....

I.'"

,ft
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clearly schocked by what he considered waste of
insensitivity of the older churches to the state- of
personnel
things in tile missions. Behind his analysis is an assumption that
the church should show solidarity to one another as well as an
emphasis on the missionary character of religious communities.
This submission also points to the frustration which some of the
missionaries experienced in their quest for support of their work
in the missions from their home churches in Europe. The
elaborate nature of this submission also points to an effort to
make this case as forcefully and as clearly as possible to the
Vatican authorities. It also represents an implicit faith in the
power of the announced council to bring about a change for the
better. The progressive thrust of these vota cannot be faulted nor
can we fail to be touched by their social concern.
Moynagh

is

and

the Need

Concerning

Administration

Bishop

James

for Internationalisation of the Central
of the Church

of the Resources

Moynagh

was

also concerned with the need to

in the social advancement of the mission

regions.

help

For him

an

efficient administrative co-ordination was part of the answer to
this problem. For example, if the missions were organised within
the form of

congregational arrangements,

under the

care

of St.

Peter, the resources of the universal church may more easily
reach the most indigent places. This type of assistance in his

opinion

was

surely

needed in the

provisions

for communications

and skilled manpower especially in the face of the expanding use
of the radio and television. It is interesting to note that he saw
this assistance in the context of the social dimension of

evangelisation. In his opinion, this social orientation of
evangelization. would serve as a critique of the government of the
day in their inability to meet the basic demands of the people. It
further the acceptance of the church among
who receive the help of the church. Accordingly he

would in this
the

people

wrote:

sense
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With respect to such assistance we shall have exposed the very civil rulers
(governments) in charge of lands without material progress. Naturally,

Supranational Banks might be acquired with respect
development in retarded region the organisation of
-

sanitation

We

can

are

to races without

nourishment and

carried out for the alleviation of the like."

glean from

this

political commentary

his reservations

about the way some of the colonial government officials were
running the affairs of the people. This reservation is heightened
when we recall that the colonial administrators in Nigeria were

British, while the bulk of the catholic missionaries working in

Nigeria

were

Irish. The old

rivalry

between the British and the

Irish may therefore be in the background of this rather direct
attack on the activities of the colonial governments, unusual
especially for places where the colonial administrators and the

missionaries came from the same country. Bishop Moynagh was
also quick to realise the potential advantage which this weakness
of the colonial establishment had for the church in its effort to
convert the

This

people.
suggestion,

administration of the

concerning
resources

the

the

need

for

a

of the church, also had

central
a

wider
James

missionary regions. Bishop
application beyond
Moynagh was of the opinion that such an arrangement could be
of benefit to deploy immense subsidies to some paralysed parts
of the robust Catholic regions. In making this submission, he

manifested awareness of the fact that all was not well even in the
older Catholic regions. He did not have a narrow view of the
need for solidarity in the church, Bishop James Moynagh was of
the opinion that on account of the urgency of the matter, the lay
people in the native lands of the flourishing parts of the universal
church should be co-opted in this central effort." With a keen eye
on the growing intemationalisation of the world community, he
pointed out further fruits that could emanate from such a
solidarity: for him a wiser distribution of support to the missions
produces a great utility for the church. This he indicated was
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already reflected in more recent write ups by the teaching
authority of the church concerning the unity of the church to the
world. Interpreting the signs of the times and the gradual
overcoming of racism and discrimination through the
decolonisation project, he opined that such solidarity would
exemplify the great expectation when all .will be living an
authentic life under the fountain of unity for all men and
nations."

Concerning Solidarity in

the Activities

of the

Church

in the affairs of the church received great
attention in the vota of the bishops. These vota dealt with

In

general, solidarity

solidarity of concerns for one another, solidarity in the use and
sharing of the resources of the church as well as solidarity of
prayer. Behind these calls for solidarity is an understanding of
the church as a family in much the same way as the apostles did
in the early days of the church as can be seen in the Acts of the
Apostles. Some of the bishops made thematic reference to Pius
XII's encyclical, Fidei Donum, which explicitly gave support to
the work in the missions and through which Pius XII had
appealed to the test of the church to concretely support
missionary activities both by sending needed relief as well as
26
personnel.
Fidei Donum had appeared in the context of post World War
II and its attendant efforts at adjustments in various strata in the
European society including the church, For the missions such as
those located in Africa, it came at a time when decolonisation
was very much in the air and on account of the activities of
nationalists in different parts of Africa, their work of decades
were

threatened.

more

hands to

Many missionaries were then eager to have
they consolidated their gains. The anxiety

ensure

of the missionaries

was

real and

a

mixture of frustration and

enthusiasm often coloured their work at this time." Fidei Donum
was still fresh when John XXIII, 'succeeded Pius XII and
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is not

of the

convene
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the Second Vatican Council. It

surprising therefore that it featured prominently
bishops, for it spoke their hearts.

Solidarity of
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Concerns and in the

in the vota

sharing of resources of the

church
In obvious reference to the

Fidei Donum of Pius XII,
Leone":
also harped on the
Sierra
Bishop
need for solidarity since the church by nature and institution is
missionary and .saw any departure from this as scandalous:
Azzolini of Makeni

Encyclical
-

through its nature and institutions must be properly
Missionary, warnings of recent Supreme Pontiffs" must be carried out in
some more concrete acts in order that the bishops whole-heartedly
contribute to the Apostolate of the Missions. Meanwhile, people who live
in .better conditions and enjoy some privileges, refuse to help and to take
into consideration others who die of misery. If this happens within the
church, the nature, the principles and scopes of this institution are
subverted, inducing in its works and in its spirit discrimination; this is
almost a sore, which sometimes seriously touches the sense of the church.
The direct and effective intervention of the Holy See and the wish of the
Council will bring desirable fruit, in order to help increase the Apostles
30
and the means for the peaceful conversion of the world to Christ.
Since the church

The

nature of this appeal is unmistakable. It also hints
frustration that the missionaries had to contend with
especially when soliciting help from some Bishops in their home

passionate

at the

established, flourishing churches." It
atmosphere of Christian solidarity in the Acts
of the Apostles evoking the idea of the church as a common
wealth; a community that shares what it has, ensuring that none
countries

or

in the

more

also re-enacts the

of the members suffers want. His vota

can

therefore be said to be

plea against insensitivity.
Other vota on solidarity in the activities of the church came
from Bishop Anthony Nwedo of Umuahia 32 and Archbishop
a
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Heerey of Onitsha", Bishop Nwedo requested that a common
way of relating and acting in the missions be explained. In effect
he was calling for a clear code of conduct for missionaries. He
wrote this votum under the heading "Concerning active church
worklbusiness." This helps us to insert this suggestion into the
framework of the need for greater collaboration in the missions
than had been the case. The missions were unique in the sense
that they were mainly served by foreigners and invariably
belonged to religious congregations. When time came for
handing over to indigenous clergy and religious, problems of

quality of relationsdhip between the
two groups often arose. This rather regular conflictual setting
may have influenced the composition of Bishop Nwedo's votum.
lines of authority

as

well

as

Solidarity ofPrayer
Archbishop Heerey's votum could be classified under the
necessity for solidarity of prayer among parts of the universal
church, especially for the churches under persecution:
That in Holy Mass, the Christian believers should be mentioned who are
persecuted daily for their faith, either by extension of the prayers for
Russia at the end of the Mass to the other nations which are today in great
danger because of their faith. That this intention be made known during the
celebration of any Mass, and to avoid that the faithful could forget this
relevant need ef their brothers."

This votum yivicllY brjn,gs back reminiscences of the days .of
the cold war, alter World War II, dunng the era of commumst
Russia when the Iron curtain was in place and the communist

regime drastically curtailed freedom of worship. The Archbishop
here displays attentiveness to world events, a consciousness of
political currents, especially as they affect the universal church.
His suggestion enables us to recapture the political climate of the
times when the vota was composed. We note particularly the
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great fear and suspicion of communism by the church. It is not
easy to exaggerate the great threat which the church felt in
relation to communism. Communism was portrayed as the great
evil of the century. This perception was not helped by the fact
that Russia, the rival power to Europe and America at the time,

propagated this "evil". The fact that decolonisation was taking
place at the same time heightened this fear. It is essentially a fear
of losing grip on the missions. Most of the African nationalists,
of whom had done their studies abroad in Europe and
America, had seen in the message of communism an ally in their
some

effort to gain freedom from colonial forces. This political
influence and leaning also had a religious fall out and made them
antagonistic to the Christian missions seen largely as allies of the
colonial establishment. In this context, the concern of Archbishop
Heerey was real, for he and what he represented were at the
receiving end of the effects of communism.
His request that this prayer be inserted into the Mass, the most
solemn event of the Christian faithful, was probably geared
towards forging a spiritual bond with parts of the church
undergoing trial and persecutions.

the Church respecting the
International Character of the Church

Solidarity

In its

in the Administration

concluding part,

of

the vota of Bishop Azzolini referred to the

need to take into account the

configuration emerging in the
devising a more current system of
new

structure of the church in
administration. He wrote: "It is necessary that the structure and
discipline of the Church (like in the Code of Canon Law, in
Roman Congregations, in the practice and in the mind of people

who manage these organisms) become effective and organic, as
,,35
According to him, over the centuries the
many people think.
Roman church has performed its tasks excellently. However, the
times had changed and the church is no longer restricted to
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new

that it

so
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whole

demands

reality
can adequately

human

context.

configuration of
on the incoming

a new

take

conditions of the present times and still remain vibrant as well as
be for all peoples the Way, Truth, and Life." This can be
interpreted as a call for the internationalisation of the church

administrative structure
and

as

well

as

a

need to

to accommodate the

dynamism
spirit
and the changes in the membership

renew

changes

its inner

in the world

of the church.

Concerning Canonisation
Two of the vota of the

bishops

dwelt

canonisation." Bishop Anthony Nwedo

high

on

was

matters related to

concerned about the

costs involved in the process of canonisation and

requested

that if possible the expenses necessary in the conduct of the cause
of canonisation of servants of God be lessened." This votum
underlined the
have

posed
exemplary

danger which the high cost of canonisation might
promotion of the causes for the elevation of

to the

persons to the sainthood in poor Christian
communities. An expensive canonisation process seems then to

tilt the
church

advantage of having an exemplary member of a particular
community elevated to the height of sainthood towards

communities that

afford to foot the bill of the expenses
the
sustaining
process of canonisation.
In treating canonisation from point of view of the cost of
can

involved in

the process, Bishop Nwedo brought to mind the danger that such
a practice creates of making such a very important and sensitive
event in the church something for the highest bidder. In stressing
the inherent discrimination embedded in this

attention to the
and the

poor,

enduring
even

canonisation. His

thought

for

the

practice he calls

divide in the church between the rich

in matters

suggestion
church

can

to

sacred and spiritual as
as
be said then to be a food for

always

remember

the

varied
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circumstances of its members in different parts of the world and
the need to take this factor into account in enunciating policies at
various levels in the life and faith

practice

of the church.

concerning canonisation came from Bishop
Anyogu, auxiliary of Onitsha". He suggested the

The second votum

John Cross

canonisation of Blessed Martin de Porres since this would serve
as a great impetus to conversion: "That the Blessed Martin de
Porres be canonised and be

given

consequently

a great
conversion
of
and
nonCatholics
of
African
pagans
impetus
race.?" Lives of saints have an inspirational value. The story of
-

-

to

the life of Blessed Martin de Porres has

significance for
Initially
his Father, John de Porres, a highborn Spaniard and future
governor of Panama, refused to recognise him as his son because
the mother, Anna Valesquez, was a 'Negress'. This subjected
Martin to sharing the poverty of his unmarried mother. He was
not however embittered by his social handicap and it even helped
him to acquire a genuine humility that endured throughout his
life. His Father later accepted him. I t is reported that as a lay
helper of the Dominicans, "he cared for the sick and the poor,
particularly Negroes, and taught them the elements of their faith,
their dignity as men and sons of God, and the equality of their
race with others, Spaniards included."?'
It is probable that this affection of the saint towards the poor,
the sick and the oppressed, especially his concern for the dignity
of the members of the Black race as well as the special attention
he paid to their conversion, may have attracted Bishop Anyogu to
make the suggestion that he be canonised, with the hope that his
life may have a positive effect on conversion of the Africans who
the African. He

was a

an

added

Dominican brother in Lima Peru.

share in many respects the saint's life situation and to whom his
message would appeal." The canonisation of Martin de Porres
would in this

sense

be

providing one more model to Africans,
peculiar situation. There is also a

who shares their

especially
symbolic element
one

in this request. In Martin de Porres, there is a
see each other unequally. He is

combination of two cultures who
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possibility of mixed marriages across cultures
good fruit. It is possible that the potentiality of

of the

bear

this

happy reconciliation of cultures in Martin de Porres to serve
as a pointer to the quality of relationship which should exist
between cultures may have influenced Bishop Anyogu in making
his

suggestion.

honour

It is difficult also to miss the hint of "respect and

our own

martyrs and saintly people" which underlies the

request.

Conclusion
One of the

outstanding characteristics of the cluster of the vota of
bishops examined here is their deep faith in the power of the
Council to create enabling environments and to initiate changes
in the church. This can be gleaned from the passionate nature of
their submissions. It is as if they saw the Council as a great
opportunity to air their views and bring out their reservations
about the state of things in the church with an abiding hope that it
will be able to effect the desired changes. Of particular interest in
this regard is their hope that the council would help change the
attitude of indifference which they perceived in some bishops
and congregations in the more established churches towards the
lot of the missionary churches.
the

It is also remarkable that the vota examined demonstrate

distinctive social concern. They pay close attention not
religious welfare of their territories but also to their

the

a

only to
general

well-being. Theirs is a holistic view of their ministry to the
peoples among whom they have been sent to work. There is
evident in their vota a penetrating and sympathetic understanding
of the needs of the contexts they represent as well as an
overcome these needs. In this
down
memory lane as it were to
regard
revisit the major characteristics of the church, namely, �ts
solidarity and missionary character. In this connection they argue

awareness

of what

can

be done to

most of these vota take

us
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of the church without

to the levels of need in

discrimination, paying close attention

each part of the universal church. Their general praise for Fidei
Donum of Pius XII derives from the insistence of the encyclical
on

the
We

solidarity character of the church
can

..

also describe ·their contributions

as

visionary.

These

sensitivity of the prelates to the peculiar state of
the mission churches as well as the implications of these
conditions on the future of the church in these parts. The vota
indicate prelates who had an acute sense of history and who were
eager to learn its lessons in order to avoid painful repetitions of
past mistakes in other contexts.
vota indicate the

The attitude of these

bishops

in the

to

developments

in science and

of Mass media at the time

was
technology especially
healthy. They were quick to see the advantages of the radio and
the printing press for their missionary work. They were eager to
appropriate the potentialities of these in enhancing their pastoral
work. In this regard they were already thinking ahead and
planning to get the church involved in the development and use
of the prints and electronic media in the missions. Their foresight
concerning the media as a powerful tool was clearly evident.
Their .perceptiveness of the changes occurring in the church is
also reflected in their plea for the intemationalisation of the
area

administrative structures of the church. The missionaries
operating in countries and cultures far away from the more
established churches were faster to realise that the church was no
longer just European but was becoming a world church. In
making this suggestion they were bringing to the notice of the
authorities in Rome reflections coming from the unique freshness
of insight which those on the frontiers of the expansion of the
Christianity bring to the church.
The passion of these bishops for conversion to Christianity of
the peoples among whom they ministered is also glaring. Even
their interest in the social needs of the people is at the service of
this goal. They had a clear vision of their primary mission,
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namely, the spread of Christianity. Their vota give clear evidence
that they did not approach this task superficially or with a narrow
perspective. Rather they had a holistic vision of their mission.
Their social concerns were essentially a strategic response to the
inner demands of their primary task.
The cluster of vota examined here
into

of the

some

vicissitudes

missionaries had to contend with

can

and
as

also

serve as a

frustrations

they

window

which

the

went about their tasks.

us the many difficulties
which the missionaries had to face and which hampered their

In these

suggestions

we see

recounted to

progress in the missions. Some of these include the lack of
personnel to man specific aspects of the missionary work such as

teaching, the lack of co-operation from some well-placed bishops
and congregations in more robust parts of the universal church,
and the general lack of support, especiaHy material which would
have enabled them to accomplish much more than they were
doing at the time. This approach provides us with an inward
looking critique rather than the extroverted ones such as the
rivalry between denominations in the missions or the hostility of
the government of the day towards the missionaries. By making
this internal critique of the church, their vota serve as a mirror to
show some of the weaknesses of the church especially in her
relations with the missions. It is also a critique that carries with it
an undertone of optimism about the ability of the church to repair
itself.
As in all

certain

writings, there is etched on the vota of the bishops a
historicity a well as datedness. The historicity is evident

in the side comments which their vota make

development
relationship

in the mission countries
between

the

mission

as

on

the level of the

well

churches

as

and

on

intra

the

more

established churches. The datedness is evident, for example, in
the vocabulary they employ in describing the peoples and

religions

of the mission lands. With the

such words

times,

as

they

advantage of hindsight

look unfortunate. Yet in the context of the

"pagan"
were
using

an

accurate,

generally

accepted
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terminology. These anachronistic vocabulary remind us that the
prelates were men of their times. They also remind us of the path
of growth in the church's self perception and perception of others
as well as the evolution in the religious consciousness of the
world.

Reading through the vota of the bishops and taking a closer
look at their passionate interest in the encyclical Fidei Donum of
Pius XII, one experiences a touch of irony. Developments in the
universal church, especially in the area of vocations to both
priestly and religious life, in the past decades seem to have
reversed the table. What used to be mission churches such
Africa and Asia and

whose behalfthe

as

seeking
encyclical
co-operation of other parts of the church, particularly in the
area of personnel is experiencing vocation boom. Unfortunately,
the church in Europe is currently experiencing decline in
vocations, to the point that many of its seminaries have been
closed down and many religious congregations fear extinction.
Africa and Asia are now in a position to support other parts of the
universal church with its teeming vocations. However, current
dynamics of relations between the churches in this regard raise
afresh the charged tensions associated with Fidei Donum in the
1950s. The crucial questions are two fold: in the spirit of Fidei
Donum, are the churches in Africa and Asia ready and willing. to
give some of their vocations to other parts of the chutch who are
presently suffering from acute shortage of personnel ? if they are,
can we say that the churches in Europe are also ready and willing
to receive them? The enduring relevance of Fidei Donum to
highlight the solidarity character of the church as a family that
shares its resources according to levels of need retains perennial
significance. The vota of the bishops therefore help us to reflect
afresh on the logic of relatedness between the various parts of the
church. The resolution of these tensions might yet lie in both
prophetic words and prophetic actions by members of the church
on

the

on

all levels and in all fronts.

was
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Finally, the outspokenness of the vota here examined are
and outstanding. In spite of the sometimes
paternalistic tone of the presentations and the idealistic edge of
remarkable

of them, the vota also mirror the commitment and
emotional attachment of the missionaries to their flock in the
some

missions, their interest in their welfare,

temporal.

When

we

not

just spiritual

but also

take .into account the fact that most of the

authors of these vota

were

foreign missionaries, speaking

on

behalf of the African context the fidelity of these vota in
representing the critical pastoral and social problems in the
African context in

significance.

a

fairly

manner

take

heightened

underlying motivations may remain
character of these suggestions constitute a

tribute to its authors and will

serve as a

testament to the

by many missionaries to identify with the
of the peoples among whom they laboured.

effort made

aspirations

on a

While the

unclear, the prophetic

shinning

accurate

hopes

and

NOTES
1

In recent times several historians have embarked

suggestions which the universal episcopate made

on

the

study of the wishes,

the request of the ante
for
the
Vatican
Council.
commission
Second
Most of these have
preparatory
studied the contribution of European Bishops. There are also studies of the
on

suggestions of American and Australian bishops. A growing body of works is
beginning to pay close attention also to the suggestions of African, Latin
American and Indian bishops at the Council. See for example, the collection,
LAMBERIGTS, M. & SOETENS, CL. (eds.), Ala Veille du Concile Vatican
II. Vota et Reactions en Europe et dans Ie Catholicisme Oriental, Leuven,
1992, KOMONCHAK, J. A., United States Bishops' Suggestionsfor Vatican
II, in Critianesimo nella Storia, 15 (1994) 313-371, RYDER, W., The
Australian Bishop's Proposalsfor Vatican IL in The Australian Catholic
Record, 65 (1988) 62 -77, FOUILLOUX, E., The Ante-preparatory Phase.
The Slow Emergence from Inertia (January, 1959 -October, 1962), in
ALBERIGO, G., & KOMONCHAK, J. A., (eds.), History ofYaticarJ II,
Volume L Announcing and Preparing Vatican II. Towards A New Era in
Catholicism, Maryknoll, Leuven, 1995, pp. 55-166, ABRAHAMS, C. M.,
Preparingfor the Second Vatican Council in Southern Africa. A Study of the
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Vota Antepraeparatoria of the Southern African Bishops, unpublished
Licentiate Thesis, Leuven, 1997, 167pp., NJOKU, C. A.,A Study of the
Wishes of the Catholic Bishops ofAnglo-Phone West Africa (1959-1960) for
the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council, unpublished Licentiate Thesis,
Leuven,,1998, 206pp., NJOKU, C. A. & LAMBERIGTS, M., Vatican II: The

Vota of the Anglo-phone West African Bishops Concerning the Sacred Liturgy,
in Questions Liturgiques 81 (2000) 89 -121, MESSINA, J. P., Eveques
Africains au Concile Vatican II (1959-1965), Le Cas du Cameroun, Paris,
..

Younde, 2000, PULLIKKAN, P., & LAMBERIGTS, M., The Vota of the
Indian Bishops and Tlieir Participation in the Liturgy Debate during the
Second Vatican Council, in Questions Liturgiques, 76 (1996) 61-79 among
others.
2

Soon after officially announcing his intention to convene the Second Vatican
Ecumenical Council to a group of Cardinals at the Benedictine monastery
adjoining the basilica of st. Paul Outside the Walls, Rome, on Pentecost day

May 17, 1959, John XXIIII appointed the ante-preparatory commission with a
mandate to prepare grounds for the then coming Council. The principal work
of the commission was to undertake extensive consultation of the Bishops of
the universal church, a consultation that was also extended to Major Superiors
of religious congregations and to theological faculties of Catholic Universities.
The vota event points to the generous spirit of John XXIII as well as to his
broadmindedness. Cf. ALBERIGO, G., The Christian Situation after Vatican
II, in G. ALBERIGO, J. JOSSUA &. J. A. KOMONCHAK (ed.), The
Reception of Vatican II, Washington D. C. 1987, p. 14, Fn. 16. See also,
BUTLER, C., The Aggiornamento of Vatican II, in J. H. MILLER, (ed.),
Vatican II: An Interfaith Appraisal, Notre Dame, 1966, p. 4; BULL, G.,
Vatican Politics At The SecondVatican Council, 1962-5, London, 1966, pp.
94-5; BROWN, R. M., Observer in Rome. A Protestant Report on The Vatican
Council, Garden City, New York, 1964, pp. 6-7.
3
Notable among foreign contributors are A. HASTINGS � and Missio,n
in Modern Africa, (London, 1967); A History of African Christianity i9501975, (London, 1979); The Church in Africa 1450�1950, (Oxford, 1994); E:
ISICHEI, A History of Christianity in Africa, (London; 1995); J. BAUER,
2000 Years of Christianity in Africa, An African History 62-1992, (Nairobi,
1994). Indigenous contributions include A. O. MAKOZI & G.l.A. 010, A
History 0/ the Catholic Church in Nigeria, (Lagos, 1982); C.A. OBI· et at,
(ed.), A Hundred Years o/the catholic Church in Eastern Nigeria 1885-1985,
(Onitsha, 1985); I.R.A. OZIGBO, A Christian Mission in the Era of
Colonialism: A Study of the Catholic Missionazy Enterprise in South Eastern

Nigeria, 1885-1939, (ph.D. thesis, Birmingham University, 1963); Jgbo
Catholicism, (Onitsha, 1985).
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principal missionary congregations that worked in West Africa include,
Congregation of the Holy Spirit, (CSSP), The Society ofAfrican Missions
(SMA), also called the White Fathers, the St. Patrick's Society, (SPS) also
known as the Kiltegan Fathers, the Society of the Divine Word, (SVD) and the
Xaverian Servants (SX). These have their Mother houses and archives in
Europe. The CSSP were especially present in Gambia, Guinea, Nigeria and
Sierra Leone. The SMA were present in Ghana, Guinea, Liberia and Nigeria.
The SPS were predominantly in Nigeria while the SVD were to be found at
the time only in Ghana. The SX were available for mission work in Sierra
Leone. In terms of ration, Nigeria had the highest concentration of Missionary
congregations while Sierra Leone and Gambia had the least. For a closer
analysis of the geographical spread of the various congregations in West
Africa see, NJOKU, C. A. & LAMBERIGTS, M., Vatican II: The Vota of the
Anglophone West African Bishops Concerning The Sacred Liturgy, in
Questions Liturgiques 81 (2000) 89-121, pp. 96, 120-1.
5
See for example, ADA, III V, pp. 435, 356, 222, 204, 349-50, 355 & 493. See
also, NJOKU, C. A., A Study of the Wishes of the Catholic Bishops ofAnglo
phone West Africa, op. cit., pp. 130-132.
6
This phenomenon is partly due to the limited literary productivity of most
bishops bugged down by varied administrative and pastoral challenges. Their
silence, however, could have been filled in by recourse to biographies and
especially autobiographies. But for some reasons these are few and far
The

the

between.
7

timidity is a common feature to be found in the universal episcopate in
pre-Vatican II church. The vota submitted by bishops from other parts of
the world also bear marks of this equivocation or rather trembling voice. It
took the programmatic opening address of John XXIII and the courage of a
few outspoken bishops like Cardinals A. Lienart (Lille, France) and J. Frings
(Cologne, Germany) to break the ice and liberate the bishops from a certain
This

the

It

fear of the Curia in Rome. Cf. LAMBERIGTS, M. & GREILER, A.,
Con cilium episcoporum est": The Interventions ofLienart and Frings

revisited, October is: 1962, in Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanienses,
(LXXIII,April 1997),.1, 54-71, esp. pp. 57-58, PULLIKKAN; P., &
LAMBERIGTS, M., The Vota of the Indian Bishops, op. cit., p. 77, NJOKU,
C. A., & LAMBERIGTS, M., Vatican II: The Vota of the Anglo-Phone West
African Bishops, op. cit., pp.117 -118, ONUOHA, B., Roman Chronicle. The
Second Vatican Council inAFER 5(January 1963) 1,70-77, FOUILLOUX, E.,
The Ante-preparatory Phase: The Slow Emergence from Inertia, op. cit., pp.
107-109.
8

Bishop William R. Field was born in Schull, diocese of Cork, Ireland on 6th
July 1907. He was ordained a priest on lOth June 1934 and elevated to the
bishopric on 16th January 1958. His consecration took place on 27th April
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1958. Cf.Annuario

Pontificio 1961, (Citta Del Vaticano), 1961, p. 368.
Cf., Acta et Documenta Concilio Oecumenico Vaticano II Apparando, Series
I, (Antepreparatoria), Volume II, Pars V, (henceforth to be referred to as ADA,
IU JI), p. 348, n. 3.
9

10

Catholic presence in Liberia

be traced already to 14�2, through the
1533, Liberia was included in the
By
pi.Portuguese explorers.
diocese of Cape Verde. But no permanent Catholic work was established in
the area until the 1840s when the Holy Ghost fathers began missionary work
there. However, difficulty dogged the steps of succeeding missionaries. What
we have today as the Catholic church in Liberia was the outgrowth of the
work of the Society of African Missions from 1906 on wards. In that year,
Pius X sent the SMA Fathers to re-start evangelisation in the Republic of
Liberia and on February 6, 1906, the Holy Father nominated Father Stephen
Keyne SMA as the prefect apostolic of Liberia. Father Keyne was a seasoned
veteran missionary and his extensive experience and dogged effort with a few
French and Irish confreres paid off, and he was able to establish a permanent
catholic mission in the Land of the Greb'o, the Vai and the Mandigo. It was
however in the Kru coast that they found better receptivity. They concentrated
can

activities

on

the Kru.

They also had some

success

with the Bassa and the Mano tt> the

north. In 1934, Rome raised Liberia to the status of a vicariate and nominated
Dr. John Collins as the first vicar-apostolic of Liberia. Bishop John Collins
had been working in Liberia since 1913 and was still at that duty post up till
1961 when he died. His work was difficult and often produced discouraging
results. However, one of the joyful events of his bishopric was to be able to
ordain the first indigene of Liberia to the catholic priest hood, namely Rev.

place in the pro-cathedral at Monrovia on
December 29th, 1946. Cf. BARRET, D. B. et aI, (ed.), World Christian
Encyclopaedia, A Comparative Study of Churches and Religions in the
Patrick Kra Juwle. This took

Modern WoridAD 1900-2000, (Nairobi, 1,982), p. 457, M. J.BANE, The
Popes and Western Africa, (Staten Island, New York, 1968), pp. 159-161, H.
J. KOREN, To the Ends of the Earth. A General History of the Congregation

of the Holy Ghost, (Pittsburgh, 1983),_.pp. 181-183,535. Bishop Collins was
particularly concerned about the need to expand the presence of the women
religious through the establishment of more convents: "More and more
Convents should be established thseughout the Missions the ideal being that
every Parish and Quasi-Parish should have a Convent of even a few Sisters."
Cf. ADA, IU V, p. 271, n. 3. Among the veta of the bishops-of Anglophone
West Africa, his was the only one written-completely in English language.
11
Bishop Ekandern was born in 1917 at Obio Ibiono, in present Akwa Ibom
State of Nigeria. On 13th January 1933, he entered St. Paul's junior seminary
Onitsha and fmished at Christ the King College in 1937. At the time, the
junior seminary shared premises and facilities with CKC Onitsha, a famous
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school also run by the Holy Ghost Missionaries. He did his philosophical
studies from 1941 to 1945 at St. Paul's Major seminary Enugu (later re-named
Bigard Memorial Seminary, Enugu). He studied theology also at St. Paul's
Seminary at the time re-Iocated to Okpala near Owerrinta. Early in 1947, he
received the diaconate at St. Anne's Ifuho, from the hands of the late

Archbishop David Mathews, Apostolic delegate to East and West Africa,
resident in Mombasa. On December r. 1947, Archbishop Charles Heerey
CSSP of Onitsha ordained him priest at St. Anne's Catholic church, Ifuho. He
was raised to the episcopacy as auxiliary ofCalabar diocese on February r.
1954. The consecration ceremony took place at Sacred Heart Cathedral
Calabar and was performed by Most Reverend Dr. James Moynagh ofCalabar
assisted by Bishops Peter Rogan (Mary Hill Fathers) M.H.F. of Buea,
Cameroon, and P. Biechy of Brazzaville. With his consecration he became the
first African Catholic Bishop in West Africa. When Ikot-Ekpene was carved
out ofCalabar as a separate diocese in 1963, Bishop Ekandem became its first
bishop. On 27th April 1975, he was nominated Cardinal Priest and created a
cardinal in the consistory of May 24th, 1975, by His Holiness, Pope Paul VI.
He thus became the first Nigerian to be so honored by the church. Dominic
Cardinal Ekandem served the church in Nigeria in various capacities. "In 1973
he became the president of the Episcopal Conference of Nigeria and was re
elected in 1976. On November 6th, 1981, the Vatican appointed him Superior
of the Abuja Mission. Abuja Mission had become increasingly important
following the movement of the political capital of Nigeria to Abuja in 1976.
He died in 1995. Cf. "To Cardinal Ekandem A Salute and 70 hearty
Cheers!" in Catholic Life, Editorial, (July, 1987), p. 3. See also, Annuario
Pontificio, 1959, (Citta del Vaticano), 1959, p. 176.
12
Bishop Ekandem wrote: "In locis Missionum, propter paucitatem
Sacerdotum, saepe non est possibile curam sufficientem ad educationem et
disciplinam alumnorum in Seminariis Maioribus et Minoribus. Quaeritur ut
Sacerdotes ex Ordinibus et Congregationibus Religiosis qui habent gradus
Academicos ad hoc opus speciale destinentur", ADA, IUV, p. 354 no. 2.
that Seminaries manned by the most highly
Bishop Collins suggested
qualified teaching staffs and saintly priests be immediately provided for the
training of priests in the New"'(and Old) African States, so that all future
African priests may have the fmest Philosophical, Theological and Moral
training." ADA, IU V, p. 271 no. 1. These suggestions take on greater
significance when placed in the context of the dearth of personnel in the
Seminaries in the missions. So scarce was it that in some places, such as
Eastern Nigeria, the Seminarians had to rely on only one teacher to teach them
every subject in Philosophy. Cf. C.A. OBI, "The Development of Priestly
Vocation in Igboland and the Genesis of the Bigard Seminary", Lucema
Bigard Theological Studies, 7 (December 1986-JuneI987)1. 8-21, 14; M.P.
-

"

-
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IDIGO, Our Memoirs of The Reverend Father Michael Cyprian Tansi,
Onitsha, 1977, p. 43; I.R.A. OZIGBO, Catholic Seminaries in Eastern
Nigeria1924-1996, in The Nigerian Journal of Theology, 12 (1998) 5-18, esp.
7-8.
13

Bishop James Moynagh of Calabar, was one of the diocesan priests from
Ireland who volunteered to help in the missions in Eastern Nigeria in response
to the call of Bishop Shanahan, a veteran missionary already working in the
field since November 1902.

with other

volunteers, bishop Moynagh
Society. He was born on 25th
1903
in
diocese
of
Ireland.
He was ordained priest
April
Longhduff,
Ardagh,
on 22nd June 1930 and elevated to the bishopric, as titular of Lambesi on 12th
June 1947. With the creation of the hierarchy in British West Africa in 1950,
he was promoted to the see of Calabar on 18th April 1950. Cf. Annuario
Pontificio 1959, (Citta del Vaticano, 1959), p. 176. Cf. also, FORRISTAL, D.,
The Second Burial of Bishop Shanahan, (Dublin, 1990), p. 43, 134, 207,
KIGGINS, T., Maynooth Mission to Africa. The Story of St. Patrick's
Kiltegan, (Dublin, 1991), esp. pp. 16-17,44,49,134-5,161,196-7.
14
Bishop Thomas McGettrick a founding member of the St. Patrick's Society,
was born on 22nd December 1905 at Killavil, Co. Sligo. West Ireland. This
became

a

Along

foundation member of the St. Patrick's

was in Emlegh (ballymote) in Achonry diocese. He did his philosophical and
theological studies at St. Patrick's Senior Seminary, Maynooth and was on
22nd June 1930 ordained a priest for Achonry diocese. At the time there was a
campaign for volunteers to go to missionary work in Africa. Bishop Shanahan
of Southern Nigeria had sent Fr. Patrick Whitney to Ireland for overseas
campaign for more hands in the mission fields. Along with Fathers James
Moynagh, Patrick J. Costelloe, Comellius Plunket, Michaelle Ryne and
Michael Gilmartins, the newly ordained Fr. McGettrick volunteered for
mission in Africa. In 1939 he was appointed prefect of Ogoja prefecture
succeeding Msgr. Whitney, the first prefect, who retired from office on
account of ill health. When Ogoja prefecture was raised to the status of a
diocese in 1955, Msgr. McGettrick became its first bishop. In 1973 following
the growth of the diocese, an autonomous diocese, Abakaliki was carved out
of Ogoja. Bishop McGettric'k was assigned to the new diocese of Abakaliki.
He died on Sunday December 18th� 1988 after a long and fruitful service to the
church in Nigeria. Cf. Annuario hntifido 1961, (Citta Del Vaticano, 1961),
pp. 366-367, see also, OBI, C. A., The Life and Achievements of Bishop
Thomas McGettriclc, Bishop Emeritus ofAbakaliki Diocese (1905 -1988), in
Torch, no. 91, (April-July 1989), pp, 22-26.
IS
The confluence of the ideas in the vota of the two bishops is significant.
Both belong to the Society of St. Patrick, based in Kiltegan, Ireland, which
evolved into a congregation from a growing pool of Irish diocesan priests who

went to the

missions,

as

volunteers, in response to the request and invitation of
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Bishop Shanahan of Southern Nigeria. They themselves and their fellow
Kiltegan Fathers-in the missions were living examples of what they were
proposing on a wider scale for the church. The dioceses of Calabar and Ogoja,
assigned specifically to the Society of St. Patrick, shared common borders. 1t
is not unlikely that the two bishops had occasion to discuss the vota request
from the ante-preparatory commission for the Second Vatican Council. This
help to explain the striking nature of both their request and their line of

may

argument.
16
ADA, III V, pp. 345-6.
17

Encyclical Fidei Donum of Pius XII, written April 21, 1957, remains a
was concerned with the problems and urgent needs of
Catholic foreign missionary activity especially in Africa. It noted with joy the
growth of the Catholic church in the continent evidenced in the increase of
ecclesiastical provinces, the widespread increase in the number of Catholics
and the erection of the hierarchy in many places in the continent and the
elevation of a considerable number of African priests to the Episcopate. It
lavished praises on the missionaries for their sacrificial work in the African
Missions: "This plentiful harvest of souls has been gathered by hosts of
missionaries priests, religious (both men and women), catechists, and lay
assistants with an infmite toil and sacrifice whose value, unknown to men, is
known only to God Himself. We are happy to offer Our congratulations to
these good people. One and all, and to open Our grateful heart to them on this
occasion; for the church has abundant reason for taking a holy pride in the
achievements of her missionaries, who are doing their duty in Africa and
wherever else they have an opportunity." Cf. PIUS XII, Fidei Donum, in The
Pope Speaks 4 (1957-58) 3, 295 -312, pp. 297-298.
18
ADA, IIIV, p. 340, n. 1.
19
It is significant to note that Calabar diocese, the See of Bishop Moynagh,
was among the first to embrace the printing apostolate in Nigeria. It published
The Catholic Life, famous in the 60 s, which was later taken over by the
Catholic Bishops Conference and made a national Catholic Magazine, re
locating its base in Lagos. It is therefore understandable that this lack claimed
a prominent place in the list of Bishop Moynagh. Bishop Whelan of Owerri
also exploited the pastoral advantage of the printing press. In the early '50s he
established The Leader and the Assumpta Press. On account of the lack of
printing presses in the missions, most missionary newsletters and magazines
were published in Europe especially in the home countries of the missionaries.
Examples include The Missionary Annals and The African Rosary, published
in Dublin by the Holy Ghost Fathers [Irish Province] and the Holy Rosary
Sisters. Besides technical convenience, another reason why these magazines
were published outside the mission territories may be located in .their raison
d' etre, which was essentially to raise consciousness in the home countries of
The

landmark document. It

-

-

'
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the missionaries about the mission lands and the work

going on in these
missionary magazines played key
places.
eliciting the help of
volunteers as well as in raising funds for work in the missions. Their primary
Such

a

role in

audiences therefore

were

unfortunate it is

surprising therefore that these magazines were not easily

not

the homelands of the missionaries. While

available in the mission territories.
20

This

explains

the lack of experts, periti, in most of the mission churches. It

is therefore understandable that during the conciliar phase of the Council the
absence of experts from the African church was quite glaring. While most of

their colleagues from Europe and America came with their personal
theologians and experts, the missionary bishops from Africa in most cases
came armed with their pastoral experiences and their own basic theological
knowledge. The few exceptions include Adrian Hastings, who attended the
Council as an expert at the instance of the bishops of East Africa.
21
Ibid n. 2. The first Nigerians who opted for the contemplative life, Fr.
Cyprian Iwene Tansi and Fr. Clement Ilogu had to go to Leicester, England, to
realise their vocations, because there was at the time no such Christian
institutions in the country. By the.late '60s however, this state of affairs
gradually began to change with the arrival of the nucleus monks in Cameroon
and later to Nigeria, first that of men and later those of women contemplatives
such

as the Carmelites. Since the '70s, the situation has considerably
improved with the establishment of both foreign and indigenous contemplative
houses in Nigeria.
22
ADA, IUV, p.341. (Our Emphasis).
23
Ibidem. There is a striking eye on the future in this vota. We also glean the
inner logic of the use of social services in evangelisation, namely, as a strategy
of conversion, aside from genuine charity.
24

Ibidem.

25

Ibidem.

26

See foot note 17.

27

See for

example, KIGGINS, T., Maynooth Mission

to

Africa.

The

Story of

St. Patrick's, Kiltegan, Dublin" 1991, pp. 217-219. See also ANON, The
Race for Schools in Africa 18 (1956) 1.
28

In 1952, the Xaverian fathers from Italy came to help in the missionary field
of Sierra Leone. The Northern parts.of Sierra Leone were detached from Free

prefeeture of Makeni on 19th July 1952 and
of the Xaverian Fathers. Augustus Azzolini SX was
apostolic. He was born at Roccabianca (Parma), Italy on the
15th of December 1908. He was ordained a priest on 4th of April 1931. Cf.
BANE, M. J., The Popes and Western Africa, op. Cit. p. 121, see also,
Augusto Azzolini Vescovo, Profili Biografici Saveriani, 1/93, (Rom a, 1993),
Town and erected into the

entrusted into the
nominated prefect

pp.I-4.
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In his

Bishops

in Vatican II

Encyclical Fidei Donum, Pius XII, had specially appealed to bishops

in older Catholic countries to support the work in the missions: "As We direct
Our thoughts, on the one hand, to the countless multitudes of Our sons who
a share in the blessings of divine faith, especially in countries that have
long since become Christian, and on the other hand as We consider the far
more numerous throngs of those who are still waiting for the day of salvation
to be announced to them, We are filled with a great desire to exhort you again
wd again, Venerable Brethren, to support with zealous interest the most holy
cause of-bringing the Church of God to all the world. May it come to pass that
Our admonitions will arouse a keener interest in the missionary apostolate
among your priests and through them set the hearts of the faithful on fire!"

have

Cf. PIUS XII, Fidei Donum, Ope cit., pp. 295 296.
ADA, III V, p. 436, n. 3. There is a noticeable echo of the same anger and
frustration we find in the vota of Bishop Moynagh here. It points to how deeply
these prelates felt about this issue as well as tells us something about their
-

30

strong commitment to the

cause

of the missions.

31

Bishop Shanahan met with great frustrations in seeking help from Ireland for
his missionary activities in Nigeria. However, he eventually got the backing of
some bishops who threw their weight and resources behind his missionary zeal
and efforts. Cf., FORRISTAL, D., The Second Burial ofBishop Shanahan,
Dublin, 1990, esp. pp.l02-109, 126- 168.
32
Bishop Anthony Nwedo of Umuahia was born in 1912 in Oguta, Owerri
archdiocese Nigeria. He became a priest on 29th July 1945 and when Umuahia
diocese was created in 1958, he was appointed its first bishop on 19th February
1959.

With his consecration

on

17th March 1959, he became the first

in West Africa with

a See. Bishop Nwedo played a major
religious vocations in Nigeria. He was the
Father Founder of the two flourishing congregations, namely, the Daughters of
Mary Mother of Mercy DMMM and the Sons of Mary Mother of Mercy
SMMM. He also founded many schools through out Umuahia, Aba and
Okigwe, which were under his area of jurisdiction. He was one of the few
indigenous bishops who attended the Second Vatican Council from the first
session to the last. He died in February 2000. Many remember him for his great
eloquence and industry as well as his strict morality. Cf. Annuario Pontificio
1960, (Citta del Vaticano, 1960), NWEDO, A. G., Letter to the Sister
Directress, Staff &Students of Our lady of Mercy Juniorate Amapu Ntigha on
the occasion of the celebration of the Silver Jubilee of the foundation of the
School, in The Blossom 1(1997) 1, pp. 4 6.
33
Bishop Heerey was born in Clonkeefy, Co. Cavan, Ireland on 29th November
1890. He was ordained a priest on 19th September 1921 and traveled to Nigeria
the following year to begin what would eventually be a long and truitful
apostolate. He was one of the founding Rectors of the pioneer Senior Seminary

indigenous bishop

role in the evolution of priestly and

-
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Nigeria, later to be known as Bigard Memorial Seminary and"
Enugu. On 29th May 1927 he was appointed Co-adjutor
permanently
of the legendary Bishop .Shanahan and as the health of the later deteriorated,
Bishop Heerey was eventually entrusted with the See of Onitsha. By the time of
the announcement of the convening of the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council
by John XXIII in 1959, Bishop Heerey was the oldest prelate in British West
Africa having occupied the See of Onitsha for 33 years. He attended most of
the session of the Council. He died on February 7th, 1967. His co-adjutor,
Bishop Francis Arinze, later to become, Cardinal, succeeded him. Bishop
in South Eastern

located at

Arinze had attended the last session of the Second Vatican Council in
"

Papal Distinction for Bishop Heerey, CSSP", The
Missionary Annals (September 1949) 3-4. See also, Missionary Annals (April
1967), pp. 6, 7-8, 11-15, 18-19.
34
ADA, /IIV, p.349, n. 5.
December 1965. Cf.

35

ADA, /II V, p. 437-8,

36

Ibidem.

n.

9.
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"Canonization is

a

servant of God, member of the Catholic church and

an

act or defmitive sentence

by which the pope decrees that
already declared blessed,

be inscribed in the book of saints and be venerated in the universal church with
the cult

given to all

saints." Cf. P. MOLINARI_, Canonization

ofSaints, History

and Procedure, in New Catholic Encyclopaedia, Vol. III, (New York, 1967), p.
55. It is the last stage in a long process starting with the initiation of the cause.
38

ADA, Iff V, p. 353,

39

n.

Va.

Shanahan ordained Bishop John Cross Anyogu a priest on 8th
December 1930. He thus became the second Igbo Catholic priest. He was

Bishop

elevated to the

hierarchy of the church in 1957 with his appointment by Rome
the auxiliary to archbishop Heerey of -Onitsha, Later in 1964, he was
transferred to the newly created Enugu diocese and became its first bishop. Cf.
Anon., Bishop Anyogu's Consecration in Missionary Annals (August 1957), 1as

2; see also NJOKU, C. A., & LAMBERIGTS, M., Vatican 11: The Vota of the
Anglophone West African Bishops Concerning The sacred Liturgy, in
Questions Liturgiques 81 (2000) 89-121, fn. 26, pp. 99-100.
40

41

ADA, Iff V, p. 355, n. 8.
A. KALBERER, Lives of the Saints. Daily Readings, (Chicago, 1975), pp.

vii, 378.
42

It is significant to note that among those John XXIII Canonised during his
brief pontificate was Blessed Martin de Porres. Cf. R. TRISCOE, John XXIII,
Pope, in New Catholic Encyclopaedia, op. cit., p. 1019.

THE CHURCH AS AGENT OF RECONCILIATION AND

SOCIAL

TRANSFORMATION·

By
Professor U.

(Director General

Joy Ogwu

of Nigerian Institute of Intemational

Affairs)

the

opportunity to be part of this landmark
as an Agent of Reconciliation and
Social Transformation. It is a greater privilege for me to be in the
distinguished company of so many outstanding princes and
princesses of the Church, distinguished Statesmen and thinkers,
and contribute on this most timely and challenging subject of our
times. I am certain that the ever-attentive Nigerian public is full
of great expectations for the outcome of your conference because
they believe that the Church can help our peoples of the African
continent to live as genuine neighbours rather than predators.
I

greatly appreciate

conference

on

The Church

Crises, Conflicts, Challenges
Your

in

Africa

Graces, my Lords, distinguished ladies and gentlemen,

we

living in a period of grave danger and moral crises. As we
today, it has never been more obvious that the state of every
nation (particularly each of our nations) depends on the state of
are

meet

the world.

Regional

conflicts present a real challenge for the maintenance
security as well as resolution and management of
issues, reconciliation and the healing of wounds,

of peace and

contending

because Africa is

changes
•

going through

a

period

marked

by profound

and grave crises. The theme of the Conference' "The

Presented at the 9th Plenary Assembly of the Episcopal Conference of
Anglophene West Africa [ECWA], Holy Ghost Cathedral Enugu, August 25-

31,2001.
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Church as an Agent of Reconciliation and Social
Transformation" is both relevant and timely. Relevant because
we live in an interdependent world, where crisis in one region
reverberates in others. Timely, because of the global
of crises and conflict situations, which require

regional

and

global

responses. In all

proliferation
appropriate

these, Africa has

more

than

�

its fair share of conflicts, straining the very fabric of our
sovereignties. In the last thirty years alone more than thirty wars
have been

fought

in

Africa, with the attendant loss of human

lives and resources, wanton destruction of infrastructure and the
displacement of persons. The potential for massacre and

genocide is always threatening.

From the Hom of Africa to

Central Africa, from Southern Africa to the Great Lakes Region
are all caught in a collective

and down to West Africa, we
convulsion of war and violence.

also all familiar with the fatal and catastrophic costs of
the conflicts. How can we quantify the ferocity, the needless
We

are

deaths, the desperation and permanent trauma of Africa's legions
of displaced persons? How can we make the strategic shift from
militarization and

arms

economic and

race

to

demilitarization and socio

transformation? How

political
beyond massive ecological degradation

can

we

move

to restore the pact
between humans and nature?
At the dawn of a new millennium, Africa faces not only an
enormous responsibility but most significantly faces a challenge
that eclipses all else: that of fighting poverty, reducing and
managing conflicts, decelerating the arms race, building plural
societies, and making a comprehensive peace pact among its

peoples.
We must face these

challenges without equivocation: first, by
inventing
pursuing variants of conflict resolution
second
mechanisms;
by ensuring that we prevent future conflicts
from erupting, third and more significantly, mobilising our
institutions and plural societies to spearhead the much needed
and
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social transformation.

Thus, the Church in West Africa in particular is challenged by
myriad of problems centering around war and conflict, post
conflict reconstruction, socio-economic crises and deepening
poverty, democratic consolidation, and the pace and content of
a

regional integration. We might also want to examine the
challenges posed by these wars and crises on lifestyles in our
increasingly over-crowded cities and impoverished villages. The
resultant collapse of social values, the scourge of systemic
corruption and decadent welfare systems have not only
undermined the quality of life of our peoples, but have also fed
into our systems unbridled materialism and opportunism can best
be described as "violent implosions".
In facing this formidable task the Church has attempted to
proactively intervene to ameliorate some traumas inflicted on om
societies. It is instructive to note the positive impact of Liberia's
Radio Veritas in serving as a propelling force of the nation's
conscience, which has continued to reverberate across the region.
Indeed, the democratic revolution in our countries, especially in
Nigeria and Ghana can be .attributed in part to the sustained
pressures and unequivocal pronouncements of the Conference of
Catholic Bishops. I may not have specific details, but I am aware
that the Church is making concerted efforts in other places in the
region.
Your Graces, my Lords, distinguished guests, we must bring
our collective focus to bear on the problems in our region in
order to bring about genuine reconciliation and free up OQr
resources and energies for the vital task of social transformation.
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A Global Perspective to the Church

Church, the body of Christ is the moral foundation of human
dignity and life. Through its redeeming power of faith and love,
it is the light of the world, the last bastion of hope for hundreds
The

people in many nations. In a world assailed by
materialism, greed, and afflicted by oppression, violence and
injustice, the Church's weapons of truth, love and faith are refuge
for the oppressed, the poor, and disadvantaged. It is also the
of millions of

voice of the voiceless.
Our choice as followers of Christ and doers of His word offer
no alternatives. For the Church to remain relevant in the world

today, it must respond to the social and spiritual challenges that
underpin our development as a people.
In fulfilling its prophetic mission the Church has at its disposal
the pulpit, the hearts and minds of billions of the faithful and the
truth. These key elements are vital in advancing the message of
reconciliation and social transformation in
in

consonance

with

our common concern

our

in

times. This is also

placing people

at the

heart of development.

Under the
has been

leadership
undergoing

Church has built

new

of Pope John Paul II, the Catholic Church
a quiet, but profound revolution. The

bridges

of reconciliation and love

across

nations, religious divides,
generations.
Pope has
been the voice of the voiceless, taking the gospel of universal
salvation to the four comers of the globe, preaching love,
forgiveness and reconciliation, canonising many new saints in all
races

and

The

parts of the world and spreading the gospel of faith and social
In many ways, the world has become the Pope's pulpit as
he carries his message in his numerous travels across the globe to
hundreds of millions of people. In addressing the problem of
the
spiritual blindness, the Pope succinctly stated that
of
is
also
the
and
God
of
missionary
Kingdom
Kingdom justice;
activity throughout the world must go hand in hand with the

justice.

...
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that allow

people

to live with

dignity.
It is in this

Church in

a

Kingdom of faith, justice and dignity
rapidly changing and complex world like

that the
ours can

fulfill its mission of reconciliation and social transformation.

Conflict and Reconciliation
dealing with the twin issues of conflict and reconciliation,
several questions emerge: how can we make reason triumph over
the kind of spiritual blindness that the Holy Father referred to?
How can moderation eclipse extremism,· how can tolerance
override violence, how can peace achieve pre-eminence over
In

war? To whom do

we look for solutions? The answer as Brutus
did say in Julius Caesar, "the fault is in ourselves, but not in our
stars". F OI conflicts begin in the minds of men its perception of
-

and wrong, enemy and friend, is conceptualised from the
senses i.e. what can be seen, felt, learnt by hearsay in the absence

rights

of other information.
To achieve
causes

of

our

of reconciliation, we must know the
it roots, manifestations, evolution and most

objective

conflict,

significantly, the triggers. Most conflicts are historically rooted;
often in the manipulations of men's emotions of defeat, revenge,
being victims, the dispossessed attempting to right old wrongs
real or imagined, or not losing out on a current state or stage of
advantage.
Conflicting interpretations of history as to winners and losers
can also be a critical source of conflict. Almost invariably, the
-

will of winners to continue to win and losers to turn the table

erodes the middle

ground creating spaces for conflict.
Also significant is the struggle for power in context where
power has been the monopoly of a select group, which closes
entry to other groups, and is self-serving in its management of

The Church

as

public resources
corollary of this

Agent ofReconciliation and Social Transformation

and allocation of
is the

struggle

public goods.

over

control of

An
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important

resources.

In

resource-rich economies where the economy is based on rent, the
political game tends to assume a zero-sum struggle for access to

state, and then, power over resources.
Unfortunately, there emerges an overbearing emphasis on the
sharing of nature's bounties without regard to real production of
the kind of wealth that constructively utilises human
wealth
and ingenuity which really constitute the human
talents
capital,
for
the
basis
industrial revolution that is the true basis of socio
economic transformation. We cannot of course, ignore
metropolitan interests seeking advantage and or niches of
economic and ideological influence and preponderance.
Perhaps, the raw and unprocessed youth energy exacerbated by
high rates of youth unemployment and frustration, poor
citizenship values, absolute lack of leadership training,
disappointment with the conduct of elders, urban and moral
decadence and the alarming spread and entrenchment of a culture
of violence constitute the greatest sources of conflict in today' s
world.
-

Reconciliation and Social

Having

Transformation

established the context of conflicts

we can now

tum to

their management and resolution
the kind of management that
and
could lead to a lasting
genuine reconciliation. But the serious
-

that is posed is: can we find complementarities in the
efforts of the State and the Church? I believe that we can.
Integrating Church and State action for lasting reconciliation
and social transformation in our societies constitute the greatest
challenge to the Church. Among the various mechanisms for the
management, resolution and conciliation in our conflicts, the
Church can deftly assume responsibilities in key areas.

question
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Nation States that promote dialogue and tolerance, develop the
minds of the people through education, develop their

environment, constructively utilise their ethnic diversity and
pursue open channels of communication to all stakeholders will

of

necessity be less vulnerable to internal or external triggers.
by addressing the sources of internal conflict and
introducing genuine confidence-building measures, they can
create enduring path to reconciliation.
as

In

essence

The

Challenge for the Church

The Church must map a course for socially concerned Christians,
move them to follow it, and to guide them along it. The map
must provide bridges to life, social security, bridges to inherent

to

and

equal rights, bridges to brotherhood, bridges to human
dignity, freedom and liberty.
Of central importance in our immediate context is the role of
the Church as the provider of an enduring moral framework
round which individuals, groups and communities organize their
lives. Indeed, at the height of Nigeria's tribulations, the Church
came out with 'the prayer for Nigeria in distress'. The conference
of bishops in our countries, Nigeria, Ghana and the Gambia,
spoke up, denouncing oppression and advocating justice and
peace, while giving the people hope that a better future lay ahead.
Closely related to this, is the way the Church itself intervenes
in public discourse and debates as an advocate of the people. A
well-known instance is the role of the Church in Nigeria in
advancing the course of democracy in the years of military rule.
One will be correct to argue that it was in acknowledgement of
the role of the Church and the Catholic Secretariat in the defence
of human

rights

and

democracy,

Mathew Kukah 'secured'

Investigation

of Human

a

that

our own

seat at the

Rights

Reverend Hassan

Oputa Panel for the
Nigeria. There is no

Violations in

The Church

doubt that
on

as
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recognition and appointment to

national reconciliation is in itself

a

an
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official commission

great milestone in the

history of the Catholic Church in Nigeria.
Our approach to particular issues is to try to ask where the
justice of it lies, which position on it makes for a more just
society. But if justice is the first virtue of our social institutions
we need to know what it means in practice and in the structural
arrangement of institutions and relationships. We might wonder,
too, if justice possesses peculiarly religious forms and reasons.
Does religion have contributions to make to legal and political
thought, let alone social action? Yes, justice means taking care of
one another. Parents need to care for their children, and people
need to work to support themselves and take care of the
community. The community needs to enable people to work and
care

for

one

another,

to enter in and have

a

public

voice. It needs

to care for the poor.

The Christian Church draws mainly

on

biblical

sources

for this

vision of a just
not

society, defined by mutual care and responsibility,
simply by
rights, fair contracts and due process of
individual

law. For many in the Church, this vision is clearest in the
prophetic literature of the Old Testament and in the Gospels'
Great Commandment to love God and

neighbour. Look at Isaiah
for example [Isa 1: 17] "learn to do good; seek justice, rescue the
oppressed, defend the orphan, plead for the widow." You find a
society being measured in God's eyes by the justice and care it
gives to the sick, the powerless and the uneducated. You see God
most active, when things are most critical, on behalf of those who
have the least. People have a sense of justice that is religiously
inspired: "God made us all, and we should love our neighbour
and give our earthly treasure to help one another."
But this biblical vision does not alone define our practical
sense of justice. That is also conditioned by our pragmatic
experience of how laws and power and money actually work 'out
there' in the world, and the ethics

we

think will work in relation
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to them. You can stand

realpolitik but you
loses
its way, realpolitik
society
ignore
can't tell it which way to turn. It does not know anything about
the right direction to go. That is where the Church has to step
the tide of

against

its force. When

cannot

a

forward.
We must find

a

context. We must

provide examples

of biblical

of moral
insights
public issues, charging
gravity and urgency. In a pluralistic, participatory democracy, the

them with

into

vital interest group, a vital pressure group,
moral voice. What can the Church do together with

Church constitutes

far

a sense

a

beyond a
governments?

secular

The Church will need to

different from the state and

staying

need astute

political skills; we
effectively meet this challenge.

Youths and Women: The Burden

practice being

connected with the state. We

need

organisational skills

to

of the Church

society that focuses on its youth is a society that cares for the
future generation. "The Youths of a nation", said Benjamin
Disraeli, "are trustees of prosperity." The future prospects of our
nation states can be directly measured by the prospects of our
youth.
In this regard, we bear a heavy responsibility. We are called
A

upon to promote and protect the interests of our younger citizens.
In many African States, over 50% of the population is under 15

years of age. While we can safely assert that the Church has an
enduring record of youth programmes, we can also begin to take

long-term strategic steps
productivity,

to

bequeath
dignity,

respect for human

to

them

a

legacy of
peaceful

tolerance and

co-existence.
The Church

professional
traumatised

can

counselling centres for the training of
help train the population of
Church can help the traumatised youth

institute

counsellors who will

youth.

The
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psyche of

sense

of

barely

in

recover

from the

dignity.

Think about the lost innocence of child-soldiers

violence and restore their

their teens conscripted, deployed to flash points around the
continent. How can we reintegrate them into normal society after
a

trail of blood

scrutinize what

on

their hands? These children

are

have done to them and

bound to

they will wonder did
we give them the peace and prosperity they deserve? Now is the
time to invest in our youth.
In our society today, poverty has assumed a moral equivalence
of war. To avert the crisis that arises from despair among our
youth, we must set up vocational training centres to give our
we

-

children skills. We must set up as a matter of urgency clubs
where the unemployed can interact positively with their

colleagues.
The Justice

intensify

Development

utilise the
are

used

and Peace institution

can

begin

to

the system to empower the people and
of the Church to ensure that national resources

its demands

on

weight
prudently.

The Church

beyond the Oputa concept [the Panel for
Investigation
Rights Violations in Nigeria] and take
concrete steps to champion reconciliation. An establishment of
Reconciliation committees with representatives of youth, women
and a cross-section of the community could help nip crises in the
bud and even provide early warning signals before the crisis
can move

of Human

erupts.

Women

The test of

good society is its .attitude towards women. No
society can develop without this vital resource. Indeed, in today's
world gender equality has become a moral imperative and a
development objective.
a
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Berg have described

women as

the

situations. This comes from
that the contextual concrete ethic of care that women

voice"

in

conflict

recognition
bring to moral dilemmas is a resource for solving conflicts.
Yes, the Church has a moral and empowering role; but in the
same vein has a marginalizing structure. The Church can begin to
explore the positive capacities that women can bring to
reconciliation and social transformation in a more participatory
and equal manner.
In today's world, women are not at the peace table. We are not
there where our commitment to peace, our capacities to find
solutions through dialogue-debate, our sensitivities to human
needs, human rights are sorely needed.

Recommendations
Our recommendations flow naturally from the foregoing
discourse. The Church, wielding the mantle of moral
taking cognisance of its social and integrative roles must-face the
challenge of reconciliation and social transformation. We need to
convince our states and peoples of the superiority of democracy
over authoritarianism, dialogue over violence, and love over hate.
The church needs to set up counselling centres to train experts
that will enable us rescue our traumatized youth and women. To
instill in them a new sense of purpose we need to evolve
institutions at the parish, diocesan and community levels for
�

\adershlp,

purposes of reconciliation and transformation. Part of their
functions should include early warning signals and monitoring of

conflicts

as a

strategy of avoiding conflicts and building peace.

defming the nature of the
new leadership in our various countries. By leadership, I refer
specifically to the elite. We must insist on high moral standards
for members of our holy flock, including those who seek to serve
The Church has

a

very

special

role in
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at the

community, regional and national levels. Already there are
new opportunities such as the return of missionary schools to the
Church in some of our states. We must capitalize on such
opportunities to infuse new values of love, faith, and selfless
service to the community and humankind in general in our new
leaders.
The

activities

of

the

Justice,

Peace

and

Development
greatly strengthened. It
should be involved in civil education, public debates on issues of
critical national importance, and in defining a more socially
engaged role for the Church. Beyond this, it must empower the
people to make demands for accountability from our leaders, and
ensure that our wealth and natural resources are used prudently
Commission in

our

Church need to be

for the benefit of all.
In sum, our youth, our women, and our men are the very salt of
the earth. The Church is the present and the future, the last hope
of the common man. The challenge is to give life, vision and
energy to this reality.
As Catholics we have answered the call and

under

inspiration,

but

today,

we

are

summoned

triumphed
again. For the
we

first time, turning the global vision of peace into a new and better
world is indeed, a realistic possibility. It is a hope that embodies
our

Church's tradition of pragmatism, which has made

among churches and uniquely successful.
May God sustain us as we labour in His

Vineyard!

us

unique

ECO-THEOLOGY: RESPONSE OF AFRICAN RELIGION
BY

PROTUS o. KEMDIRIM
(University of Port Harcourt)

Introduction

major religions of the world, viz. Hinduism, Buddhism,
Taoism, Shintoism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam, African
Religion [ARt] is arguably the least developed and known
within and outside Africa. The religion has broad theological
affirmations that are manifest over wide geographical areas but
Of the

on

the whole its influence still remains Africa. The inevitable

question therefore is, what has African religion offered or about
to offer to every kind and condition

of humans in the same way
other global religions? Particularly, Hinduism has elaborate
"ceremonies for the ritualist, immense pantheon for the devotee,
innumerable narrative for the lovers of myth, broad variety of
a
metaphysical and theological theories for the speculative
range of religious attitudes from intense emotionalism to
"2
Nonetheless, it is a fact that African
profound detachment.
Religion flows from the primary intimations of the sense of the
sacred. It is no wonder that Africans have a sense of the sacred
and a high reverence for sacred places, persons and objects vis
a-vis the earth.
The purpose of this short essay is to bring to focus one fact
that is generally unknown or too frequently overlooked, namely,
that of all the major world religions, African Religion is the
most earth-friendly. It also aims to show how this earth
friendliness provides a key to natural resource management and
sustainable development and contributes to eco-theology.
as

...

..

The Earth

Explained

the earth erets in Hebrew means the physical
world in which human beings live as opposed to the heavens
thereof: "In the beginning when God created the heavens and the
earth
(Gen. 1:1; cf. Deut. 31:28; Ps. 68:8). Also two Greek
words ge and oikoumene are used to translate the earth (2Sam

Etymologically,
"

...
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22:16; Matt 24:14; Lk 2:26; Rom 10:18; Reb 1:16; Rev 3:10;
16:14). In all, the picture of the earth as soil, dust or land is
outstanding (e.g. Matt 13:5.8.23; 10:28; Mk 4:3-8, etc.) The
Advanced Learners Dictionary of Current English gives about
four meanings to the word "earth". It defines the earth as the
planet in which we live, and also as dry land. Other meanings
given to the earth are the ground and the soil. Strictly speaking"
the earth is the embodiment of all physical realities.
In all the above descriptions, the earth is presented as the
inanimate that is without life. This, however, contrasts with the
notion of the earth in African Religion and culture as a "living
thing". It is for this reason that among the Tallensi of Northem
Ghana certain animals considered as taboo are called "the people
of the earth."? Thus the earth is the mother of human beings,
animals and plants she is the source and sustainer of all that it
contains. And because it is a symbol offertility and procreation,
the earth is considered sacred. Thus in many societies the earth
and its components streams, rivers, trees, animals, and forests
are revered. By so doing these elements and indeed the earth
are-protected, conserved and maintained through a combination
of taboos, prohibitions, beliefs and restrictions which in turn
promotes biodiversity and an ecological balance. It follows that
African Religion underscores the worth and value of the earth.
The earth is an object that should be preserved and not meant for
destruction.
-

-

-

Eco-Theology: It's Meaning
In the last four decades of the 20th century, new theologies
emerged: Liberation theology, Feminist theology, Inculturation
theology, Interfaith theology, theology of reconstruction, etc.
These local and contextual theologies which in particular had
shaped the progressive thrusts in African Christian theology
during the 1980s emerged not just because the church at the time
has become a world church but also because of the landmark
doctrines and new directions developed during the Second
Vatican Council. Of particular significance also is the
emergence of eco-theology or theology of the earth at the time,
chiefly because the church was no longer concerned only with
emphasis on the spiritual and interior but was equally concerned
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about the social and external. More importantly, social doctrines
since Vatican II "manifest a new awareness that it is an essential
part of the Christian mission to harmonize and thereby
christianize political, social and technological life. "4 Ever since
then, ecological concerns, vis-it-vis the care of the earth, have
come on the agenda. The fact is that the earth and its
components have become a major focus of theological attention
in churches, universities and at theological conferences because
of its intrinsic worth and value.
In a nutshell, eco-theology is about reading the Bible from the
perspective ofthe Earth. It is an earth-centred approach in doing
theology. It focuses on retrieving pro-Earth traditions as well as
analysing even anti-Earth texts. It employs ceo-justice principles
appropriate for interpreting the Bible and for promoting justice
and healing of the earth. Like Liberation theology, eco-theology
is not an intellectual assent to a body of truths inherited from the
past. Rather, it is a theology discovered through involvement in
the care of the earth as a divine imperative. "And the Lord God
took the man and put him into the Garden of Eden to dress and
keep it"(Gen 2:15; cf. Rev 7:3). Eco-theology simply seeks to
call the church and indeed all humanity to action for the care of
the earth as the earth is a place for human habitation wherein
Jesus lived and understood its usefulness for human

development (John 9:6-7).
Perspective ofNature

in

Christianity and the Bible

Though world religions notably Judaism and Christianity have
been concerned with justice and compassion for the acts of
humans towards one another, they have traditionally assumed
nature to be a mere backdrop for the human being. The Bible is
chiefly concerned with the drama of human salvation. What is
central is human ethics and morality. This is obvious from
certain historical events such as the Exodus from Egypt, the
migration to the Promised Land, the building of the temple, and
the coming of Jesus the Messiah. In these stories the relationship
between human beings and nature is not important or of interest
to the Biblical writers. More astonishing, the Bible teaches that
human beings are divinely ordained to rule over and dominate
all other species and nature generally.
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perhaps in the theologies of two outstanding Christian
theologians, namely Origen and Thomas Aquinas, that the
unwholesome attitude of Christianity to nature is well
substantiated. Origen (185-254) was the earliest and probably
the best example of a Christian theologian who proceeded
according to Neoplatonic principles and in the process tended to
degrade nature and matter. According to Origen,' God created
the material world for fallen spirits following the rebellion in
heaven in which certain spirits turned away from God. For
Origen, the material world serves as a kind of purgatory where
fallen human beings are educated through trials and tribulations
to return to the realm of pure spirits from which they have fallen.
Also, for Origen, nonhuman creatures have no other role or
value outside their relations to human beings. They have no
intrinsic goal and therefore are created entirely for human
purposes. In the theology of Origen, therefore, there is a clear
and definite degrading or depreciation of nature. Nature is
interpreted solely in terms of the role in educating, refining, and
reorienting human beings ia their quest for salvation.
Next is Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) who lived nearly a
thousand years after Origen. In his theology, themes that were
central in Origen's thought appeared as important Thomistic
emphases. According to Aquinas," the creation of the world is
intended to mirror God's goodness. In his view of creation, each
kind of being has integrity of its own and is meant in its own
way to suggest the nature of God. However, for Aquinas, an
It is

essential characteristic of the creation is its hierarchical nature.
Among all creatures living in the world, a human being is the
most spiritual and rational and so is seen by Aquinas as the most
sublime. The lower and less spiritual creatures, mirror the divine
by serving higher creatures. They do not share in divine
goodness to the extent that humans do and because of this are
subordinate to humans. Indeed, their natures are defined in terms
of their subservience to human beings. The fact is that in
Aquinas' theology nature is projected as object for human use.

Sacredness

of the Earth

in

African Religion

We already said above that of all the major world religions,
African Religion is the most earth-friendly. This becomes
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manifest in the various ways in which the earth and all its
components are treated and respected. In the first place, belief in
the sacredness of the earth engenders reverence to it. Thus in
many places cult of the earth-goddess predominates. For
example, the Igbo of Southeast Nigeria regard "the Earth
goddess [Ala] as the queen of the underworld, the 'owner' of
and custodian of public morality in
men and women,
with
the
Ancestors."?
In the same vein, the Akans
conjunction
of Ghana see land, that is earth, as a goddess." For this view,
human impact on land is regulated to secure its fertility. In fact,
certain trees are not felled because they are considered Nyame
Dua (God's trees) and therefore sacred and endowed with
healing powers. This is also true of certain streams and animals.
To further buttress the sacredness and significance of the
earth, certain actions or practices associated with it are either
disallowed or prohibited. This follows the belief that the earth is
seen as the mother of all living things, the home of the dead or
the passage to the spiritual world or the link between the seen
and the unseen world. Also, through the earth communication
with the spirit-world to bring about either blessing or curse is
effected. Consequently, everything is done to ensure that the
earth is neither .defiled nor damaged or destroyed wittingly or
unwittingly. To this end, an unwritten law, which acts as a
guide, required to protect and conserve the earth and all its

components operates.

Traditionally, reverence is given to the earth through such
ritual practices and ceremonies as swearing, greetings, and the
pouring of libation. For one, swearing with the earth is
tantamount to complete disposition or openness to the creator.
Nothing else need be said. The whole truth is believed to have
been said chiefly because of the sacredness of the earth. A good
example is when one declares ala kubuom, ala echekalam [the
earth strike me dead; the earth withdraw itsprotection] in other
words "let it not be well with me". Swearing with the earth
indicates truthfulness. In the Yoruba traditional community the
ritualistic administration of oath is termed imule drinking the
mother earth. This is proof indeed that swearing with the earth
indicates one's honesty and truthfulness. Swearing with the earth
has far-reaching effects on both the living and those yet unborn.
The rituals of pouring libation and breaking of kola nut
demonstrate in full the reverence and recognition of the earth as
-

-
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the mother of all living things and the abode of the ancestors.
This is aptly shown by Chinua Achebe in his celebrated novel,
Things Fall Apart. While celebrating Okonkwo' s departure from
Mbanta, Uchendu made the earth and ancestral spirits partake of
the kola nut after praying thus:
We do not ask for wealth because he that has children will also have
wealth. We do not pray to have more money but to have more kinsmen.
We are better than animals because we have kinsmen. An animal rubs its
He
aching flank against a tree, a man asks his kinsman to scratch him
then broke the kola nut and threw one of the lobes on the ground for the
'

...

ancestors,"

Indeed libation, the pouring out of little quantities of palm
wine on the earth together with offer of kola nuts, constitutes
Morning Prayer among the Igbo. In this ritual, greetings and
salutations are made by the paterfamilias thus,

Ani, ekene
Ani, ta oji

Earth, greetings
Earth, take kola,

Anyi na-ayo ndu

We ask for life
and old age
Give us food and drinks.

na

nka

Nye anyi olili na oftufiu
Nye anyi omumu, Give us children,
..

di1 Jl

·

na

di1 e de...

and nch

harvest

....

10
...

Another ritual gesture associated with Earth is the social ritual
of greetings. Thus among the Yoruba, people always prostrate
on the ground greeting one another, especially the elders. Also
in Ibibio land, an offender always kneels with hands (palm) on
the ground or lies flat to the earth to indicate humbleness and
submission. Achebe again observed this when he wrote:
"Uzowulu bent down and touched the earth with his right hand
as a sign of submission."!'
Because the earth and its components
streams, trees, and
animals= are considered sacred, prescriptions are made against
their defilement. The fact is that certain actions or behaviour are
seen as offences or abomination (alu, nso-ani
Igbo) against the
earth. These include patricide, incest and stealing of yams or
sheep; and a host of other actions. These offences require
sacrifices to restore the ontological balance.
-

-
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The Earth in the Global Face

ofAfrican Religion

The experience of African Religion as a W orld Religion is
underscored by the persistence of a variety of cultural practices
(such as dancing, drumming, funeral behaviours and so on) close
to some African antecedents and which today are observed in
various Afro-American communities. The fact is that African
slaves never forgot or abandoned their religious heritage on and
after arrival in the New World. Indeed there is a wide range of
yoruba and Dahomean deity names like vodun, candomble, and
orisha [like shango] in various Afro-American religious
practices. As a matter of fact, in the religious domain, proper
institutional arrangements have continued though in modified
form in a variety of cults in places like Brazil and Cuba. 12
Of particular significance to the Afro-American religion is the
reverence to the Earth as sacred. The African slaves in diaspora
demonstrated this belief through the ritual practices of oath
taking and pouring libation. In one account, Charles Leslie wrote
thus:
When anything about a plantation is missing, they have a solemn kind of
oath which the oldest Negro always administers, and which by them is
accounted so sacred, that except they have the express command of their
Master or Overseer, they never set about it, and then they go very
solemnly to work. They range themselves in that spot of Ground which is
appropriate for the Negroes' burying place, and one of them opens a
Grave. He who acts the Priest takes a little of the Earth, and puts into
every one oftheir Mouths, they tell, that if any has been guilty, their belly
swells and occasions their death. 13

In another account, while writing on the religious practices and
lives of the African American slaves, J. G. Stedman drew
attention to the importance of libation:
I however think that they are a happy people, and possess so much
friendship for one another, that they need not be told to 'love their
neighbour as themselves,' since the poorest Negro, having only an egg,
scorns to eat it alone; but were a dozen present, and everyone a stranger,
would cut or break it into just as many shares; or were there one single
gram of rum, he would divide it among the same number: this is not done,
however, until a few drops are first sprinkled on the ground as oblation to
the gods. 14

Indeed the cultural and

religious practices

of Africans in the
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diaspora are a reflection of the global face of African Religion
in history. The similarities of the practices in Central and South
America [Haitian voodoo, Brazilian Candomble and Cuban
Santeria] and their counterparts in West Africa [Dahomey
vodun, Yoruba eyo and Igbo mbari] indicate the existence of a
globalizing process and the broadening ofcultural boundaries by
African Religion in contemporary times.
Conclusion
In concluding this paper, it is important to note that African
Religion more than other World Religions is a key to natural
resources

management

and

realisation

of

sustainable

development. The primordial concern for the sacredness of the
earth engenders eco-ethics. Thus the destruction ofthe forest, for
instance, through burning, wood gathering for fuel, tree felling
and other practices that endanger the ecosystem are forbidden.
In fact, traditional beliefs and practices not only protect the
sacred groves but also promote biodiversity, conservation of
vegetation and sustainable development. Eco-ethics propagated
in African Religion and culture help to reverse the worldwide
acceleration ofsoil degradation and integrate land and watershed
management. This unique ecosystem-friendly religion
encourages governments to articulate comprehensive rural
policies to improve access to land, combat poverty, create
employment and reduce urban migration form the rural areas.
All these possibilities, which are important to achieving the
goals of sustainable development, demonstrate to the fullest the
significance of African Religion in the era globalization.
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FREEDOM OF RELIGION: THE RELIGIOUS NEUTRALITY
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Supreme Importance ofFreedom ofReligion

Freedom of religion is

undoubtedly one of the most fundamental
of human rights. "Religion and property", writes Edward Gibbon,
acknowledged as the greatest of historians, are "the dearest of
human rights" see his Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
vol. v. p. 343. Echoing much the same view, another great
-

historian, Will Durant, in his monumental eleven-volume work,
The Story of Civilisation, says that "nothing, save bread, is so
precious to mankind as its religious belief; for man lives not by
bread alone, but also by the faith that lets him hope. Therefore his
deepest hatred greets those who challenge his sustenance or his
creed" (vol. iv, p. 343).
The two great historians' evaluation of religion
man's dearest and most precious rights seems to

as one

of

quite
they appear, perhaps unwittingly, to diminish its
supreme importance to mankind by putting it at pair with property
or, food. The analogy is, we venture to say, a wrong one,
inasmuch as it seeks to compare the spiritual with the material; to
compare an inherent attribute of the human being, part of the
essence of his humanity, with an external means of supporting or
sustaining human life. There is no rational basis for pairing
human conscience, human beliefs or feelings, with food or

justified,

*This

me

but

Paper was first delivered at a symposium organized by the Spiritan

International School of Theology, Enugu, 23 March, 2001
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property. Can the spiritual rationally be paired with the material?
Religion has two elements-belief (or faith) and the
manifestation of such belief through

rites
a

or

other

System

practice, teaching, worship,

ceremonies. In its first element; religion is
of belief in the existence of some supernatural being

religious

with power to change people's lives for the better or for the
worse, whether it be God, a god (or gods or goddesses), the spirit

of ancestors, etc. The element of belief is, indisputably, more
fundamental than its manifestation in religious practices. Belief is
the basis of religious

practices.
Although conscience and religion are usually spoken of as
two separate objects of rights, belief is a function of conscience.
Conscience springs from inner feelings, it is a reflection of one's
soul, of the divine nature implanted in the human heart. Religious
belief is thus a part of, and not separate from, conscience; but it
is just one of the functions of conscience, and not its only
function.

Thus, freedom of religious belief, being
conscience, is, like human thought or feelings,
absolute and unamenable to control

by

a
a

function of

right

at once

the state. For, what

a

person thinks in his mind or believes in his heart, but does not
manifest in speech or action or in any other overt way (e.g.

refusal, on conscientious grounds, to do something required by
law), cannot be known to others so as to enable them to control or
restrict it by legal punishment or otherwise. It is simply futile to

prohibit a man by law from thinking certain thoughts, believing in
certain things .or from having- certain feelings. Besides, mere
thought, belief or feeling not manifested in some overt way can
have no disturbing effect on any legitimate public interest which
the state is entitled to protect, whether it be public order, public
security, public morality or public health.
Freedom of religion may be viewed from two standpoints
from the standpoint of a single individual and from that of all the
individuals associated together as a state. The latter concerns the
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religious character of the state.

From the

Standpoint of a Single Individual
and ofall the IndiV.duals Associated Together as a State

Freedom ofReligion

Our Constitution

conscience and
or

guarantees

to

religion, including

every person "freedom of
freedom to change his religion

belief, and freedom (either alone

and in

in

or

in

common

with others,

to manifest and

public
private)
propagate his religion
or beliefin worship, teaching, practice and observance". Viewed
from the standpoint of a single individual, the terms of the
guarantee admit of hardly any dispute. Not so, however, when
viewed from the standpoint of all the individuals associated
together as a state.
In

or

one sense

individuals

religion

of the term, the state is

inhabiting

a

an

given geographical

of each and of all the individuals

association of all the
area.

so

The freedom of

associated

together

entity, the state, formed by the
question
association of all the individuals should adopt any religious

raises the

character. Is it

whether the

right and just to attribute to the

state the

religion of

of its citizens, even an overwhelming majority of them?
Would that not derogate from or prejudice the freedom of religion
some

of the other citizens? Would it not derogate from the equality of
all citizens in their relation to the state? Certainly, except where
all the individuals

religion, the freedom of
each and all the members does require that the state should
maintain a position of neutrality in matters of religion.
Surely, there is a certain contradiction, a certain
disingenuousness, in a constitution establishing a particular
religion as the religion of the state and at the same time
proclaiming, as do the Algerian, Moroccan, Mauritanian and
Somalian Constitutions, that "the Republic guarantees to all
respect for their beliefs and the free exercise of religion". The

belong

to the same
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contradiction arises from the well-known
of both Islam and

Christianity,

proselytizing

ambition

and their intolerance towards each

other, and towards the pagan religion. In the effort to win converts
and to prevent defections, each of the two religions resorts not
only to blandishments, but also to coercion of various kinds, from
mild pressures to outright persecution, which operates to
a state identified with Islam or Christianity as the state

from

being

able to fulfill the

undertaking

to

preclude
religion,

guarantee

to all

respect for their beliefs, and the free exercise of religion.
In the nature of things and of the human beings particularly,
the guarantee is a lie; it simply cannot be fulfilled. And the lie and
impossibility of fulfilment involved are amply attested by history,
as

will be shown

presently. Perhaps

it is the realization of the lie

that informs the omission of the guarantee from the later
Constitution of Algeria (1976), which establishes Islam as the

of the state, and only guarantees freedom of conscience,
but not the free exercise of religion. Furthermore, it omits religion

religion

prohibited grounds of
discrimination; the relevant article (art. 28) simply provides: "The
citizens are equal before the law without any possible
discrimination on the basis of birth, race, gender (sex), opinion or
all other conditions or personal or social circumstance." Religion
is thus not made a prohibited ground of discrimination, since a
state identified with a particular religion can hardly avoid
discriminating against other religions and their adherents.
Admittedly, no derogation from, or prejudice to, the
freedom of religion of anyone arises where all the members
(citizens) ofa state as an association of individuals share the same
religious faith. Where that is the case, it is right and proper that
the common religion should be attributed to the association (i.e.
of

the

as

one

the

state). That

specifically

was

how it

was

listed

in

our

traditional communities

foreign religions-Islam and
Christianity. Before that, everyone in the community (or state, if
the term can properly be applied to those communities) belonged
before the advent to Africa of the
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to the pagan

animist

or

religion,

which was, without unfairness to
or polity as an association of

anyone, attributed to the community
them all; the community itself, as a

political entity,

was a

pagan

community.
That too

was

how it

was

in all ancient communities before

the birth of Christianity and Islam. In

everywhere

else in

Judea, in ancient Greece,

church and state

as

Ancient

antiquity,
example. There, right from its founding in
753 B.C. down to the early 4th
century A.D., religion (i.e.
paganism) and the state were fused in one inseparable union.
"Religion was part of the structure and ceremony of government"
(Durant, vol. iii, p. 647). Its priests were functionaries of the state,
with the ruler as the chief priest or pontifex maximus. Its temples
and shrines were built and owned by the state. Religious
Rome

was a

were one.

classic

ceremonies and rituals

were a

state affair.

Rome, as also in Judaism, law, as an instrument for
the government of society, was in large measure, a branch of
religion. Besides tribal customs and state edicts, early Roman
law, until its codification in 451 B.C. in the Twelve Tables of
Decemvir, was, we are told by Will Durant (vol. iii, p. 31), "a
priestly rule, a branch of religion, surrounded with sacred
In pagan

sanctions and solemn rites. Law
man

and

but between

man

was a

man

relation not

and the

gods.

only

between

Crime

was

a

disturbance of that relation, of the pax deorum or peace of the
gods; law and punishment were in theory designed to maintain or
restore that relation and peace. The

priests declared what was
right and wrong (fas et nefasi, on what days the courts might
open and the assemblies meet, AU questions regarding marriage
or divorce, celibacy or incest, wills or transfers or the rights of
children, required the priest as now so many of them require the
lawyer"(see also vol. ii, p. 192.)
On the

whole, the Roman

well served

its fusion with

stability

by

to the

state may be said to have been

religion.

The fusion had

state, and moral character to its

people.

It

given
inspired
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among the

and

citizens, the highest

helped

to unite them in

of Religion
sense

of

loyalty

patriotism

and service,

to the state.

Religious

ceremonies in which all, from the ruler to the lowliest citizen,
joined as a national event, served to nurture enthusiasm for the

rally the people to the banner of the state. In war,
fought for their religion, its shrines and its
altars. The belief in the power of the Roman gods and goddesses
to protect the people against famine, flood, pestilence, disease
and defeat in war was a powerful source of sustenance for the
state and society. Will Durant sums it all admirably thus:
nation and to

the armies of Rome

religion made for morality, for order and strength in the
individual, the family, and the state. Before the child could learn to
doubt, faith moulded its character into discipline, duty, and decency
By ceremonies sedulously performed before each campaign and
battle it raised the soldier's morale, and led him to believe that
supernatural powers were fighting on his side. It strengthened law by
giving it celestial origins and religious form, by making crime a
disturbance of the order and peace of Heaven, and by placing the
authority of Jove behind every oath. It invested every phase of public
life with religious solemnity, prefaced every act of government with
The old

...

ritual and prayer, and fused the state into such intimate union with the
that piety and patriotism became one, and love of country rose
passion stronger than in any other society known to history.
Religion shared with the family the honour and responsibility of
forming that iron character which was the secret of Rome's mastery
of the world (vol. iii, p. 67).

gods
to a

was pagan, and
with
religion
paganism for the
compete
favour of the Roman state or for the allegiance of the

Everyone of
there

was no

control

or

Rome's citizens at the time

other

to

question of derogation from, or
prejudice to, anyone's freedom of religion. But then occurred the
birth of the new Christian religion, and the conversion of many of
Rome's citizens to it. Concerned to protect the religion
(paganism) of both itself and the overwhelming majority of its
subjects against this new intruding religion, pagan Rome
citizens,

so

that there

was no
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launched

a

regime

of

religious discrimination

and

persecution.

Christianity was, for more than three centuries, subj ected to
ruthless persecution and repression by the Roman state on behalf
of the official pagan

religion. The persecution and repression
were
perpetrated by arbitrary imprisonment, torture and
execution. Execution was carried out by burning alive, beheading
and by being tossed onto wild animals to be devoured. This was
coupled with repressive laws which decreed the destruction of
Christian churches, the burning of Christian books, the
dissolution of Christian congregations, the confiscation of their
property, the exclusion of Christians from public office, and the
punishment by death of Christians found in religious assembly.
Undaunted by all these trials and tribulations, the Christians still
held tenaciously to their faith, leaving the Roman state
confounded, and eventually, emerging triumphant.
The culmination of its triumph was the conversion of the
Roman state to Christianity in 381 A.D. (The first Christian
Roman Emperor, Constantine, embraced Christianity in 323
A.D., and from that time to 381 A.D. when the Roman

adopted Christianity
were

Christians,

the

When Rome became

state itself

religion of the state, all the emperors
one, Julian, who grew up as a devout

only
renouncing

save

Christian before

majority

as

the Christian faith for

paganism.)

Christian state, respublica Christiana, the
of its citizens were probably still pagans, and the
a

infamous

engine of persecution and repression was turned against
them by Christian Rome, just as it did against the Christians
earlier. The worship of idols as well as sacrifices to them was
proscribed by law; at the same time a rigorous enforcement of
these laws was embarked upon; the privileges of the pagan priests
were abolished; landed property consecrated to the pagan religion
was

turned

over

to the Christian church

As the sacrifice of animals to

gods

or

converted to .civil

and the

practice

of divination

the entrails of sacrificed animals continued in various

by
they

were

finally

in 390 A.D. declared

a

crime of

uses.

high

guises,
treason
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punishable by death. Even such
harmless pagan rites as the pouring of libations to the gods were
punished with heavy fines. And so was paganism eventually
wiped out completely. But, as Edward Gibbon observed,
paganism, being now increasingly on the way to complete demise
as its weaknesses and folly became more and more exposed, its
remaining but progressively dwindling adherents should have
been "permitted to enjoy in peace and obscurity the religious
customs of their ancestors" (vol. iii, p. 136).
But that was not all. Backed now by the power of the state,
Christianity also mounted against dissenters within its own fold, a
regime of persecution and repression, which, in its cruelty and
brutality, was only matched, but hardly surpassed, by that
employed by pagan Rome against the early Christians. It is
reckoned that more Christians were killed by the Christian
Church than by the Roman state in defence of is pagan religion.
As was said by John Stuart Mill, these persecutions and
repressions were predicated on the notion that society has a duty
to see that its members should be religious by adhering to the
official religion, and that they were so perpetrated in ''the belief
that God not only abeminates the act of the misbeliever, but will
not hold us guiltless if we leave him unmolested" (On Liberty, p.
169).
A similar persecution and repression occurred in states won
over by Islam since its advent in 622 A.D. and in which it became
established as the religion of the state. (Mohammed was born in
570 A.D.). Indeed, the identification of Islam and the state was,
initially, that of a complete fusion, such as had existed between
the pagan reIigion and the state. Mohammed, the founder of the
Islamic religion, and his early successors, were both spiritual
heads of the new religion and rulers of a kingdom and a vast
empire. The new state established over Arabia by Mohammed
and his early successors was a theocracy, i.e, a state ruled by a
religious leader claiming to be divinely directed. Coercion was
against

the state and made
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carried to the extent of prohibiting its adherents from

their Islamic faith for another

renouncing
religion (riddah), making it

punishable by death.
legacy of persecution and repression to
which the identification of the state with a particular religion had
Such, then,

was

the

rise in many countries across the world down to our
modem era. With the experience of this iniquitous page of

given

history, the
experiment

American constitution-makers, engaged in a new
in state-creation, gave to the world the radical

innovation of entrenching in the constitution the religious
neutrality of the state as the only sure way of effectively
safeguarding the freedom of religion of the individual. The
innovation embodies the lesson of

one

and half millennia of

world

history, namely that freedom of religion for the individual
meaning and value unless the state can be kept
away from involvement in religion.
loses much of its

The Sharia Under the

Quran and the

Constitution

Aside from the

overriding importance, as noted above, of the
religious neutrality of the state for the unhindered exercise and
enjoyment of the individual's freedom of religion, the
constitutionality or otherwise of the Sharia Laws recently adopted
in five States of the Federation-Zamfara, Kano, Sokoto, Niger
and Katsina-may be considered under the following five
headings:
1. The

Reception of the Sharia Criminal Law under the Quran

legislature can distill rules or principles of law from
any sources it likes, including the Quran, and enact them
specifically as law. Many rules or principles of law embodied in
our statutes, both acts of the National Assembly and decrees and

A competent
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military government,

are

distilled from

sources

that

may be traced to various countries of the world, notably Britain.
That was the approach of the Penal Code in force in the Northern

States

since

1960.

specifically by

Thus,

the Code

are

twenty offences, enacted
derived, in part at least, from the
some

Sharia. It should be stated for purposes of
offences, though distilled from the Sharia,

emphasis that these
apply in Nigeria as
offences created, and with punishments prescribed, by the Code,
and not by the Sharia. Under this approach, therefore, the Sharia
as ordained in the Quran serves only as a source, not a form, of
law. We have lived for forty years with offences derived from the
Sharia but enacted as such specifically by the Penal Code.
But rules or principles of law originating from a given
source may be adopted by a competent legislature not by enacting
them specifically and directly, but by a method known CiS
"incorporation by reference"-what is more commonly called
"reception of law". In this way were the English common law,
principles of equity and statutes of general application received as
law in Nigeria by the colonial legislature and its indigenous
successors.

Thus also

Roman law received in many countries
this reception, the English common law,

of the world.

was

By
equity and statutes of general application became a
form of law in Nigeria, and not just a source from which rules or
principles could be distilled and enacted specifically into law by
the legislature.
This latter is the method by which the Sharia criminal law

principles

of

under the

Quran was received in Zamfara State. Section 92 of the
Zamfara Law of 1999 makes punishable any act "declared to be
an offence under the Quran, Sunnah and Ijitihad of the Maliki

Thought", together with the punishments
prescribed therein. It is the "incorporation by reference" of
offences and punishments under the Quran as part of the criminal
School of Islamic

law of Zamfara State that constitutes the

surrounding

the

newly adopted

of the controversy
By the provision of

crux

Sharia Law.
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section 92 of the Zamfara Law

quoted above, the Quran, Sunnah
and Ijitihad are transmuted from being merely a source, as under
the Penal Code, into a form of law in Nigeria. The Sharla
criminal law now operates in that State with an authority and
force derived from the Quran, Sunnah and Ijitihad. One has to go
to the Quran to ascertain what the criminal law and the
punishments prescribed for offences under it are.
Now, the Quran is the holy book of the religion of Islam. Its
reception as law in Zamfara State, with its legal prescriptions,
injunctions and punishments, clearly is tantamount to the
adoption of Islam as the religion of that State. To deny this is to
denude the phrase, "adoption of a particular region as State
religion", of practically all meaning. The Constitution of Sudan
does not explicitly establish Islam as state religion, as do the
Constitutions of nine other African countries (Algeria, Comoros,
Egypt, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Somalia, Tunisia and
Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic), but the provision making
the "Islamic Sharia and custom" part of the law of the country is
seen by the non-Moslem Southern Sudan, and is treated by the
Moslem North, as having that effect. Hence the never-ending
religious conflict and war in which the country has been engulfed

for

(With the disestablishment of the
Ethiopian
by the 1987 Constitution, there is
today no Christian state in Africa.)
In contrast with the unexceptionable approach of the Penal
Code, the "reception" method adopted by Zamfara State is
indisputably impugnable on constitutional and other grounds.
Even Dr Lateef Adegbite, one of its staunchest defenders, admits
that "it would be safer for the State to collate and codify the
relevant offences and the penalties therefor" following the
method of the Penal Code, although in another breadth he seeks
to justify it by the somewhat disingenuous argument that "every
law is rooted in religion," anyway, and that African customary
law and "a substantial portion of the corpus of the English
so

many

long

years.

Orthodox Church
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principles derived
from African traditional beliefs and Christianity. The criminal
aspects of African customary law and the received English
common law have long since been abolished in Nigeria by our
Constitution and so ceased to be applicable in the country (see
Aoko v. Fagbemi, 1961). The Sharia criminal law under the
Quran should not be immune from the nullifying impact of the
common

law"

are

founded, respectively,

on

Constitution.

admission, the "reception" of
Quran by section 92 of the Zamfara
Law "may not stand the test of constitutionality". It is
unconstitutional not just for the reason given by him, namely
inconsistency with the guarantee of rights in the Constitution, but
also because, by making the legal prescriptions, injunctions and
punishments under the Quran enforceable in Nigeria, it

By

Dr

Adegbite' s

further

Sharia criminal law under the

tantamounts to the

adoption of Islam as

state

religion in the

states

concerned.
The "safe" way to achieve the object of the
protagonists is to follow the method of the Penal Code.

Sharia

Any of

the state governments in the North wishing to create more
criminal offences based on the Quran beside those in the Penal
Code is free and competent to do so, only providing that it enacts
specifically as does the Penal Code, rather than through the

them

device of declaring offences and

punishments under the Quran as
Happily, if 1 understand
Code method is the method favoured by

and enforceable in the state.

applicable
correctly, the

him

Penal

Professor Yadudu and has also the support of other well-informed
northern Moslems. "So long as Islamic legal system is enacted in
written law and

penalties prescribed therein", writes Professor
piece of legislation, it is submitted, is not any less
acceptable or constitutional than another piece of penal law
passed by, for instance Ebonyi State, which borrows from the
Confucian norms." Had Zamfara State adopted the Penal Code
method, the present controversy would not have arisen. By going
a

Y adudu, "that
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about it the way it did, Zamfara State has inflicted upon the
country a needless and avoidable crisis. The lesson which the

predominantly

Moslem communities in the North will do well to

learn from the crisis

generated by the "reception" approach and
disintegrative potentiality is that the wisdom of
the Sarduana and the international team of eminent jurists who
advised him on this matter must not be lightly and readily
its divisive and

discarded.
The method of the Penal Code poses
difficulty. It is essentially a matter of legal

no

insurmountable

drafting.

The state

governments wishing to create more criminal offences based on
Quran should, as did the Sardauna in 1959, assemble a team
of jurists learned in Islamic law to draft the necessary Code,

the

taking care of course to ensure that the Constitution and the rights
it guarantees are not thereby infringed upon.
2.

State

Enforcement of Offences
Quran

and Punishments under the

The issue here is whether the state's

legislative, executive and
judicial powers may constitutionally
employed to adopt as part
of the law of a State in Nigeria, offences and punishments under
the Quran, to arrest, detain and prosecute those alleged to have
be

committed those offences, to try and convict such offenders and
to sentence them to the punishments prescribed by the Quran.

This

point is central to the Sharia controversy, and needs to be
appreciated to avoid confusing the issue in controversy.
Lamentably, the controversy has been much befogged by
confusion created by the feeling of grievance on the part of the
Sharia protagonists that their freedom of religion as individuals is
being unwarrantably interfered with or that they are being
"compelled to abandon their faith". The feeling of grievance is
misplaced, as no such interference exists or has occurred or is
even contemplated by the opponents of Sharia under the Quran,
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who indeed share with its

protagonists an equal desire that the
freedom of religion constitutionally guaranteed to Moslems, as
well as to other Nigerian citizens, should be fully respected.
No issue also arises on the point that "the Religion of Islam
encompasses all aspects of life" of a Moslem, or that Sharia under
the Quran is coterminous with, or inseparable from, the religion

of Islam. Furthermore, the

Quran's moral precepts and its
injunctions against prostitution, sexual promiscuity, drunkenness,
official corruption, thievery and other social misbehaviour should
be acknowledged and encouraged as salutary and necessary to
check the growing moral decadence and criminality in our
society Yet, like religion itself, the practice of Sharia and the
observance of the moral precepts and injunctions in the Quran is a
personal matter for the individual, to be inculcated by teaching
and preaching in the Quranic schools and mosques, by individual
self-abnegation and self-discipline, not by enforcement through
.

the coercive

of government
Moslems and non-Moslems alike.

machinery

belonging

in

common

The distinction between civil and criminal law has

to

an

important bearing on the issue of state enforcement. In civil law,
through its judicial arm, the courts, merely interposes its
machinery as an impartial, disinterested arbiter between parties in
a dispute;
it lacks the power to initiate the process of
adjudication, and must wait until it is moved by one of the
disputants. So the enforcement, through the courts, of the civil
aspects of Sharia does not involve the support, promotion or
sponsorship by the state of the Moslem religion in preference to
other religions. The controversy does not therefore concern the
application of Sharia civil law.
With regard to the criminal law, however, the position is
entirely different. The state invokes its coercive power to arrest
and detain an alleged offender, to initiate a criminal charge
against him in court, and to see to the effective prosecution of the
charge. Thus, as complainant, initiator of the criminal process and
the state,
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prosecutor, the

state is

enforcement

the state of the Sharia criminal law under the

by
Quran involves the
sponsor the Islamic

use

an

interested party.

of its

religion

in

machinery
preference to

to

Accordingly,

the

aid, support and

other

religions.
posited as an
inexorable requirement of Sharia under the Quran. "Christianity",
we are told by Dr Adegbite, "has accepted the separation of State
and Religion, Islam rejects that dichotomy". "This is why", he
says, "Christians speak of secularity and the Muslims would have
nothing of it". It follows from this that the religion of Islam, with
its legal prescriptions, injunctions and punishments as ordained in
the Quran, is necessarily in conflict with our Constitution which,
by prohibiting the adoption by government, federal or state, of
any religion as state religion, clearly entrenches the religious
neutrality of the state-whether this neutrality is termed secularity
or by some other name is irrelevant. (As will appear from the
decisions of the u.S. Supreme Court noted below, the religious
neutrality of the state and secularity are really interchangeable
terms.) It is to the question whether state enforcement of offences
and punishments under the Quran is consistent with the
prohibition in section 10 of the Constitution that we must next
But

state

enforcement

is

nevertheless

tum.

Before

we

do so, however, it may be noted in

that the constitution in fifteen countries in Africa
secular states in

parenthesis
proclaims them

explicit terms-Angola, Benin, Burkina Faso,
Cameroon, Cape Verde, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Cote
D'Ivoire, Central African Republic, Congo (Leopoldville), Mali,
Niger, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, and Togo. Needless to
say, some of these countries, e.g. Niger, Cameroon, Chad and
Senegal, are predominantly Moslem in population. And yet we
are told that Islam rejects secularity or the separation of the state
and religion. In one other country, Guinea-Bissau, the term used
is "lay" state which, according to its dictionary definition, has the
same meaning as secular. (Niger in its 1987 National Charter
as
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calls itself also

a

lay state.)

of Religion

using either term, the
separation of religion from the

Without

Constitution of Gabon affirms "the

state". In addition to proclaiming the country a secular state, the
Constitution in Chad, Cape Verde, Sao Tome and Principe, and
Guinea-Bissau also affirms "the separation of religion and the
state" while that of

that "there is

Congo (Leopoldville) provides additionally

religion in the Republic".
remaining twenty-five African
countries excluding Nigeria (apart from the ten Islamic states
named earlier, Sudan included) make no explicit characterization
of their states as Christian, Islamic, secular or lay state, nor an
explicit affirmation of the separation of religion and the state.
(Since the disestablishment of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church
no

state

The constitutions of the

under the 1987

Constitution, there is

But not

today.)

having expressly

no

Christian state in Africa

characterized themselves

as

either Christian

twenty-five
neutrality

or Islamic states, the constitutional position of the
countries in the matter must be taken to be that of

.

3.

Inconsistency with the Prohibition

in Section 10

of the

Constitution.

Whether
under

or

not state enforcement of offences and

Quran

tantamounts to the

adoption

punishments

of Islam

as

state

incontestably inconsistent with section 10 of our
Constitution,
prohibits the federal and state governments
from adopting anyone religion as state religion. The meaning and
implications of the prohibition seem clear enough.
Interpreting the provision in the Constitution of the United
State enjoining the State to "make no law respecting the
establishment of religion," which is less precise than the
provision in our own Constitution, the highest court in the
country has said that the provision has "a secular reach far more
penetrating in the conduct of government than merely to forbid' an
religion,

it is

which
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'established church"', and that it implies, additionally, the
equality of all religions in relation to the government. Not only
must the

not establish

particular religion
religions equally,
no
of
kind
favouritism
or
for one against
showing
preference any
the others by way of special promotion of, or protection for, its
as

government

the state

religion;

or

adopt

a

it must also treat all

institutions, doctrines and observances

or

any kind of state

sponsorship.
Short of formal establishment of a

particular religion

as

the

preference exists if a state action is
intended to, or does in its practical effect, advance, foster,
encourage or inhibit any religion. "The basic purpose," said the
court, "is to ensure that no religion be sponsored or favoured,
none commanded and none inhibited." Any state action having as
its purpose or practical effect the advancement, encouragement or
inhibition of any particular religion, is clearly derogatory of the
equality of all religions vis-a-vis the state, as where the
injunctions of one religion are enforced through the machinery of
state

religion,

favouritism

or

the state; this is so even where no coercion is used to achieve the
purpose, e.g. where instructions or practices based on the
doctrines and observances of

particular religion are given in
public schools. The U.S. Supreme Court has gone further to lay it
down that the constitutional prohibition obliges the state not to
get involved at all in religious matters as by providing aid to
religion, even on the basis that all religious sects are treated
equally,
There is no doubt that in a multi-religious country the
maintenance of equality between the different religions and the
neutrality of the state in matters of religion is of far greater
practical importance than the religious form of the state. The
object of the state's neutrality, said the U.S. Supreme Court, is to
prevent "Government common to all from becoming embroiled,
however innocently, in destructive religious conflicts... we have
staked the very existence of our country on the faith that complete
a
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separation is best for the state and best for religion."
These implications apply equality, perhaps with even greater
force, to the prohibition in section 10 of our Constitution. They
are in no way negated by the establishment of a Sharia Court of
Appeal in the Constitution, which was a half-way compromise
+aption adopted by the Constituent Assembly in 1978 to
placate the Moslem members who had walked out en masse from
its meetings to press home their demand for a full constitutional
recognition of the Sharia in its civil as well as criminal aspects.
The compromise, of which I was one of the principal architects,
bestowed constitutional recognition on Sharia, counter-balanced
by a like recognition of customary law, but only to the extent of
establishing for "any state that requires it," a Sharia Court of
Appeal or (as the case may be) a Customary Court of Appeal
(sections 240 and 255).
The jurisdiction of a Sharia Court of Appeal is delimited
partly by its designation as a court of appeal (and not a court of
first instance) and partly by the clear specification of section 242
which, for easy understanding, must be quoted in full:
1. The Sharia Court of Appeal of a State shall, in addition to such
other jurisdiction as may be conferred upon it by the Law of the State,
exercise such appellate and supervisory jurisdiction in civil

proceedings involving questions
court is

competent

subsection

of Islamic

personal law which the
provisions of

to decide in accordance with the

(2) of this section.

2. For the purposes of subsection (1) of this section, the Sharia Court
of Appeal shall be competent to decide
-

any question of Islamic personal law regarding a marriage
concluded in accordance with that law, including a question relating to
the. validity or dissolution of such a marriage or a question that
depends on such a marriage and relating to family relationship or the
guardi8B$hip of an infant;

(a)

(b) where all the parties to the proceedings are Moslems,

any

question
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regarding a marriage, including the validity
marriage, or regarding family relationship,
or
the
foundling
guardianship of 'an infant;
of Islamic

personal

law

dissolution of that

or

a

any question of Islamic personal law regarding a wakf, gift, will or
succession where the endower, donor, testator or deceased person is a

(c)

Moslem;
any question of Islamic personal law regarding an infant, prodigal
person of unsound mind who is a Moslem or the maintenance or
guardianship of a Moslem who is physically or mentally infirm; or

(d)
or

(e) where all the parties to the proceeding (whether or not they are
Moslems) have requested the court that hears the case in the first
instance to determine that case in accordance with Islamic personal
law, any other question.

(Section
terms.)
It is

other

277 of the 1999 Constitution is in

needless

jurisdiction

exactly the

same

to state that the words "in addition to such

as

State" in subsection

may be conferred upon it

(1) above

by

Law of' the

controlled not only
'a court of appeal,' but also
are

by the
by the

designation of the court as
subsection(2) to the effect that "for the purpose of
subsection (1) of the section, the Sharia Court of Appeal shall be
competent to decide
Any other view of the matter would do
violence to the letter as well as the spirit of the provision. It
would also render virtually nugatory the prohibition in section 10.
words in

"

....

The farthest those words

can

be stretched in the context of section

Constitution) is to say that they
(section
enable appellate or supervisory jurisdiction to be conferred on the
Court in other civil maters outside the field of Islamic personal
law as .defined in the section, but certainly not original
jurisdiction in criminal matters under Sharia law.
The recognition of Sbaria law by the establishment of the
Sharia Court of Appeal in the Constitution extends no further
242

277 of the 1999
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than this. It does not enable
courts of first instance to

a

ofReligion

state

legislature

either to authorise

try offences under the Quran and

to

the

Quran on persons
impose punishments prescribed by
convicted of such offences, or to authorise the Sharia Court of
Appeal to hear and determine appeals from the decisions of those
courts. No courts of first instance

in the country have
under customary law, and no

anywhere

jurisdiction to try offences
Customary Court of Appeal has or can be given jurisdiction to
hear and determine appeals in respect of offences under
customary law. The compromise of the 1978 arrangement
requires that parity be maintained between the two systems of
law.
The fact that the jurisdiction of the Sharia Court of Appeal is
restricted

only

to matters

out in section 242 of the 1979

1999

Constitution) does

Sharia civil law

Islamic

personal law as set
Constitution (or section 277 of the

involving

not of course mean that

other aspects of

denied constitutional

recognition; the
continued application of such other aspects as part of existing
laws is recognized but the recognition is subject to their not being
inconsistent with any provision of the Constitution, including the
prohibition in section 10. Section 315(3) of the Constitution
(1999) is unequivocal on the point that "Nothing in this
Constitution shall be construed as affecting the power of a court
of law or any tribunal established by law to declare invalid any
provision of an existing law on the ground of inconsistency with
any provision of this Constitution".
4.

are

Inconsistency with the Guarantee ofRights
The Sharia law

in the Constitution

adopted by Zamfara State is inconsistent
with at least four provisions in the fundamental rights chapter of
our Constitution (Chapter IV). Inconsistency of the law with two
of the provisions is so clearly manifest that even their staunchest
protagonists admit it. Section 3 6(12) provides that "a person
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shall not. be convicted of a criminal offence unless that offence is
defined and the penalty therefor is prescribed in a written law,
and in this subsection,
National

Assembly
part of the provision is

or a

a

written law refers

Law of a State."

to indicate that it

and

1963

t� an Act
(The underlining

was

of the
of this

not in the 1960 and

came into existence from

Constitutions,
1979).
only
provision requires that the 'offence must be defined and the
penalty for it must be prescribed by an Act of the National
Assembly or Law of a State. It highlights the difference between
The

the method of the Penal Code and that of the Zamfara Sharia
Law. Whereas the twenty

offences, which

are

derived from the

specifically defined and the penalties for
prescribed by the Code, the Zamfara Sharia Law,
without itself spelling out the offences and the penalties in terms
merely adopts them as defined or prescribed in the Quran. The
Quran

them

as a

source,

are

are

Quran may well conform to the term, "a written law", but it is
ordained or enacted by the Prophet Mohammed as revelations
from God, not by Zamfara State.
The injunction of the Quran

against a Moslem renouncing
his faith for another religion, on pains of punishment by death
(riddah), is indisputably inconsistent with the freedom guaranteed
to every person to charge his religion or belief (section 3 8(1)).
The inapplicability of the Sharia under the Quran to non
Moslems, assuming this to be true as concerns Sharia criminal
law, raises the question of its consistency or otherwise with the
guarantee of freedom from discrimination. The argument in
favour

hangs

in the air, and fails to address itself to the actual

of the guarantee. The guarantee invalidates any law or any
executive or administrative action of the government by which

terms

disabilities

restrictions

privilege or advantage
is conferred, on a group of citizens defined by reference solely to
ethnicity, place of origin, sex, religion or political opinion, to the
exclusion of citizens of other ethnic groups, place of origin, sex,
religion or political opinion (section 42(1)). Surely, a prohibition
or

are

imposed,

or
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applied to Moslems only, but not to non-Moslems, with regard to,
for example, alcoholic consumption, prostitution or the carrying
on of the business of a hotel, or drinking place, is a "restriction"
within the meaning of the provision, and the exemption of non
Moslems from it offends against the guarantee, thus making it
unconstitutional and void.
The rationale is that discrimination based

solely on religion
or any of the other specified grounds is unfair, because of the
irrational, arbitrary or unreasonable nature of such grounds of
discrimination. A law imposing restrictions on lawyers, doctors
or accountants alone, but not on other people, involves no
discrimination on the prohibited grounds of ethnicity, place of
origin, sex, religion or political opinion. In any case, there is
nothing irrational, arbitrary or unreasonable to make it unfair to
regulate the profession of lawyers, doctors or accountants by
means of a law not applicable to other citizens. "In order to
encounter the challenge of the Constitution", said the US
Supreme Court in Radin v. New York, unequal treatment of
citizens by the law "must be actually and palpably unreasonable
and arbitrary," as typified by unequal treatment based solely on
grounds of ethnicity, place of origin, sex, religion or political
OpInIOn.

Punishment is yet another area of conflict between our
Constitution and the Quran. Section 34(1) of the Constitution

guarantees

to every

individual respect for the dignity of his
torture and inhuman or degrading treatment.

person, and prohibits
(The first leg of the provision in italics
1963

was

not in the 1960 and

Constitutions, and its addition enhances the guarantee

significantly.) We may begin consideration of the impact of this
guarantee on punishments prescribed by the Quran by noting the
omission from the 1979 and 1999 Constitutions of a provision in
the 1960 and 1963 Constitutions to the effect that nothing in the
guarantee "shall invalidate any law by reason only that it
authorities the infliction in any part of Nigeria of any punishment
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lawful and customary in that part on the first day of
November, 1959." The omission from the 1999 Constitution of

that

was

saving clause thus subjects the punishments under the Quran
impact of the guarantee in section 34(1).
The punishments prescribed by the Quran are death (to be
executed by stoning in public for the offences of adultery by a
married man or woman, incest, and rape), imprisonment,
amputation for the offence of theft depending on the
circumstances of the case, haddi or symbolic lashing (100 lashes
for adultery by an unmarried man and 80 lashes for consumption
of alcoholic drink), and retaliation (an eye for an eye).,
Most of these punishments can hardly stand the test of
constitutionality under the guarantee in section 34(1). The
addition of the guarantee of respect for the dignity of the human
person is, as earlier stated, significant; it serves to amplify
inhuman or degrading treatment as treatment that does not accord
with human dignity judged by the opinion of contemporary
society, notwithstanding that, by its inherent nature, the treatment
may not be inhuman or degrading. The conception of whether
treatment comports with human dignity in the opinion of
contemporary society must, in the words of the US Supreme
Court, "draw its meaning from the evolving standards of decency
that mark the progress of a maturing society" (Trop v. Dulles
(1958)). What was morally acceptable in the past may therefore
be abhorrent to the moral values oftoday's society.
Thus, although public execution by the firing squad was
upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1879 (Wilkerson v. Utah
(1879)), it is today viewed with such abhorrence by contemporary
society that it has had to be abandoned in most counties of the
world. As was said by the same Court in a 1972 case (Furman v,
Georgia (1972), "no longer does our society countenance the
spectacle of public executions, once thought desirable as a
deterrent to criminal behaviour by others. Today we reject public
executions as debasing and brutalizing to us all." Being thus
this

to the full
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debasing and degrading to the dignity of the human person as
well as brutalizing to the society at hu-ge, public execution is
outlawed by the guarantee in section 34(1) of our Constitution,
even if the method employed is not inhuman.
Haddi or symbolic lashing is for the same reason
constitutionally impermissible. The difference between it and
caning is that while the object of caning is the infliction of
physical pain, the purpose of haddi lashing is to humiliate and
disgrace the offender. Asa punishment for crime, it is therefore
debasing and degrading to the dignity of the human person. So is
amputation. The revulsion generated in the country and abroad by
the amputation of the hand of a cow thief in Zamfara State as a
punishment under the Quran shows it as not comporting to human
in

modem civilized

society.
Finally, any punishment involving torture, such as the rack,
the thumbscrew, the iron boot, the stretching of limbs, burning
alive or at the stake, crucifixion, breaking on the wheel,
embowelling alive, beheading, public dissection and the like, or
involving mutilation or a lingering death, or the infliction of acute
pain and suffering, either physical or mental, e.g. stoning to death
dignity

our

public, is inherently inhuman and
impermissible under the guarantee in
degrading,
section 34(1) of our Constitution. (Even caninghas been held by
the U.S. Supreme Court to be degrading and unconstitutional
because of the acute physical pain it inflicts (Jackson v. Bishop,
19�8). Before the 1979 Constitution came into force, caning
could still be inflected as punishment under the Criminal Code
(maximum twelve strokes) by virtue of the provision in the 1960
and 1963 Constitutions that the prohibition of torture and
inhuman or degrading treatment shall not "invalidate any law by
reason only that it authorities the infliction in any part of Nigeria
or any punishment that was lawful and customary in that part on
the first day of November, 1959"; it must now be regarded as
outlawed under the 1979 and 1999 Constitutions.)
even

when not carried out in
and therefore
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In their

wisdom, the Sardauna and the international

team of

jurists who advised him did not re-enact in the Penal
special Sharia punishment (stoning to death,
amputation, haddi lashing and amputation) but replaced them
with death, (not by stoning), imprisonment or fine, as appropriate.
eminent

the

Code

5.

Incompatibility with

our

Federal Union

plain truth that
state enforcement of Sharia, in all the plenitude of its injunctions
under the Quran, cannot in the multi-religious society of Nigeria
co-exist with a truly federal form of political association. A
federal union, such as is instituted by the Constitution of Nigeria,
gives every citizen of the country an interest and a stake, not only
We must be honest with ourselves and accept the

in the government of his state, but also in the government of
every other state in the federal union, notwithstanding that he is
not

a

voter in the latter state.

Every

state

government in Nigeria is

maintained in existence to the extent of at least 80 per cent by the
country's common revenue, mostly oil revenue from the

Southern, predominantly non-Moslem part of the country. It
contradicts the basis of our federal union that

maintained in existence
should

largely by

a

the union's

state

government,

common revenue

adopt
part of the law of the state, the holy book of a
particular religion, with its legal prescription and injunctions as
as

punishments it prescribes for their infringement in a
country where a large number of citizens resident in the state,
albeit a minority, are not adherents of that religion.
State enforcement of the Sharia under the Quran would
certainly impinge on the citizenship rights conferred by
membership in a federal union the right to move about freely
throughout the territory of the union and to live wherever he
chooses without molestation based on his religious affiliation
(Section 41 (1)), to earn a livelihood in his chosen place of
well

as

the

-
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by means permitted by law (which is not the law of a
particular religion), and the right to be treated alike by the state
with other citizens, especially in a matter like religion, so
fundamentally important to his life (section 42(1).
Proclaiming unconstitutional and void an act of Congress
residence

which interfered with the individual's freedom of movement, the
u.s. Congress through Justice Douglas, said: "freedom of
movement is

important for jobs and business opportunities for
cultural, political and social activities for all the commingling
which gregarious man enjoys
It is the very essence of our free
society, setting us apart. Like the right of assembly and right of
association, it often makes all the other rights meaningful
knowing, studying, exploring, conversing, observing and even
thinking." (Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 1963)
Any action by a state government impinging on these
citizenship rights through the enforcement of the Sharia under the
Quran would have the practical effect of excluding from the state
a non-Moslem Nigerian citizen who, for religious or other
reasons, cannot live under the strict injunctions of, and
punishment prescribed by, the Quran, such as the injunctions
against operating a hotel or a drinking place, the consumption of
alcoholic drinks, certain modes of dressing, and the penalties it
prescribes for their infringement, e.g. flogging in public (haddi
lashing), amputation of the arm for cow theft, and other inhuman
or degrading punishments.
These prohibitions and punishments apply to Moslems and
non-Moslems alike. It makes hardly any sense to prohibit a
Moslem from operating a drinking place while leaving a non
Moslem free to do so in the same area or street or to punish a
Moslem cow thief by the amputation of his arm, but not to do the
-

-

....

-

'

same

to a non-Moslem cow thief. The affirmation that non

Moslems

are

exempt from the application of Sharia law under the

Quran may be true as
civil law generally but

concerns

Islamic

certainly

not

personal

as concerns

law

or

Sharia

Sharia criminal
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law. An arrangement in which Moslems and non-Moslems in the
same state are governed by different systems of criminal law is

simply inconceivable,

and would be undesirable if it is workable

inapplicability of Sharia criminal law to
non-Moslems, assuming it to be true, is an attestation, not a
refutation, of its unconstitutionality, as has been shown earlier.
Given thus the incompatibility of the Sharia criminal law
under the Quran with our federal union, and its implied
repudiation of that union, all the constituent units should come
together and re-negotiate another' form for our continued
association, whatever that other form might be. This, I believe,
was part of what informed the call by the five South-East
Governors for a confederal form of association. (The other reason
was of course the
killing of Igbos and the destruction of Igbo
properties in the recent Kaduna riots in the name of Sharia.) In a
at

all. In any case, the

_-:'

confederation, the constituent units have more or less unlimited
sovereignty and competence to adopt any religion as state religion
or to support and sponsor it in some other way without
the condition of the confederal association.

breaching

Limits of the State's Religious Neutrality
I must not be taken

subscribing to the American doctrine of the
neutrality
religious affairs. For, the
doctrine has compounded the state's problem of legitimacy. Even
in its original limited sense of the emancipation of the state from
the authority of the Church,' while of course still remaining a
absolute

Christian

as

of the state in all

state, secularization had the sad consequence of
the state the powerful sanction of religion which

depriving
provided, together with tradition, the Roman state's source of
authority and legitimacy. By this emancipation, the monarch,
supplanting the Pope and Bishop, had become an absolute,
independent power, but he did not "receive the sanctity of Bishop,
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Pope." The loss of religious sanction following upon the
emancipation of the state from the authority of the church became
the ruin of political authority, as the force and sanction of
tradition alone proved inadequate to bestow sufficient authority
and legitimacy upon the state and its power. The myth of the
divine rights of kings served to some extent to fill the gap created
by the 'loss of religious sanction until it too ceased to enjoy
popular acceptance. But even while it lasted, the sanction of the
myth was a "pseudo-solution" which "served only to hide, for
some centuries, the most elementary predicament of all modem
political bodies, their profound instability, the result of some
elementary lack of authority." As a result, the state has continued
to be perplexed by the problem of how to found and constitute a
new transcendent and transmundane source of authority and
legitimacy for its power and laws.
It is in the light of this problem of lack of sufficient
authority or legitimacy by government that the absolute neutrality
of the state in matters of religion, as laid down in the decisions of
or

the U.S

Supreme Court, must be viewed.

These decisions

seem

to

carry the

separation of church and state rather too far. Whilst state
encouragement of religion might well entail some discrimination
against non-believers in any religion, we cannot afford to have the
state maintain a position of absolute neutrality between religion
and irreligion. Religion is much too important in the life of
society for the state to keep away completely from involvement of
any kind, no matter how necessary and beneficial to the
community, upon the principle of absolute separation.
Religious beliefs have through the ages been the main
anchor of morality, providing the necessary sanction and helping
to transmit it from generation to generation. Such has been the
linkage of the one with the other that it is said morality cannot
exist without religion. Subscribing to this view, Will and Ariel
Durant

declare,

history

of Civilization

after

an

1- volume monumental survey of the
the earliest time, that "there is no

om
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significant example in history, before our time, of a society
successfully maintaining moral life without the aid of religion,"
maintaining that the provisional success of the experiment by the
communist countries in dissociating the state from religion "owes
much to the temporary acceptance of Communism as the
religion(or, as skeptics would say, the opium) of the people."
.

They add

in

a

pregnant

comment that "if the socialist

should fail in its efforts to

regime

relative poverty among the
new
its
fervour and efficacy, and
the
lose
masses,
religion may
the state may wink at the restoration of supernatural beliefs as an

destroy

aid in

quieting discontent."
Liberty, democracy and justice are all concepts with high
moral content, requiring therefore the aid of religion to secure and
maintain them. Hence the age-old maxim that "only a virtuous
people are capable of freedom," that liberty is meant only for a
moral people. Or, as Edmund Burke puts it: "men are qualified
for civil liberties, in exact proportion to their disposition to put
moral chains upon their appetites; in proportion as their love of
justice is above their rapacity." More pungently still, "liberty,"
says Alexis de Tecqueville, "regards religion as the cradle of its
infancy, and the divine source of its claims. It considers religion
as the safeguard of morality, and morality as the best security of
_

...

law, and the surest pledge of the duration of freedom."
Alexis de

writing in 1835 more than 100
years before the extreme doctrine of separation was laid down by
the U.S. Supreme Court in the)940's; he attributed the strength
and resilience of liberty and democracy in the United States
largely to the religious and moral character of her people. The
character of American civilisation, he wrote, is the product of two
distinct elements: "the spirit of Religion and the spirit of liberty.
The settlers of New England were at the same time ardent
sectarians and daring innovators," adding in a much quoted
passage:

Tocqueville

was
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sought for the greatness and genius of America in her commodious
ample rivers and it was not there; in her fertile fields and
boundless prairie, and it was not there; in her rich mines and vast
I

harbours and

commerce; and it

was not

there. Not until I went to the churches of

America and heard her
understand the

Liberty

and

pulpits aflame with righteousness
secret of her genius and power.

democracy

did I

took root and flourished in the United

States because, in the words of Senator Hatch, "the people were
virtuous; they were virtuous because they were moral; and they

moral because

were

In

an

they

were

religious."

excellent summation of the role of religion in

happiness, discipline, harmony

ans

stability

in

a

fostering
democracy, Will

and Ariel Durant have said:

unhappy, the suffering, the bereaved, the old, it has brought
supernatural comforts valued by millions of souls as more precious than
any natural aid. It has helped parents and teachers to discipline the
young. It has conferred meaning and dignity upon the lowest existence,
and through its sacraments has made for stability by transforming human
covenants into solemn relationships with God. It has kept the poor (said
Napoleon) from murdering the rich. For since the natural inequality of
men dooms many of us to poverty or defeat, some supernatural hope
may be the sole alternative to despair. Destroy that hope, and class war
is intensified. Heaven and utopia are buckets in a well; when one goes
down, the other goes up; when religion declines Communism grows.
To the

They

add in another

poignant

statement that "as

long

as

there is poverty, there will be gods." We might perhaps modify
this last dictum to read that as long as there are death, ill-health
and poverty, there will be gods. It is the fear of death, perhaps

than poverty that induces in men a belief in gods. Certainly,
there would be less need for religion if death did not exist. With
more

immortality,
It

and

can

man

would have been assimilated to

thus be concluded that

religion

are

absent

can

ever

no

society

a

god.

in which

attain and maintain

morality
liberty,
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democracy and justice. And religion needs encouragement by the
state to thrive and be effective in providing an anchor for morality
and in fostering the morality-based values of liberty, democracy
and
justice, and in inculcating among citizens' morality,
spirituality and piety. A developing country should not indulge in
the doctrinaire rigidity of the state completely dissociating itself
from religion. Whatever discrimination against non
religionists-agnostics- and such others-that may be entailed in
the state giving encouragement to all religions on the basis of
equality is not really an unfair one, certainly not such as to
warrant the state to keep off religion completely. African
countries must not aggravate further the problem of lack of
authority and legitimacy arising from the loss of religious
sanction consequent upon the secularization of the state. There is
really no contradiction in a secular state giving encouragement to
as by religious prayers at certain public occasions,
attendance of the rulers at church services, the use of the Bible or
the Quran in swearing oaths, the provision of aid for religious

religion,

pilgrimages and other religious purposes.
But state encouragement of religion must be on the basis
that all religions are treated equally, with no favouritism,
preference, protection or sponsorship of any kind and no
enforcement of the injunctions or doctrines of one as against the
others. That is the command of section 10 of our Constitution.
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Catholic Ethicists
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HIVIAIDS Prevention

-
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byJames

F.

Keenan assisted by
Fuller, Lisa SowleCahill and Kevin
Kelly (New York & London: Continuwn,2000), 351 pages, with
Jon D.

an

index.

'The AIDS

pandemic strolls like a colossus throughout planet
earth, throughout the Third World, and especially ·throughout
Africa, ravaging and killing in the millions. AIDS may be the
greatest assault on humanity in human memory, an assault on the
very survival of humans on planet earth. The statistics for the
Third World, and in particular for Africa, are frightening. No
wonder the scourge has been interpreted as divine retribution for
human crimes. In Benin Republic (the site of ancient Dahomey)
the servants or priests of Sakpata (the divinity of epidemics
who in the past controlled smallpox) announce AIDS as the new
epidemic under Sakpata's control; they administer curative rites
and herbs, and advice clients to use condoms. Governments all
over the world, and Africa, especially in recent years, are waking
up to their responsibility to protect citizens from the ravages of
AIDS. Churches and ChUlCB leaders appreciate more and more
it is no
the implacable attack of the epidemic on humanity
longer sufficient to call it a punishment from the God of
-

-

creation;

does it suffice to limit the moral rhetoric to the
the permission to use or not to use condoms. The

nor

physical,
larger/holistic picture is that mv/AIDS concerns the survival of
humanity; such a scourge calls for fundamental shifts in moral
theology.
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of the book under review, Catholic Ethicists
on the .HIVIAIDS Prevention, is timely. It is a record of the
determination of moral theologians, in face of the limit situation
The

publication

posed by mY/AIDS,

to advance

adequate

answers

at the same

time consonant with the gospel and salvific for the human race.
One may ask, after reading through the book, why Catholic
ethicists waited so long to produce such a work. Moral science,
being a practical science, unfortunately has to follow
developments carefully before pronouncing in some competent
manner

whether certain solutions

are

in accord

or

not with a

particular moral tradition. "The way moral theology tends to
develop does not block progress but allows time and space for
the reception of new insights to be tested in a variety of
appropriate ways", 'says Gallagher (p.279).
The bulk of the book, Part I(covering over 200 pages), is
made' up of case studies. The geographical spread of countries
from where the

cases are

taken

covers

the five continents. Of

particular interest for African readers are the cases drawn from
high-infection areas like Uganda and South Africa countries
that have even, provided volunteers for experiments on new
vaccines and drugs. 'They project situations common allover
Africa; issues deriving not only from traditional culture,
especially the low status or dependent role of women who are the
greatest victims, but also the unjust world economic structures
and the fallouts from the apartheid era. But whether cases
studied are located in Brazil, Ireland, USA, or Bangladesh,
whether they are about challenges from working with
homosexuals or heterosexuals, drug addicts, victims infected
through blood transfusion, women in labour, or married people
who struggle to protect their marriage despite being mv
positive, and having to contend with the inhuman treatment of
patients or infected persons as outcasts of society, each case is
treated by the narrator competently.
Each case narrated is followed by analysis from the
perspective of the Catholic moral tradition. The case studies arise
-

.
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from true stories and differ immensely from the hypothetical
cases that one encounters in the manualist tradition of Catholic

theology. And because they are true stories, the
application of moral rules or principles to individual facts by
pastors in the field, or the moral quandary in which social
workers, doctors and hospital administrators find themselves, is
re-examined by Catholic moral theologians who show by their
moral

competent discussion of facts within

contexts that there is

in the Catholic moral tradition.

development
around proportionate

Questions raised

hierarchy of values, distinctions
between formal and material cooperation, for example in
providing needles to drug addicts or condoms to infected persons
who nonetheless remain sexually active and constitute danger to
reason

and

their partners; issues of confidentiality in cases of those who are
unwilling to reveal to partners that they are mv positive because
of the social

stigma that

follow such

the stuff with which moral
and

revelations, and

so

on, form

theologians struggle with the tradition

the tradition under review.

keep
provoked by

The moral dilemma

the disease is clear in the South African example:
hand a pastor counselled an infected couple to
maintain total abstinence in line with the ''teaching of the
church" [a teaching interpreted mechanically] while on the other
hand, another pastor reviewed with the same couple values at
stake including love, relationship, the sanctity of the marriage
bond and factors that protect the bond, and counselled that
preservatives or condoms are secondary. This is a good example
of the truth of the view expressed in the introduction and
conclusion of this book that Catholic moral tradition has the
resources
to respond positively to the demands of mv
prevention with regard to condom use and needle exchange.
Could this be one of the cases in which condom use is pro-life
instead of anti-life, life-preserving instead of life-preventing?
on

the

one

(p.327).
The second

section, Part 2, focuses

on

foundational moral

issues that arise from mY/AIDS. These issues have been

more
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and

suggestions or solutions
in the first part. But this part takes on systematically the question
of the meaning of tradition, of "living tradition," and the
development of tradition in moral theology (following
Newman's criteria for the development of doctrine). The
emphasis is that Catholic moral tradition has never been static; it
will be strange if a "living" tradition becomes static. This is
bound to be so; for the application of moral rules or principles to
facts presupposes flexibility as casuistry requires. Focussing on
the moral principle of totality Gallagher in his review of the
tradition concludes that the anthropological overrides the
physical preoccupation in critical moral dilemmas like organ
transplant. This is also applicable to the HIV/AIDS debacle.
All contributors to the systematic review of the tradition affirm
that it is the human race that is threatened by HIV/AIDS and not
simply individual persons. That is why fundamental moral
theology should tackle the prime causes of mv/AIDS and the
primary victims and clearly take on the fundamental issues of
justice that arise therefrom. AIDS is a very undemocratic
disease; it attacks women more than men, the poor more than the
rich; black Americans more than whites. And so the rich
Catholic tradition on social justice developed since Leo XIII
emphasising the dignity of the human person, structural sin, the
common good, preferential option for the poor, and the principle
of subsidiarity
should be brought to bear on the development
of the fundamental moral questions around AIDS. Above all, the
or

less handled also

by

analyses

-

-

-

twin

viruses

that

should

first

be

attacked

to

ensure

the

eradication of AIDS are, according to Teresa Okure (quoted by
Kevin Kelly), the sexual and economic subordination of women
and the unjust world economic order that creates "industries of
the late Engelbert Mveng would say) in developing
countries. This unjust situation makes people live "amid
conditions which are still 'a yoke little better than that of slavery

poverty" (as

itself"

(Lisa Cahill quoting

Rerum Novarum

no

61

On the Hundredth

of John Paul

Anniversary of
II). Catholic moral
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challenged in this time of mY/AIDS crisis to
advance courageous principles of morality, according to Enda
Mclxmagh, by taking the necessary risks today under the sign of
the reign of God. Christians, the church, as disciples of Jesus
Christ follow in the footsteps of the all-powerful creator God,
who in Jesus Christ identified with the poorest of human beings.
God in Jesus Christ today continues to go through a radical self
emptying at this opportune moment (kairos) of mY/AIDS to
bring about a new community, a new creation. Consequently, the
Church following the divinely inspired risks of God in Jesus is
enabled to shed new light on disputable issues around HIV/AIDS
imagination

is

like condoms and needles.
In the conclusion to the

the church and

book, Kevin Kelly made

moral

an

urgent call

courageously pass
theologians
after all ethics is about praxis. Moral theologians
should face the challenge of AIDS courageously by providing
attractive and positive person-centred teaching on human
at
sexuality that is at the same time human and Christian
whatever discomfort or risk to their persons. And the church
should assume leadership in restoring the dignity of women first
within the Church. In order words the church should apply her
discourse to herself, -Then 'secondly, there should be a massive
movement to free women from dehumanising cultural practices
like African cultural practices that make women easy victims of
on

into action

on

to

-

-

-

finally there should be a two-way massive
action to reduce poverty and its industry in developing countries
by undertaking to tackle Western financial and economic
institutions that create and feed poverty outside their borders,
and fighting corruption in developing countries especially among
mY/AIDS. Then

-

the

political leadership.

One cannot fault these final recommendations. But it may be
necessary to add, especially as an African reader of this book,

that

our

should be

the greatest victims of mY/AIDS
affirmative in the struggle against the structures

women
more

that make them

who

are

sexually subordinate to the men.

Women leaders,
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espouse realistic and attractive

to mobilise rural and urban women to affirm and

live
of our

The struggle for the restoration of the dignity
should vacate the elite chair to merge with grassroots
realities and challenge poverty, ignorance and unemployment.

their

dignity.

women

place like Nigeria much publicity is being given today to
tackling the highly profitable industry of prostitution, especially
in one state that has the highest number of Nigerian girls ferried
to Europe for prostitution. Women. as well as some men are at
In

a

the root of this trade. One has to ensure that such a move
championed by the wife of the vice-president and full of glamour

does not end where the media spotlight ends. Furthermore, .in
struggle for the human dignity and equality of all before
God, one "should tap from the African cultural strength of
matrilineal social organisation that may have lost much of its
force from the colonial/post-colonialsocio-political arrangement
and the Christian Churches' exaggeration of male privileges.
The gigantic work of tackling the "industry. of poverty'",
produced by what Pius XI calls "economic nationalism or even
economic imperialism" and the "no less deadly and accursed
internationalism of finance or international imperialism whose
country is where profit is," [pius XI Quadragesimo Anno, art.
109] requires a fundamental cultural shift and, moral
reorientation in the West. This' is' another limit situation that has
fastened around the neck of people of the Third World 'a yoke
little better than that of slavery itself .. It necessarily nourishes
mv/AIDS. Nigeria pays each year US$I.S billion in debt
servicing, a sum larger than the national annual medical or
education budget. How can Christians live with this? How
should ethicists provide an action programme to take on this
aporia? The Nigerian economist Anya o. Anya told Mr Kohler,
the Managing Director of the IMF, that ''the Nigerian population
needs to be convinced that it is moral and fair for the
international community to forget that of the more than US$30
billion that is Nigeria's current debt profile, the principal sum is
this

.

'

-

"
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less than US$8 billion
over US$20 billion arose from interest
and penalties from delays in repayment!
it is difficult to expect
-

...

the

ordinary

and

suffering people of Nigeria to accept that a
profile in a decade and a half is not

four-fold increase in the debt
the result of some diabolical

conspiracy."?

It does not suffice to say that the kind of poverty experienced
in Africa and elsewhere in the Third World where mv/AIDS is

ravaging is intolerable.
Catholic Ethicists
a

on

HIVIAIDS Prevention has demonstrated

strong and sturdy Catholic moral tradition. The co-optation of

scholars from all the continents, from poor and rich countries,
from highly infected areas and the less infected, demonstrates the

type of collaborative work
moral tradition in this time
should not

develop a more energetic Catholic
of global transformations. This book

to

textbook for sexual ethics but also a
for social workers, hospital administrators, ana

only

be

a

companion
pastors working

among the poor and especially among brothers
and sisters who are HIV/AIDS victims.

Elochukwu Uzukwu c.s.sp.
of Theology and Cultures, Dublin

KMI Institute
1

See E.

Mveng, "Impoverishment and Liberation:

A

Theological Approach
of African

for Africa and the Third World", in R. Gibellini (ed), Paths
Theology, Maryknoll, New York: Orbis, 1994, pp. 155-165.
2

Anya O. Anya, "How Nigeria, IMF can Forge New Partnership for
Growth", The Guardian, [Nigeria], Thursday July 13, 2000, page 48.
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Africa

-

Edited

Getui,
Holter, and Victor Zinkurature.
Biblical Studies in African Scholarship Series

by Mary

N.

Knut

(Nairobi:

Acton

Publishers, 2001).

(First

Published

index of authors,
The Bible in

pages; with

Africa, especially when accessible in African

only in the flowering of
the Christian faith in Africa, but also in supporting liberation
movements
and the liberation struggle. First generation
liberation fighters like Jomo Kenyatta and Kwarne Nkrumah not
only donned the mantle of Moses and Jesus but also were in
languages,

is

by Peter Lang, New York). 246
subjects and biblical references.

a

non-negligible

factor not

some ways acclaimed as liberators in biblical terms. It is also
confirmed by many critical studies of African Independent [or
Indigenous or Instituted] Churches [AICs] that the Bible in

African

languages was the controlling variable in the confident
move towards independency, indigenisation or institution of
these churches over against the missionary established churches'.
In general the African language communities, as Lamin Sanneh
suggests, found in the Bible, accessible in their own language, a
medium of cultural development and overall widening of the
argument for their historical
Testament has had

more

the New Testament. The

aspirations.'

On the whole the Old

on

Christians in Africa than

reasons are

not far to look for. The

influence

commonalities between the African worldview and the Hebrew

(Semitic) worldview are very striking. This is especially so for
rural, pastoral and agricultural peoples that have similar laws
towards purity and danger. The whole of the Ten
Commandments and other laws given to Moses who was reared
in Africa reverberate with echoes similar to the laws and customs
found in Africa.
The above remarks are to underline the great value of this
book, Interpreting the Old Testament in Africa, a collection of
ess�ys from papers read at the International Symposium on
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Africa and the Old Testament, which took place in Karen,
outside Nairobi, in October 1999. The meeting was under the

patronage of the Ecumenical Colloquium of Eastern African
The essays highlight, in the first place, the
in
worldview and the inextricable ties between
similarities
African and the Bible people; and secondly, the importance of

theologians.

reading the Scriptures in African languages and interpreting
them from African perspectives.
The book is divided into five unequal parts. The first part
looks at "Mapping out the Context of Old Testament Studies in
Africa". Contributors distance themselves in no uncertain terms
from the prejudices of Eurocentric interpretation of the OT and
stress the importance of Africa and the context of the continent
in biblical research and interpretation. Many handicaps,
especially inadequate facilities, face the ongoing development of
O'I'studies.
The second part discusses some of the issues that have
constituted grounds of controversy between African researchers
and their European colleagues
"Finding Africa in the Old
Testament". The papers focus on the interesting hospitality that
Africa gave to the people of the Bible Hebrews or Jews from
Abraham to Jesus. Ambivalence appears to be the rule in this
relationship
Egypt was both a place of sanctuary and of
and
was never regarded as a permanent home for the
slavery,
"chosen people". There is a very well informed discussion on
Egypt, Cush, Ethiopia and-how to interpret their use in the Bible.
They form the basis for the understanding of the actual
contribution of Africa to the Bible, the culture of the Bible, and
the dependency of Bible people and culture on Africa. The
contributions in this section are particularly averse to
marginalizing Africa as a whole from a well-documented
influence it exercised on the Bible. Some Eurocentric scholars
would even put Egypt physically outside the African map. David
Tuesday Adamo whose works have brought much clarity, and no
less controversy, into the- discussion of Cush', argued very
-

-

-

-

-
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strongly that wherever Cush is found in the OT it should be
simply translated "African," instead of Ethiopian, Sudanese,
Egyptian or Cush. This is because ''there is no continent in the
world

whose

misrepresented

achievement
and

given

to

has

been

misunderstood,

other nations like that of the

continent of Africa... If Cush is rendered as I have suggested
above, the implications are great. Africa and Africans will know
that Yahweh has also done great things through their ancestors,
It will destroy the satanic ideology that Christianity is a foreign
religion. It will also disprove the racist ideas that some
Eurocentric scholars have forced into the Bible in their

interpretation." [p.73]
The third section addresses the issue of

interpret the Old

"Using

Africa to

Testament". This section is based

on

the

commonalities between OT worldview and Africa. And so one
could approach texts of the OT with variations of African
perception of, for example, community, taboo, the importance. of
names, the covenant process, and so on.
In the fourth section contributors addressed the other side of
the coin, "Using the Old Testament to Interpret Africa". The use
of OT in interpreting the African condition by the churches has
not favoured the condition of women in Africa, women

contributors protest. Rather the churches have made use of the
OT to further the SUbjugation of African women. Prejudice
against women is part and parcel of OT as well as African
traditions as a comparative study of Sotho and OT proverbs by
Madipoane Masenya prove. Another interesting contribution to
this section is the application of textual and historical method in
analysing Jeremiah 22 t_ the condemnation of Johoiakim and the
consequences of his selfish politics on Judah as a whole. 'This is
applied with a certain level of success to Africa challenging
corrupt political officeholders whose selfishness is responsible
for the incredible suffering Africans are undergoing today. Getui
gives three possible hermeneutical presuppositions of
approaching the Bible in Africa: the Bible may be seen as
_
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into "darkness", or Africans may be presented
as having
practised the biblical message ever before
the arrival of the Bible, or finally African cultures and religion
revelation

coming

known and

may be

interacting mutually with the Bible. She favours
approaches as more beneficial to biblical studies in

seen as

the last two
Africa.

The final section of this book examines the achievements,
problems and prospects in "Translating the Old Testament in

Africa". This section

begins

with the affirmation that the first

and second translations of the Bible were done on African soil
in other words the Greek Septuagint, and the old Latin version
-

that

translated about 160-200 CE. Contributors stress the
importance of knowledge of Biblical Hebrew. But where this is
was

impossible, a literal translation [like the RSV] could be used.
indefatigable work of United Bible Societies is narrated.
They have a project of putting the Bible in the language of
groups that make up to half a million speakers by 2010. And
there are also experiments in the production of "audio" and
"video" Bible for people who cannot read and write. The most
intriguing paper in this section is the contribution of Victor
Zinkuratire on Hebrew "without toil" from the background of
Bantu languages. He noted, from his experience in teaching
Hebrew in East Africa, that difficulties with morphology and
syntax arise from the structure of the English [or Indo-European]
language. However, analysis shows that the morphology of
Hebrew verbs is similar to the morphology of Bantu verbs. When
used in instruction, the Bantu speaking students made greater
progress in learning the Hebrew language. He believes that the
situation may be similar among Nilotic and Hamitic peoples. He
The

went further to

Hebrew

conclude that the closeness of African and

languages "could encourage African Old Testament
scholars to examine the potential of using mainly African Bible
translations (instead of "European ones) in conjunction with the
Hebrew (and Greek) Bible".
This is a book for students of the Bible, and of the Old
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Testament in

particular.

It will be

handy

also for the

general

Apart from Hebrew calligraphy not put into Latin script
and sometimes without punctuation for easy reading
people
with general knowledge of Hebrew alphabet can read the book
reader.

-

-

profit. It certainly is important
Christian religion in Africa.

with

for students of theology and

Elochukwu Uzukwu c.s.sp.
KMI Institute

of Theology and Cultures, Dublin

'See for example D. B. Barrett, Schism and Renewal in Africa (Nairobi:
Oxford University Press, 1968)
2
Lamin Sanneh, Encountering the West. Christianity and the Global Cultural
Process: The African Dimension, Maryknoll: Orbis, 1993.
3
See his Africa and Africans in the Old Testament, (San Francisco: Christian
Universities Press, 1998).
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